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Six inmates
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BG News/Rob Upton

Suck 'em Up
Grounds maintenance supervisor Bob McEwen uses a Universitydesigned vacuuming machine to suck up leaves near Shatzel Hall.
The vacuuming system, designed by grounds coordinator Randy

Gallier, won a sixth-place Cost Reduction Incentive Award In 1983
from the National Association of College and University
Business Officers for its labor-saving capabilities.

Soviet leader plans visit
WASHINGTON (AP) - Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev is planning to visit Latin
America, apparently in an attempt to penetrate peacefully an area where the United
States has long been the dominant influence,
administration officials say.
The Soviet Communist Party General
Secretary plans to visit Cuba, Moscow's
closest ally in the hemisphere, and also is
expected to become the first Soviet leader
ever to travel to Mexico, Argentina and
Brazil, the officials said. The trip, tentatively set for next spring, may include other
South American countries as well.
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze visited Mexico City three weeks ago
and laid the groundwork for the Soviet-Mexican summit, according to the officials, who
insisted on anonymity.
Some officials described the prospective
visit to Mexico as a normal development in
relations between the two countries. They

Records
program
limited
by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

Because of a limited amount
of available instructors in the
medical records administration
program, no students will be
accepted into the major for the
next two years.
"We are simply unable to find
people with the professional
qualifications in the medical records area," Clyde Willis, dean
of the College of Health and
Human Services, said.
Ellen Wachs, program director, said the Oct. 9 decision was
made because the quality of the
program would have been affected by a lack of instructors.
Wachs is the only full-time
instructor. There are five parttime faculty members, who
each teach a single course and
work in a hospital.
Willis said the problem of not
being able to find addition
al qualified faculty has existed
for the past two years.
Wachs said it was difficult
finding part-time help in general.
"It's more of a draft system
than a volunteer system," she
said.
Willis said another reason
there is a lack of qualified instructors in this area is because
Q See Medical, page 5.
i

by Don Lee

said Mexico has long been interested in
expanding its diplomatic horizons and that
three previous Mexican presidents have
visited Moscow.
The officials added that Shevardnadze
and his Mexican hosts seemed intent on not
saying anything that could be construed as
hostile to the United States.

U.S.-Mexican relations. The officials said a
crisis of confidence exists which disrupts
cooperation on combating drug smuggling
and other issues.
Shortly after Shevardnadze's visit to Mexico, Argentine President Raul Alfonsin became the first leader of that country to visit
the Soviet Union.

OTHER OFFICIALS, however, said they
were concerned that the Shevardnadze talks
and the prospective visit by Gorbachev
raises the possibility of an expanded "Soviet
foothold" in this hemisphere.
A long-term Soviet goal in Mexico is the
opening of consular offices in northern Mexico, which would enable the Soviets to widen
their intelligence-gathering capabilities in
the southern United States.
The uneasiness of some officials over the
planned Mexican visit by Gorbachev has
been heightened by the recent strains in

Aside from political issues, they discussed
Argentina's $1.6 billion trade surplus with
the Soviet Union, which is the principal
buyer of Argentine grains.
Brazil, which also is on Gorbachev's itinerary, has had a less rigidly anti-communist
Elicy since a civilian president took office
it year. Brazil re-established relations
with Cuba a few months ago.
So far as is known, the only Soviet leader
to have visited Latin America was the late
Leonid Brezhnev, who traveled to Cuba for a
Communist Party congress in 1975.

A lawsuit filed by an inmate in
the Wood County Jail challenging the living conditions there
was amended Wednesday to include the names of six more
inmates, a U.S. District Court
clerk in Toledo said yesterday.
The lawsuit, filed in late September by inmate Kenneth Kerlin, charges that conditions in
the 85-year-old building make it
"unfit for human habitation"
and "fall beneath the standards
of human decency."
An amended complaint was
filed Wednesday to include inmates Rodney Cash, Tawney
Leingruber, Richard Olviedo
and James Pass, and former
inmates Angeline Peters and
Mark Dickey, as plaintiffs in the
suit. The complaint also asks the
district court to consider the
case a class-action lawsuit.
Five of the seven prisoners
are awaiting trial. Jail
spokesmen said yesterday that
Kerlin had been transferred to a
state correctional facility.
The suit asks that the jail not
be used until it is brought up to
state standards. More than 50
conditions and practices, which
the plaintiffs say are unsafe and
in violation of inmates' rights.
are cited in the suit, including
overcrowding, undersized cells,
lack of recreational facilities,
inadequate medical care, and
fire hazards.
WOOD COUNTY Sheriff
George Ginter, Wood County,
the Wood County Commissioners, and commissioners Marilyn
Baker, Alvin Perkins and Leonard Stevens are named as defendants.
Ginter said overcrowding has
been a problem in the jail for
sometime.
"They can sue me every other
day," he said. "Hell, I've done

all I can."
Ginter said nothing more
could be done to bring the facility, built in 1901, up to state
standards.
"I'm at the stage where I've
done everything possible to
Wood County Jail," he said. He
called the jail's lack of an exercise area ''the worst problem of
all."
The jail has been cited for
numerous fire hazards, including the lack of smoke detectors,
fire alarms, a fire escape and a
sprinkler system, in 1983 and
last February.
Ginter said the jail now meets
state fire standards.
Betty Montgomery. Wood
County prosecutor, could not be
reached for comment. The
county prosecutor's office said
that Findlay attorney Tom Bryant, an expert on jail litigation,
had been hired to help Montgomery with the defense.
THE JAIL has been the subject of numerous complaints
about conditions there. Trie Toledo-based Advocates for Basic
Legal Equality, which represents the plaintiffs, has pressured the county to improve the
jail conditions, which ABLE has
been monitoring for five years.
On Wednesday there were 55
inmates at the jail, including
nine on work release programs,
Ginter said. The jail building
has 52 beds, with 12 beds at the
work-release facility, be said.
In addition, 17 prisoners are
housed in other counties, including two at the Toledo Mental
Health Center.
The county has not released
Kris f or a proposed new jail to
public yet. Plans to participate in building and using a
regional jail with surrounding
counties were dropped early this
year.

Glenn
talks on
issues
-• yjfU |
BG News/Alex Horvath

Senator urges increased development in education, research
by Ron Coulter
chief copy editor

The future of this country will be
determined by the advancement of research and education, according to U.S.
Senator John Glenn.
Glenn was on campus yesterday campaigning for his third term as senator
for The state of Ohio.
"Being number one in education and
research gives us control of our own
destiny," Glenn said.
The space program exemplifies the
type of research Glenn regards as most
leads the effort in space
and is looked at as a world technological
leader is likely to receive more political
(followers) through the years,'' Glenn
said.
Glenn said that the Challenger explosion proved the fallibility of the U.S.
space program after a quarter-century
of dominating the field.
He proposed a three-fold change in

"You can't let rhetoric do the job... you can't talk
like Rambo and act like Bambi."

-U.S. Senator John Glenn
the space program in people, procedures and hardware. He said the replacement of high-level people involved
in the explosionhas been accomplished.
A new system with an emphasis on
safety is being implemented, he said.
Glenn applauded Reagan for calling
for the creation of a new orbiter to
replace the Challenger, but said the
president's allotment of $137 million
would be insufficient. He said he wrote a
letter to the president urging more
financial support for the program.
"You can't let rhetoric do the Job," he
said. "You can't talk like Rambo and
act like Bambi."
On the subject of the Reykjavik summit, Glenn said he wasn't as discouraged aa many of his fellow Democrats.
"At least both sides are putting bigger

proposals out on the table than ever
before; I find that encouraging."
Glenn said the superpowers had proposed cutting 50 percent of their missile
supplies within five years and 100 percent of their arsenal within ten years.
Although no formal treaty was drawn
up, "at least it gives us a new basis from
which to start, he said.
Glenn added three areas of concern
regarding such a drastic nuclear weapons reduction. First, conventional
weapons would have to be built to prevent the Soviets from assuming a position of preeminent power. Second, he
said other nations, such as the People's
Republic of China, would have to be
involved in the disarmament.
In 1984 Glenn voted in favor of cutting
off aid to the contraa in Nicaragua. He

said the danger out of Nicaragua is
"something we have to watch, to see if
it's growing, but the administration's
views that this is a clear and present
danger to our borders... is a little
premature to the level of danger I see."
He added that the first $100 million in
aid that was appropriated cannot be
satisfactorily accounted for.
"To sail paper dollars off into the
jungle hoping it's going to do some good
Is a rather futile exercise," he said.
On the state issue of the drinking age,
Glenn said he is concerned about Die
number of teenagers who die in alcoholrelated auto accidents each year. He
said that while he doesn't like to use
federal authority to pressure states to
raise the drinking age, it is the "lesser
of two evils" compared to the 25,000
alcohol-related deaths every year.
Glenn, who ran for the presidency in
UM, said staying in the Senate is his
only plan for the future.
'It's a once-ln-a-lifetime shot. You
give it everything you have and if it
doesn't work, that?s the way it goes."

Editorial
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We endorse Celeste
It is difficult in this year's gubernatorial race to
fervently back either of the candidates.
Many conservatives admit that James Rhodes,
77, may not have been the strongest candidate their
party could have nominated. And Richard Celeste,
48. who was all ready to strap on the holsters and
take command for a second term, seems to have
inadvertently shot off his own foot. A host of his
appointees and associates have been indicted on
various criminal charges.
Analysts say if Celeste loses, it is his own fault
because of the charges of corruption in his administration. But that corruption may, ironically, be the
downfall of Rhodes.
Since the indictments were handed down, Rhodes
has been on the offensive. He has attacked Celeste
with charges of crookedness at every campaign
stop from here to the Ohio River. He also has
reminded voters of what he calls his good years as
governor.
What Rhodes has failed to do, however, is offer
any bright outlook for Ohio. He has said that he
would stay in office only one term, time enough to
assure that "the corruption will come to a screeching halt." That doesn t exactly sound like a vivacious candidate with new ideas to improve the
state.
We, too, are bothered by the corruption. But
Celeste has admitted he made some mistakes in
hiring and will obviously make better choices the
next time around. We believe he can put these
problems behind him and continue to develop as an
effective governor.
What has been hidden by the corruption charges
is the progress of the Celeste administration. He
has boosted Ohio tourism and has placed emphasis
on high-technology to create new jobs in a new era.
And higher education has been one of his main
objectives.
In addition to instituting a 4 percent cap on
annual instructional fee increases at all Ohio state
universities and appropriations of money for capital improvements, he has moved to better the
quality of the education itself.
The funding of Selective Excellence programs
such as the Research Challenge, Academic Challenge and Eminent Scholars programs already has
lead to a much better quality of education for
students of state universities.
Rhodes' supporters boast about all the new
building that went on during his stint as governor,
but programs such as these were never as forceful.
Rhodes' accomplishments cannot be disputed.
Under his leadership the state underwent an industrial and business revival.
But, those accomplishments are in the past. The
question is: Is Rhodes the man for the future?
We say no.
Celeste's campaign words ring so true. "Most
people believe that his best days are behind him
and my best days are ahead of me," he said.
With an emphasis on honesty. With a committment to education and more jobs. And with the
hopes that he can fulfill his promises and truly
"Stand up for Ohio," we believe Celeste should be
re-elected.
Although none of the editors would declare unqualified support, we endorse Richard Celeste in
his reflection bid.

Students need 'great ideas'
OUT
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by Cralg Hergert

Yesterday I learned that I might not be
teaching a section of next spring's Great
Ideas course. Although the University had
planned to offer six sections of it, the preregistration has been so low that two sections will have to be cut. One of them will be
mine.
I'm disappointed. I spent three weeks this
past summer at a workshop to prepare to
teach the course. Now I feel a little like the
American athletes did during the 1960 Olympics.
Whether or not enrollment picks up
enough for me to teach the class, I still
believe in the philosophy behind it. It's a
simple philosophy, one that shouldn't appear out of place at an institution of higher
learning.
The folks who have put considerable time
and energy into the course believe that
students would profit from grappling with
primary sources which present some of the
significant ideas of western civilization.
This year's version of Great Ideas is
focusing on Judeo-Christian thought, Greek
humanism, the scientific revolution, the
democratic revolution and feminism. Some
of the sources being read are Genesis,
Sophocles' Antigone, William Harvey's De
Motu Cordis, Walter Lippman's Essays in
the Public Philosophy, and Virginia Woolf's
"A Room of One's Own." Admittedly, none
of these works is currently on the University bookstore's bestseller fist.

I realize that one of the reasons why preregistration for next semester's Great ideas
sections is that the course is still in its
infancy. Word may not have gotten around
yet. Of course, if only a handful of students
are taking it in the spring, there'll be precious few additional students to spread the
word next year.
That there is a need for such a course is, I
think, pretty clear. Most instructors will tell
you that few of their beginning students are
as well-read or as informed as they'd like
them to be.
And some instructors have horror stories
to tell about the matter. Seeing as how today
is Halloween, it's appropriate for me to
share one here.
About a year ago, Newsweek ran a "My
Turn" column by Jaime M. 0' Neill called
"No Allusions in the Classroom." In the
column, 0' Neill, a professor at South Puget
Sound Community College in Olympia,
Washington, told about a surprise general
knowledge test he gave his English composition students on the first day of class.
The test showed that the students had a
slightly different view of the world than 0'
Neill. Here's what he learned from their
responses:
"Ralph Nader is a baseball player.
Charles Darwin invented gravity. Christ
was born in the sixteenth century. J. Edgar
Hoover was a 19th-century president.
"The Great Gatsby was a magician in the
1930's. Benito Mussolini was a Russian
leader of the 18th century; Dwight D. Eisenhower came earlier, serving as a president
during the seventeenth century. AD of these
people must have apprecited the work of
Pablo Picasso, who painted masterpieces In
the 12th century."
To an instructor - and to a conscientious
student - 0' Neill's column is every bit as
chilling as the most shocking Stephen King
tale.
What's as troubling as the misinformation

Security problem
I am writing in response to the
article on the "Dorm Burglar."
For those who missed this article in the Oct. 28 issue of TheBG
News, let me brief you on the
high points.
There has been a "recent rash
of residence hall burglaries believed to be the work of a person
in possession of a master key."
For those of you who have been
burglarized, I sympathize. For
those of you who are scared you
are next: I direct this letter to
you.
As I read the article I was
appalled by the suggestion of
Carol Pratt, records coordinator
of Public Safety, as how to deter
the burglar. Pratt suggested to
"prop a chair underneath the
doorknob." Excuse me, but this
is not James Bond. This is good
old BG, not Hollywood.
OK, I'll give it a try anyway
... but wait, I'm on the outside
of the door. How can I place the
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Wednesday I sat in on a Great Ideas class
which was in the middle of the democratic
revolutions section. Granted, the discussion
wasn't always at what anyone would call a
fever pitch, but I was impressed with what
was happening.
Although the assigned text for the day was
"An Enemy of the People," the students,
with orchestration from their instructor,
referred to works they had read in the
previous weeks. They also applied the ideas
of the works to a BGNews editorial.
What they showed me was that they were
makinD the ideas a part of themselves, that
they were able to apply them to other works
and everyday situations. This ability can
only be an asset, regardless of what job they
end up with.
Hergert, a teaching fellow in English from
Slayton, Minn., is a columnist for The News.
He still hopes he'll be teaching Great Ideas
in the spring.

Letters
chair under the doorknob while
I'm standing in the hall? (ForSive me if I'm wrong, but
Desn't propping a chair against
the doorknob only work when
someone is in the room? I don't
really think a burglar is going to
come in when I'm in the room.)
But... Ah, finally, I pulled off
this miraculous feat. The chair
is under the doorknob and I am
free to go wherever I want, with
no worries of a burglar getting
into my room.
What happens when I come
back, though? I agree, I did
deter the burglar from entering
my room, but in the process, I
also locked myself out!
The point is, something has to
be done. Carol Pratt's suggestion, although primitive and
mentally embarrassing to the
college intellect, is a sign that
our campus safety department
is trying. But trying doesn't always do the job! Somebody in
the security system might just
have to assert himself to find a
solution to this problem.
In the meantime, this writer is
glad to live off campus.
Pat Hanna
OCMB #6237

Solution needed

THE BG NEWS

is the attitude that often accompanies it.
There are those students who seem to think
that a knowledge of their culture and their
world is about as useful as an appendix.
I realize that if you are a University
student you may have heard all of this
before and you may be tired of it. And if it's
because you've had this stereotype applied
to you while you've been striving to add to
your knowledge, I don't blame you.
If, on the other hand, you do consider that
a knowledge of the people and ideas that
have shaped our world is trivial, I'd like you
to reconsider. College would seem to be an
appropriate place to do it.
I don't care what career a person is
headed for. I find it hard to view knowledge
as a handicap. How many presidents of
Fortune 500 companies would suggest that it
is? No matter what you think you want to do
with your life, it would seem to make sense
to have a knowledge of . . . life. Or am I
completely out of whack?

The BGNews editorial page is
your campus forum.
Utters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be signed.
Address or OCMB number, and
telephone number, must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. University students writing columns must provide class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BGNews
MIWettHall

On October 20, a memo was
sent out from Dr. Kendall
Baker, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, to all English
110, 111 and 112 students.
As Susan McDonald, staff reporter for The BG News reported on Thursday, Oct. 30, the
letter stated that due to "limited
resources we will not be able to
guarantee you a seat in English
111 or 112 if you need to repeat
either of those courses in the
Spring Semester, 1987." Additionally, "you may have to make
arrangements to attend summer
school in order to repeat the
course."
At the USG meeting on October 23, the letter was brought to
University president Paul Olscamp's attention. Olscamp said
he would look into it. I am glad
to say that The BGNews saw the
that was raised by a
ator At-Large to USG and

pursued it. I would hope that 77ie
BG News will continue to investigate issues that directly affect
students.
After reading McDonald's article on Oct. 30, and discovering
why "limited resources" exist,
my question is: What do the
College of Arts and Sciences and
the University propose to do
about it? Should the approximately 3,000 English 110, 111 and
112 students have to suffer due to
"limited resources"? English
112 is required of all University
students. A course required of
all students should be funded
adequately.
McDonald's article gave the
reasons for the problem, but
what is the solution? Our University is not poor and addition
al funds should be made available for English 110, HI and 112
courses. Should more teachers
be hired? Should fewer freshmen be enrolled? I don't know
the answers. Hopefully someone
does. Myself and 3,000 other
students await your answer.
Christopher Helmick,
Senator At-Large, USG
326 Offenhauer West

Editorial missed mark
Let me respond to your editorial of Oct. 24, 1966, regarding
the "tampering" of the Faculty
Senate with the current search
for an Affirmative Action director at the University.
The officers of the Faculty
Senate became aware on Oct. 14
that there were no minority faculty or women faculty on the
search committee and that the
search appeared not to have
been widely advertised. The
Senate's Executive Committee
(SEC) then asked the president
to consider these two issues.
Later, the full Faculty Senate
resolved that the president suspend the search, which he did.
Neither the SEC nor the Faculty
Senate discussed the qualifications of the finalists.
The point is that no minority
faculty or women faculty were
on the search committee. Including those constituents on
such a committee last year, the
search committee Included
someone from the Human Relations Commission, the Equal
Opportunity Compliance Com-
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mittee, a woman faculty member, a minority faculty member
and a student.
Regarding the alleged lateness of the Senate action, the
officers of the Faculty Senate
became aware of the problem
only on Tuesday, Oct. 14; the
SEC, at its first meeting thereafter, acted on Thursday, Oct. 16;
the full Senate passed its resolution on the following Tuesday,
Oct. 21. Whatever lateness there
may have been, it was not the
Senate's fault.
Whether or not the suspension
of the search is unfair to the two
finalists, I don't know. For either of them to have been appointed in what was widely
perceived as a flawed process
would have damaged either candidate's credibility and effectiveness on campus. I agree with
the president that the suspension "doesn't look very goodfor
the University." But the process
was not the Senate's fault. The
Senate did not appoint the
search committee.
I agree with you that "providing for fairness in the selection
frocess is a necessity." The
acuity Senate objected primarily because no minority faculty
nor women faculty were on the
search committee. Moreover, no
students were on the search
committee. Instead of characterizing the Faculty Senate as
"tampering" when it called for
the inclusion of minority faculty
and women faculty, why don t
!'ou,
1 the student newspaper, call
or student representation on the
search committee? The Affirmative Action officer might
very well have to deal with cases
of sexual harassment involving
a student and with benefits for
handicapped students.
The president has asked the
Faculty Senate to name five
persons to the new search committee, and that request has
been turned over to our Committee on Committees which ordinarily makes such
appointments. As of this writing,
the committee is naming someone from the Human Relations
Committee, the Equal Opportunity Compliance Committee, a
woman faculty member, a minority faculty member and a
student Let's work together for
the welfare of the University.
Richard Hebem, Chair
Faculty Senate
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Local
Ohio candidates focus on economy
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Wood County voters will
choose among the following candidates in the Nov. 4 general
election:
Richard Celeste (D): Governor. Celeste, 48, is seeking his
second term. He graduated from
Yale University and was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University. Before becoming governor,
Celeste was a state representative, executive assistant to the
ambassador to India, lieutenant
Sovemor from 1974-78 and direc" of the Peace Corps for two
Sears. Celeste, a Cleveland nave, lives in Columbus with his
wife Dagmar. The Celestes have
six children. Celeste's major
goals include improving all levels of education, and the continuation of Ohio's economic
growth.
Celeste's running mate for
lieutenant governor is Dayton
mayor Paul Leonard. Leonard.
43, attended Ohio University and
Salmon P. Chase College of
Law. He has been the Montgomery County prosecutor and a
state representative for eight
years. Leonard is single and

lives in Dayton.
James Rhodes (R): Governor.
Rhodes, 77, served four terms as
governor of Ohio. He is a graduate of Springfield High School
and he attended Ohio State University. In addition to being governor, Rhodes has been state
auditor and mayor of Columbus.
Rhodes is an Upper Arlington
resident. His stated goals are to
restore integrity to government,
cut taxes, and revitalize the
state's business atmosphere.

Glenn

space program. Glenn, a Columbus resident, is married to Annie
Glenn and has two children.
Glenn said his major concern is
the spread of nuclear weapons.
Tom Kindness (R): U.S. Senate. Kindness, 57, has been a
member of the U.S. House of
Representatives since 1975 and
is an attorney. He has an associate degree from the University
of Maryland and a law degree
from George Washington University. He has been Ohio's 8th
district representative for six
terms and has been on Hamilton
City Council for three terms, two
of them as mayor. Kindness is a
West Chester resident. He supports a strong defense and favors reducing wasteful federal
spending.

Rhodes' running mate for lieutenant governor fa Robert Taft
n. Taft, an attorney, is thepresident of the Hamilton County
Board of Commissioners. Taft
earned degrees from Yale and
Princeton and a law degree
from the University of Cincinnati. Taft, 44, lives in Cincinnati.
John Glenn (D): U.S. Senate.
Glenn, 65, has been one of Ohio's
senators for 12 years and is
seeking his third term. He has a
bachelor's degree from Muskingum College. He was in the
Marine Corps for 22 years and
was an astronaut in the Mercury

rC

Kindness

Murray

Latta

Delbert Latta (R): U.S. House
of Representatives, 5th District.
Latta, 66, has served 14 terms as
the representative for Ohio's 5th
district. Latta is a graduate of
Ohio Northern University and
has received honorary doctorates from Ohio Northern and
Tiffin universities. In addition to
being a U.S. representative,
Latta has served on the Ohio
Senate for three terms and is an
attorney. Latta is a Bowling
Green resident.
Tom Murray (D): U.S. House
of Representatives, 5th District.
Murray, 49, has earned a bachelor's degree in economics at
Boston College and a law degree
from the University of Virginia.
Murray has been a trial lawyer,

a lecturer and is author of two
books. He is also a businessman
and producer of educational videotapes. Murray, a Sandusky
resident, has a wife, Ann, and
seven children. Murray's major
concerns are reducing American unemployment caused by
foreign competition, and ending
the arms race.
Joyce Kepke (D): State RepresentativeStb District. Kepke,
49, is director of Conferences/
Training Programs at the University. She received a bachelor's degree from Otterbein
College and a master's degree in
education from the University.
She has been a member of Bowling Green City Council for three
terms, was president of the
council, and chairman of the
finance committee. She was also
a junior high school teacher and
is active in community service.
A Bowling Green resident,
Kepke is married to Alan Kepke
ana has three children. Her
main concerns are education,
economic development and
Wood County's quality of life.
Randall Gardner (R): State
'
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RepresentativeSth District.
Gardner, 28, was appointed to
the 5th District seat in November 1985 when Robert Brown
took a position on Gov. Celeste's
cabinet. Gardner received a
bachelor's degree in education
from the University and is enrolled in the master's program
in political science here. Gardner has been active in Wood
County Republican politics for
the past six years. He has been a
member of the Wood County
Board of Elections for four,
years, a history instructor at
Otsego Local Schools and a
sports reporter for The Daily
Sentinel-Tribune in Bowling
Green. Gardner lives in Bowling
Green with his wife, Sandra.
Gardner supports equalized appropriations for Ohio local governments, better school funding
and the establishment of a fair
state tax rate.
KevinPhilo(D): VtoodCounty:
Auditor. Philo, 24, is a banker:
with State Home Savings in
Bowling Green. He has earned
two bachelor's degrees from
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Students 'bare' all for art
Nude modeling for life drawing class just another campus job
by Amanda Stein
reporter

Karen is getting ready for
work. She enters the classroom,
goes into the changing area and
removes her clothes. She then
puts on a robe and slippers and
steps onto a raised platform in
front of the class. After removing her robe, she is instructed by
the professor as to which pose
she should assume. And Karen
begins her job.
Karen is a nude model for
University art classes.
"It's just another job. Actually, it's a lot easier than my last
one," said Karen, who previously worked in a pizza restaurant.
She receives minimum wage
and works about 20 hours a
week.
Like many other students on
campus, Karen is employed by
the University and receives a
paycheck every two weeks. But,
unlike most of them, she gets

paid for remaining perfectly
still.
"Usually, they have me pose
laying down or sitting up. Sometimes 1 stand, but standing is
hard. I get dizzy," she said.
Karen went to the Student
Employment Office about a
month ago, looking for "just
about anything." She said she
Sicked this job because it was
le only thing she was qualified
for.
"WELL, ACTUALLY, the
only other one was cleaning
bathrooms in Kohl Hall and I
wasn't about to do that," the
senior liberal studies major
said.
Now that she has been modeling for several weeks, Karen is
very pleased with the decision
she made.
"I just love the atmosphere.
Everyone is nice and so laidback. I guess professional is the
word I am looking for. Nobody
giggles when they draw you,"

DELTA ZETA

is quick to reassure her (or
him - he is interested in hiring a
male model) that, in no way, is
the job sexually oriented.

she said.
Karen admits she is probably
among a small number of people
who could do this kind of work
without any sort of embarrassment.
"I'm certainly not ashamed of
my body. I'm a pretty uninhibited person. I guess other people might not be," she said.

"I would assume it would be
very difficult to take your
clothes off in front of a group of
people until you realize that no
sexuality is involved," he said.
And for exactly that reason,
Bandy insists that no undressing
be done in front of the class. The
models must change in a separate room and immediately
putthe robe back on when the
session is over.
"If she were wearing some
slinky bikini or nightgown, then
it would be more sexual. But this
way it isn't. In my opinion, there
is nothing more boring than a
totally nude woman," he said.

Ron Bandy, associate professor of art, does not have any
particular characteristics in
mind when hiring models for the
art classes (ART 205, 206, 305,
405 and 506).
"I think there is some misunderstanding in that people think
we are looking for photographer
model types. You know, the thin,
svelte ones. But that's not true.
And there are many people that
don't apply because they don't
think they will fit," he said.

LEIGH ANN, a freshman
math major and nude model,
said it took her a while to realize
that, but now she feels very
comfortable in the classroom.
"I am just a figure to them,"
she said.
When she originally saw the
job notice, the description simply read "model." So Leigh Ann
took the referral to the Fine Arts
Building, where they informed
her of the nude aspect of the job.
"My immediate reaction was,
'Oh no! Wait just a minute
here!'But then Adrian Tio, associate art professor, talked to me
and made me feel much more

BANDY
SAID
the
models that usually apply are
very thin and bony. He said
classes would prefer drawing
someone with some beef on
her." In that way, he said, the
artists have something to work
with that's not all angles. Karen
has been working out very well
in that respect, he said.
"We're getting better drawings with Karen. There's just
more of her to see," he said,
referring in part to Karen's 38inch chest.
After a model is hired, Bandy

BG News/Alex Horvath
Students of an ART 205 class are doing a life drawing of Karen,
senior liberal studies major.

comfortable with the idea," she
said.
Leigh Ann said she rarely
thinks about the fact that she
has no clothes on when she is up
in front of the class.
"They are mostly upperclass
students and have been doing
this for a while. They are used to
it," she said.
There have been times, Leigh
Ann said, when she has gotten
very strange reactions from
friends or other people when she
told them about tier job.
"I just try to explain to them
how professional it is. My
friends are all used to it now.

They know if I come home from
work complaining or anything,
it's because I'm stiff or sore
from modeling, not because of
the nudity part of it," she said.
The models usually pose for
two or three hours, depending on
the length of the class period.
During this time, they are positioned in several different poses.
"It depends on what the class
is working on at the time. Sometimes it's hands and feet or
maybe negative space. So we
pose accordingly. But they
never have me in any uncomfortable positions," Leigh Ann
said.

FREEMUGSU
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Tax proposals
head city ballot
There are five issues facing
Bowling Green voters on
Tuesday's ballot. They are:

O An additional one-mill,
continuing county-wide levy
for maintenance, construction and operation of the
Wood Lane program, which is
run by the Wood County
Board of Mental Retardation
and Developmental Disabilities.

O A levy to increase the
municipal income tax rate
from 13 percent to 2 percent
beginning Jan. 1, 1987. The
levy, expected to generate
about $1.2 million a year, will
be used to offset the effects
ofdecreased federal funding
for city services.
DAn additional 0.2-mill,
five-year county-wide levy
for Wood County senior citizens' services, to fund programs for seniors including
meals, health, recreation,
transportation and information and referral services.

□ An additional 0.2-mill,
four-year county-wide tax for
improving and maintaining
the Wood County Park System.

Candidates
D Continued from page 3.
Capital University and has done
two years of graduate study
here. Philo lives in Pemberville.
If elected, be vows to take politics out of the auditor's office
and run it as an efficient business.
Harold Bateson (R): Wood
County Auditor. Bateson, 60, has
been county auditor for 16 years
and is seeking his fifth term. A
graduate of the former Liberty
High School, Bateson has experience in the private sector in
banking and local organizations.
Bateson said he believes his past
performance shows he's the candidate for the office.

D A local option to allow
the Sunday sale of liquor for
consumption off the premises
between 1 p.m. and midnight,
for Bowling Green Precinct
2-H.

Medical
D Continued from page 1
Bowling Green does not have a
medical center.
"WE DON'T have the access
to people qualified to teach in
this area," ne said.
Wachs said another setback
was that part-time instructors
had difficulty relating to the
students because they had a

lUf Hijkf is Oiks Mjht
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the Everiy Brothers & Dion!
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352-9638
440 E. Court
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2 item pan pizza

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

Free Delivery
CUVU)

Gardner
Kepke
Alvin Perkins (D): Wood
County Comnussi'oner.Perkins,
53, has been a Wood County
commissioner for four years. He
also is a plumber and welder. He
graduated from Perrysburg
High School. Perkins was a
member of Bowling Green City
Council for four years and was

mayor of Bowling Green for
seven years. Perkins, a Bowling
Green resident, said a county
budget with a greater cost-effectiveness is his top priority.
Milton Boxley (R)r Wood
County Commissioner.Boxley,
54, owns the Milton R. Boxley
and Son Tree Service in Ru-

dolph. He graduated from Liberty High School. Boxley has
been a Portage Township
trustee and has worked on drainage construction in Wood
County. Boxley, a Rudolph restdent, said that agriculture and
the conditions of the county's
bridges are his priorities.

limited knowledge of teaching.
These instructors were more
involved in working in the field
than in teaching it, she said.
She also said it was hard for
students to relate to part-time
personnel who were only on
campus one or two days a week.
Because there was no overlapping of instructors from one
semester to the next, students

also found it hard to adjust to
different instructors each semester, she said.
Students must go through a
formal admissions process to be
accepted into the program.
These requirements include that
they have at least 60 credit hours
and have taken designated
courses for the medical records
administration program.

The students in the program
will be able to graduate without
their major being affected and
with reaccreditation, Willis
said.
"Those students will be able to
complete the program. We have
arranged with the American
Medical Record Association that
these students will be retained,"
he said.

Bateaon

Perkins

Boxley
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Slat* Rapratantat lv* Candida!* Joyca M. Kspka (Cantar) joint hands with
har daughtar. Koran (Loft), o B.G.S.U. Junior, and Congrauwoman Marcy
Kaptur (tight) to work for Wood County First.

STATE REPRESENTATIVE CANDIDATE

JOYCE M. KEPKE
WILL JOIN HANDS WITH ALL
TO

PUT WOOD COUNTY FIRST!
"Joyce truly cares about Wood County. Her
record, experience and commitment to people's needa show that she deserves the bipartisan support she has always received.
Wood County will be proud to have her as
State Representative."
—CongroMwoman Marcy Kaptur (Bowling Grown: 9/5/86)
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United States Senator

Representative to Congress
District 9
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District 6
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District 6
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France denies terrorist truce
PARIS (AP) - The French government
yesterday branded as fiction reports it
struck a mice with Middle Eastern bombers
who terrorized Paris, and it denied that
France planned to exchange arms for Syrian help in the anti-terrorist fight.
Denis Baudouin, spokesman for Premier
Jacques Chirac, acknowledged that Syria
has been cooperating with France in an
effort to put an end to the terror campaign,
which killed 10 people and hurt 162 in the
French capital last month.
Baudouin stressed, however, that there
has been "no contact, no negotiations with
the terrorists."
A group calling itself the Committee of
Solidarity with Arab and Middle East Political Prisoners claimed responsibility for the

five bombings between Sept. 8-17. It demanded the release of Georges Ibrahim
Abdallah and two other Middle Eastern men
imprisoned in terrorism cases.
The newspaper Le Monde reported
Wednesday that Syria helped obtain a truce
in the bombings and that the brothers of
Abdallah, presumed leader of the Lebanese
Armed Revolutionary Factions, agreed to
suspend their attacks until February 1987,
after being threatened by Syrian security
services.
ABDALLAH IS serving a four-year term
for possessing arms and false papers. He is
expected to go on trial in February for
complicity in the 1982 murders of an American military attache and an Israeli diplomat
in Paris.

Asked about the Le Monde report, Baudouin said: "That's fiction and it has never
been a question of (making) a mice that
would have been paid for in one way or
another, either by freeing Mr. Abdallah...
or, secondly, in the financial sphere and in
the sphere of armaments. We categorically
deny itSyria's vice president, Abdel Halim Khaddam, confirmed on French television
Wednesday night that Syrian secret services
have been cooperating with the French to
prevent further bombings in Paris. He did
not say how.
Police have said Abdallah's four brothers
and five other people, are the prime suspects in the bombings.

Oil prices rise after sheik's removal
reports that Yamani's replacement, Hisham Nazer, had called
for an emergency meeting of
OPEC's pricing committee, indicating the possibility of a renewal of determination by the
cartel to boost prices.
Some analysts speculated Yamani's departure would remove
a long-respected voice of moderation within the fractious cartel,
making future agreements to
limit production and higher oil
prices less likely.
But others said that King
Fahd's move had smoothed the

NEW YORK (AP) - The removal of Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani as Saudi Arabia's oil
minister sent prices of crude oil
and refined products soaring
yesterday.
Analysts attributed the reaction to a combination of technical factors and uncertainty over
the effect his departure would
have on future efforts by the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries to limit production to boost world prices.
Prices also were boosted by

way to better cooperation within
the 13-nation cartel and that this
would boost chances for higher
prices in the future.
At the New York Mercantile
Exchange, contracts for December delivery of West Texas Intermediate, the benchmark U.S.
grade of crude oil, Jumped $1.31
a barrel to close at $15.04.
PRICES FOR November delivery of refined products also
rose significantly. Heating oil
closed at 39.57 cents a gallon, up
2.8 cents, while unleaded gasoline rose to 40 cents a gallon, up

2.15 cents.
Several analysts attributed
the buying mainly to "short-covering. In a short sale, a trader
sells borrowed oil in the hopes
that the price will fall before the
oil has to be replaced, thus profiting on the drop in price.
"Short-covering" is buying oil
needed to fulfill that obligation.
Last week OPEC agreed on a
production limitation
agreement after 17 days of haggling in Geneva. The accord sets
quotas for the cartel's 13 members until Dec. 31.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
WELCOMES
1986 Fall Pledges

NEW HAVEN, Conn.
(AP)-Yale University is
more interested in securing
documents related to the
Kent State University shootings 16 years ago than in
receiving some of the weapons used in the killings, a
Yale spokesman said yesterday.
The comments came after
a federal judge in Cleveland
said he lacked the authority
to make the weapons available for historical purposes.
Yale has been mentioned as
a possible repository of some
of the weapons.
"We'd just as soon, frankly,
not have them," Yale spokesman Walter Littell said.
Littell said the university
was interested in acquiring
for its archives materials
used in a civil suit stemming
from the shootings by the
Ohio Army National Guard.
Four students were killed and
nine wounded on May 4,1970,
when National Guardsmen
opened fire during an antiwar demonstration at the
northeastern Ohio campus.
"We wanted the papers"
assembled by lawyers representing the victims' fami-

lies, littell said. He said he
was not certain about
whether the school had received any of the documents.
U.S. District Judge William
Thomas said Wednesday that
the U.S. military owned the
weapons, even though they
had been issued to the Ohio
National Guard. The ruling
rescinds an order he issued
April 17, 1985, allowing the
guard to destroy all but a few
of the 36 weapons if no other
use could be found for them.
THE ORIGINAL order had
set aside one M-l rifle, one
.45-caliber semiautomatic
Siistol and one riot mask each
or Yale and the Ohio State
Historical Society.
Thomas said the federal
government had indicated
that the original requests
from the historical society
and Yale, and a request by
Kent State would be considered.
Thomas left intact the portion of the earlier order directing that the historical
society and Yale each be
given photographs of the
weapons. He said Kent State
also will get the photographs.

Here Is what the Blade says
about Joyce Kepke
"Mrs. Kepke, a Democrat who has served
for nine years on the Bowling Green council,
six of them as chairman of the finance
committee, is highly regarded as an
experienced and capable member of
that legeslative body."

New Initiates

Don Altman
David Chapman
George Goodwin
Mike Hailer
Eric Purtee
Brian Ward

Kent shooting
articles sought

Jim Beckert
Chris Brown
Chris Conner
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Vatican tells bishops to oppose pro-gay efforts

Doctor wants shuttle called 'Miss Liberty'

VATICAN CITY (AP) - The Vatican instructed
bishops yesterday to stamp out pro-homosexual
views within the Roman Catholic church and
oppose any attempt to condone homosexuality
through legislation or other means.
In a letter to the bishops approved by Pope John
Paul II, it accused pro-homosexual groups of
"deceitful propaganda" and trying to gain a
foothold in the church, which has 810 million
followers.
"Increasing numbers of people, even within the
church, are bringing enormous pressure to bear
on the church to accept the homosexual condition
as though it were not disordered and to condone

TOLEDO (AP) - A northwestern Ohio doctor
says his deep love for liberty is behind his crusade
to get the next space shuttle named Miss Liberty
Century in honor of the Statue of Liberty and the
seven Challenger astronauts.
"You might call it a counter-offensive for freedom and peace," said Dr. N.M. Camardese of
Norwalk, president of the Americanism Foundation, a conservative group dedicated to patriotism
and liberty, he said.
He started his campaign locally several weeks
ago and has three goals: to honor the astronauts
who died when the shuttle exploded in January, to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Statue of

homosexual activity." it said.
The Vatican told the bishops and priests not to
support organizations that "seek to undermine the
teaching of the church (on homosexuality), which
are ambiguous about it, or which neglect it entirely."
The 15-page letter was dated Oct. 1 and made
public yesterday. It was drawn up by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.
He said the letter was being sent because the
controversy about homosexuality "even in Catholic circles' has become a matter of "sufficiently
grave and widespread importance."

Transcript released from plane crash
WASHINGTON (AP)- The captain of Aeromexico Flight 498, thinking he was making a routine
approach into Los Angeles International Airport,
suddenly exclaimed, Oh . .. this can't be!"
His DC-9 jetliner had just collided with a singleengine private plane and began careening toward
the residential neighborhood 6,568 feet below.

understood because of poor tape quality and
excessive background noise.

A glimpse inside the cockpit during the final
seconds of Flight 498 last August was provided
yesterday as the National Transportation Safety
Board released the gap-filled transcript of the
cockpit voice recorder tape.
Investigators said most of the tape could not be

The tape, however, indicated that neither the
captain nor co-pilot was aware of the impending
collision over Cerritos, Calif., on Aug. 31 that
killed 82 people, including 15 on the ground. There
was no sign the pilot had time to take evasive
action.

During much of the time, internal conversation,
which was in Spanish, was drowned out by the
blaring of air traffic communications on an open
speaker, officials said.

Racist incident disrupts military college
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) -Like a scene from
"The Lords of Discipline," five white Citadel
cadets dressed in sheets and towels entered the
room of a black cadet, shouted obscenities and left
a burned paper cross behind.
While last week's incident sent shock waves
through the storied campus, both black and white
cadets agree the hazing doesn't reflect the racial
atmosphere at the state military college.
. "I don't think there are any tensions," said
Craig Burgess, a 21-year-old senior from Lake
City, S.C, and one of 126 blacks in the college's
1,960-member corps of cadets.
' "A lot of the corps is hostile to the press because
they think everything is being overdrawn," he

said.
The five unidentified white cadets, charged with
"conduct discreditable," have been brought before a disciplinary board and could be expelled.
College president Maj. Gen. James Grimsley Jr.
is expected to announce a punishment Friday.
The incident occurred in a barracks similar to
that in which novelist Pat Conroy spent his years
at the school in the 1960s, about the time the first
blacks enrolled.
"YOU CANT compare then to now," said Terry
Adams, a 19-year-old black junior from Washington, D.C. "The times aren't even comparable. The
'60s were a turbulent time. This is 1986."
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"Think of the education and public value whenever she would fly," said Camardese, 61, a family
practice physician. "Whenever a newspaper reporter would talk about her, for the 2 billion people
plus living under oppression it would give some
moral support and encouragement (for theai) to
keepon.
"What we're talking about is awareness (of
liberty) for the overwhelming majority of American people who take so much for granted."
Camardese said he came to the U.S. as an
orphan from Italy in 1939.

Virus may cause children's heart disease
NEW YORK (AP) - Three teams of scientists
have found evidence that Kawasaki syndrome, a
baffling illness that can give young children fatal
heart attacks, may be caused by a virus.
If so, and if the virus can be isolated and
studied, it could lead to better diagnosis and a
vaccine, one researcher said.
Working independently, the three teams grew
white blood cells from Kawasaki patients in the
laboratory, and found the cultures gave off a
substance produced by a family of viruses called
retroviruses. That suggested that a retrovirus had
infected the blood cells.
"We're looking at footprints. We haven't actu-

ally got the virus." said Dr. Marian Melish,
professor of pediatrics at the University of Hawaii
School of Medicine. But "it's a footprint that
indicates viral activity."
Results from a Boston team, at Harvard Medical School, Children's Hospital and Massachusetts
General Hospital, were published in today's issue
of the British journal Nature. Drs. Stanford Shulman and Anne Rowley of Northwestern University Medical School and Children's Memorial
Hospital in Chicago reported Sept. 6 in Lancet,
another British journal. Melish said her group has
not yet published its results.

U.S., Soviets pursue radio broadcast exchange
WASHINGTON (AP) - Following up on a Soviet
proposal for an exchange of radio programs, U.S.
officials are talking to the heads of some radio
networks about the possibility of carrying Soviet
programming.
"We are exploring with American radio broadcasters the feasibility and desirability of their
providing access" to Soviet programming,
Charles Wick, director of the United States Information Agency, said in an interview Wednesday.
"Shaping that up, then we will negotiate with
the Soviets as to whether they will grant us
reciprocal rights," he said.
Soviet Communist Party chief Mikhail Gorbachev suggested the exchange during his meetings

MUM'S THE WORD!
r

Liberty and to celebrate liberty.

with President Reagan in Iceland earlier this
month.
In a speech last week. Gorbachev said be
suggested to Reagan that the Soviet Union would
stop jamming Voice of America broadcasts if the
Soviets had greater access to American listeners.
Most U.S. radios receive medium-rangefrequencies, which are on the AM band and not capable of
picking up signals from Moscow.
THE SOVIETS want access to medium-range
frequencies in the United States, Wick said, while
the United States would want similar access to
such frequencies in the Soviet Union, in addition to
a Soviet pledge to stop jamming the broadcasts.

U.S. Senator John Glenn
Endorses

Parents' Day Mums
Available Until Nov. 4

KEVIN S. PHILO
For Wood County Auditor

Student Services Forum • Math Science Building

Flowers in yellow or white for
only $2.50
Don't let the cat out of the bag!
Order yours today before it's too late!
Sponsored by Orientation Board

FOR AUDITOR

PHILO

Kevin S. Philo offer* the citizens of Wood County o truo
profostlonol who core* about thorn and tho problems they
foe* In Wood County. Ho would bring to Wood County's
government educational excellence experience and an
unequaled dedication to public sorvko.. .The people of
Wood County would be well served with Kevin S Phllo at
their next County Auditor, ond I want to wholeheartedly
offor my attlltonco ond endorsement in hli campaign for
Wood County Auditor. Kevin Phllo would make a groat
Auditor for Wood County!"

U.S. Senator

JOHN GLENN

—U.S. Senator John Glenn of Ohio

WOOD COUNTY
Pol. Adv. Paid for by WX. Cllliom tor philo; Conn* Schvrlnd. troat.. 6451 Scotch Rtdgo «d.. Pomborvtllo. OH 43430.

GARDNER & BGSU

I

RANDALL GARDNER IS WOOD COUNTY'S STATE REPRESENTATIVE, ON THE BALLOT
IN TUESDAY'S ELECTION. HIS CAMPAIGN ENJOYS STRONG SUPPORT FROM
BGSU STUDENTS, FACULTY, ADMINISTRATIVE AND CLASSIFIED STAFF AND
UNIVERSITY ALUMNI. THE REASONS ARE CLEAR: GARDNER HAS BEEN A GOOD
STATE REPRESENTATIVE FOR BGSU AND WOOD COUNTY.

• GARDNER IS A GRADUATE OF BGSU - BACHELOR OF SCIENCE EDUCATION.
• GARDNER IS CURRENTLY A MASTER'S DEGREE CANDIDATE IN POLITICAL
SCIENCE.
• GARDNER IS A MEMBER OF THE BGSU ALUMNI ASSN. AND FALCON CLUB.
• GARDNER IS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
• GARDNER IS A FULL-TIME LEGISLATOR—ALWAYS WILLING TO MEET WITH
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF AND ADMINISTRATION TO DISCUSS
LEGISLATIVE CONCERNS.

GARDNER: STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Paid by Citizens for Gardner, Ashel Bryan & Betty Montgomery, Go-Chalrmon, 710 Fairviow Ave, Bowling Grsen, Ohio

Sports
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BG booters "mystify Spartans
Top MSCI for sixth straight win
by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter

It may have been a little chilly
£esterday for the T
Bowling
Jreen-Michigan
reen-Michigan State soccer
!
match, but cool weather doesn't
bother the Falcons.
They are red hot
By defeating the visiting Spartans 2-1, BG has extended its
winning streak to six straight
games and boosted its record to
12-3-2. But if the BG squad is on
Ore, then Joey D'Agostino is the
pyromaniac that has set this
team ablaze.
At the beginning of last week,
D'Agostino had no goals. But in
the last four games, the competition has been unable to extinguish his scoring tear.
With a goal against MSU, D'Agostino now has six goals which
is one shy of Nan Shin's teamleading seven. However, D'Agostino, who is not a starter, has
only 11 shots on goal while Shin
has 47.
A six-game winning streak, a
win over the Spartans, and D'Agostino on a scoring tear. After a
4-11-4 season last year and a
possible NCAA tournament bid
coming up. what more could a
coach ask for?
BG bead coach Gary Palmisano should be in heaven, right?
Not according to Palmlsano.
"It was the worst technically
we've played all year," he said.
"There is no question that we
didn't prepare mentally for this
game.
"It is a credit to our character
that we won. but we had one
breakdown after another all
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"It is a credit to our character that we won,
but we had one breakdown after another all
over the field. The NCAA and all that —
forget it. We've got to take it one game at a
time."
- Gary Palmisano, BG soccer coach
over the field. The NCAA and all
that - forget it. We've got to
take it one game at a time."
Palmisano said his squad did
not pass or receive the ball well,
along with giving up the ball too
much.
"Last year, we would have
lost this game 5-1 the way we
played," he said.
But when a team is on a roll,
sometimes it doesn't matter how
bad they play. After the game,
the MSU players even seemed a
bit mystified about the loss.
"We beat them to the balls and
we won most of the 50-50 balls,"
MSU goalkeeper John Spink
said. "We wanted the ball more,
but they got some breaks. It
looked like everything was going
their way today."

After a shot by Shin rebounded
to teammate Gary Mexicotte,
Mexicotte tapped the ball to
midfielder Larry Valbuena who
was 10 yards directly in front of
the net.
Valbuena then fired a shot
which was deflected by an MSU
player into the air. With the ball
still in the air a few feet in front
of the net, D'Agostino booted it
into the right corner of the goal.
The Spartans retaliated at
31:57 on a corner kick. The kick,
which went to the far post, was
"headed" into the far corner by
sophomore forward Jim Blanchard.
□ See Soccer, page 10.
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It certainly appeared that way
for the Falcons after their first
goal at 25:22 in the first half.

BUY X-LARGE
GET SAME PIZZA IN
MEDIUM FOR FREE

Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

I
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-rr^BG News. Dave Kielmeyer
Bowling Green's Nan Shin (right) feels the agony of 'de-feet' as he battles Michigan State's Todd Goodwin
for possession of the ball in a 2-1 Falcon victory at Mickey Cochrane Field yesterday. The Falcons have won
six straight contests.

Photo by Chris Helmick

JOYCE KEPKE AND GOVERNOR RICHARD CELESTE
AT OCTOBER 4 BGSU-WESTERN MICHIGAN GAME

JOYCE M. KEPKE
for State Representative

and

RICHARD F. CELESTE
Governor of Ohio

BACK BGSU
COSTUME PARTY

ON AND OFF THE FOOTBALL FIELD.

6RAND BALLROOM

— FFATUR/N6 —

SHEEPISH 6RIM
LAW OF FEAR.
■WHO'S *NfOM
FIRST f;
H*JT«e) • ■ f ,/ 0/.
PRIZES

FoR B

^ST CoSTunfS

•B*t6rMt *B«st Cwipb
«M«tt Orkikitl
-Batt Overall
BROADCASTED LIVE BY WBGU 88.1 FrA

OPEN TO ALL -18 and OVER
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WOOD COUNTY
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JOYCE

KEPKE

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

Pad Iw by Kepke kx Wood County Committee. Kenneth M Rothrock, Treasurer P.O. Bo» 1164. Bowling Green. OH 43403
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Falcons look to defuse Huskies
by Ron FrlU
managing editor

The Northern Illinois football
team has been described as a
time bomb, Just waiting to explode.
Bowling Green football coach
Moe Anknev said be hopes it
isn't the Falcons' "time" when
the Huskies face BG at 1:30
tomorrow at Doyt L. Perry
Field. The Falcons have the
nation's longest home-winning
streak in the nation at 16 games.
"The bomb almost went off in
Miami's hands last week," the
first-year head coach said. "It
can easily happen to us. Northern Illinois is definitely capable
of beating us.
"Nobody likes to play a team
who hasn't won a game," he
said. "They are a good football
team. But like all losing teams,
they make mistakes - they selfdestruct."

IT TOOK a late touchdown
and field goal by the first-place
Redskins to put the Huskies
away 2M.
Despite the loss, NTU is still
working as hard as they did
going into the season, according
to head coach Jerry Pettibone.
"That's the thing," Pettibone
said. "We're 0-8, but we're playing hard and practicing hard.
Frankly, I'm not concerned.
We'll come back and fight hard
the rest of the year.
"I don't like our record, the
coaches don't like our record
and the players don't like our
record."
Besides having the incentive
of gaining their first win, the

Nov. 4
VOTE YES

WOOD COUNTY COMMITTEE ON AGING

Huskies also have another advantage - the option.
NTU is an option team, running the wishbone offense. The
Huskies are led by sophomore
quarterback Marshall Taylor.
Taylor has rushed for 273 yards
and passed for 713. Fullback
Antonio Davis is the team's
leading rusher with 394 yards on
110 carries.
Ankney said NTU runs a very
sophsiticated offense, much
more difficult than Kent State's.
Against the Flashes last weekend, BG limited the KSU offense
to just 210 yards.
"BUT OUR defense has a lot
more confidence after last weekend," Ankney said. "Northern
runs the option exclusively, and
they execute it better."
While Ankney might have
cause to worry about the
Huskies' offense, he can rest a
little easier after his team's
offensive performance against

the Flashes.
Freshman quarterback Rich
Dackin completed 24-of-34
passes for 251 yards and two
touchdowns. Tailback Jeff Davis also rushed for 107 yards on
15 carries.
The NTU defense is allowing
an average of 368 yards a game,
204 on the ground and 183 yards
through the air. However, Ankney said the Huskies defense
virtually stuffed Miami.
"They really did a good Job
against Miami," Ankney said.
"But I think we can run and pass
on them. I have the confidence
that we can do both against
them."
BG is 4-4 overall and 4-2 in the
MAC.
FALCON NOTES: Ankney
said Tuesday that Paul Silvi will
kick extra points and Jason Zeller will kick field goals. Ankney
announced yesterday Zeller will
also kick-off.

Two-tenths of a Mill
'Will Continue These Services to Senior Citizens
(This tax levy will cost the average taxpayer less than one cent a day.

Services of the Wood
County Committee on
Aging will end unless this
tax levy passes.
Wood County serves its senior
citizens through in-home
services Jnd at senior sites
throughout the county

Coming off one the most successful weekends in Bowling
Green sports history, Falcon athletes are gearing up for one of
the busiest weekends on the sports calendar.
SOCCER: The hooters will attempt to extend a six-game
winning streak Sunday when they host the Marquette Warriors
at 2:00. At 12-3-2, the Falcons need to win their final three games
to maintain a chance for a berth in the NCAA tournament.
HOCKEY: The icers look to expand upon their 5-1 record
tonight in Oxford, Ohio when they challenge the Miami
Redskins. Miami, at 3-3, has already equaled its win total from a
year ago.
VOLLEYBALL: The spikers travel to Kalamazoo, Mich, to
take on the Western Michigan Broncos. BG has already set a
school record for wins in a season while amassing an 184 mark.
WMU is 9-0 this year and BG is 6-3 in conference play.
SWIMMING: The tankers open their home schedule in a big
way. Coach Rich Draper's squad hosts the Tom Stubbs relays
this weekend. Action will begin at 3 this afternoon and 1
tomorrow.
GOLF: The lady linksters travel to University Park, Pa., to
compete against Penn State this weekend.

In their first year outside of
the Mid-American Conference,
the winless Huskies have had
their share of problems. But
despite the miscues, NTU nearly
pulled out a major upset over
MU last weekend.

Continue Services for
Wood County Senior Citizens

Home-Delivered Meals
Transportation
Congregate Noon Meals
Health Services
Telephone Reassurance/
Friendly Visits
Information & Referral

Sports Cap

Ml funded i
eliminated

Public uiiliiiei

eliminated

Federal
government

Senior GliMfU
Clubs
Vniui mejl

amount
uncertain
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BG won four straight women's championship from 198083, but Western Michigan has
claimed the last two titles.
WMU finished 30 points ahead
of Eastern at the 1985 event
with BG finishing third.

D Continued from page 9.
At halftime, with the score 1-1, BG regrouped and adjusted their
game plan.
"Our players said they were overplaying us on the flanks and that
the middle was wide-open," Palmisano said. "So we tried to force
play to the middle."
The Falcons' second (and game-winning) goal came with 38:35
left in the game. Once again, D'Agostino was involved in the score,
but this time it was an assist to teammate De Kocevski.
With the ball in the "wide-open" middle of the MSU defensive half,
D'Agostino made a pass to his left. Kocevski and the goalie, Spink,
both began to sprint to the ball.
Kocevski, however, won the race and fired a shot that rolled gently
to the right corner and bounced in off the right upright.
This goal, according to Spartan head coach Joe Baum, was
nothing new for his squad.
"It was not an unusual day for us," Baum said. "We are a very
poor finishing team and it's been our downfall all year."
Last year, however, it was BG who found different ways to lose.
"Bowling Green is a lot more mature and confident this year,"
Baum saitf "Last year, they would be sending passes from the back
with no purpose."

< ii.tv Townshrp%
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men's competition and Western Michigan among the
women." Sink said. "We need
to get rive of our runners in
the top 20 in the men's race
and we have several women
we'll be counting on."
Leading the Falcon fortunes in the men's race will
be senior Dave Mora of
Strongsville.

Soccer

PROFILE OK Cl'KRENT FUNDING
SOURCE
PERCENTAGE
STATUS
ttmxl Giuntv

Cross Country
The Mid-American Conference cross country
championships will be held
Saturday at Central Michigan
University in Mt. Pleasant,
Michigan. Four-time defending champion Miami can expect a strong challenge for
this year's men's title while
two-time women's champion
Western Michigan will look
for its third title.
Falcon head coach Sid Sink
expects both his men's and
women's team to be in the
thick of contention for the
championship.
"Eastern Michigan is definitely the team to beat in the

stable

noi matched with local funds
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R.. SPOT'S
PHII-AltEEEHIA STYLE STEAK SANDWICHES

If the Falcons MUZZLE the Huskies
Saturday at Doyt Perry Field:
Buckets of 50 Spot's Wings Only $7.75
ALL DAY SUNDAY!
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P

SPOT'S PICKS:
College: Penn State
Pro: Cleveland
WE DELIVER ALL DA Y
lla.m.-l:30 a.m. MON.-FR1.
1 p.m.-1:30a.m. SAT.
1 p.m.-12:00a.m. SUN.

o
s

352-SPOT

125 E. COURT
SOCoff

Spot's Special
Italian Hoagie

E

Expires 11/15/86

In the 1987 KEY yearbook
with a senior portrait
Shooting is next week! Schedule now!
Call 372-8086 today or stop by The KEY office, 28 West Hall.

Flash that winning smile!

50* off

Double Steak &
Cheese Sandwich
Expires 11/15/86

GET INVOLVED
USG Committee Positions
Available to all Undergraduates
• Retention Committee
• Public Safety Advisory Board
• University Safety Committee
Applications are available in 405 Student Services.
Due Wednesday Nov. 5
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Stolz proving successful at SDSU
by Tom Reed

"Gosh, do I miss that senior
class which is at BG right now
... boy I'll tell you after going
to war with those guys for so
long, it's tough to look down the
sideline and not see them ... I
really wish things could've been
different at the end."
- Denny Stolz

sports editor

It's a portrait of frustration
and resentment which hangs on
the wall inside the Bowling
Green football locker room.
It's a picture of former Falcon
head coach Denny Stolz.
The portrait was mounted on
the wall in January. It was destroyed several days later.
"Someone punched a hole in
his picture out of anger," BG
place kicker Paul Sflvi said.
We thought it might have been
a helmet, but it's definitely a
fist."
There are no plans to remove
the picture. The Falcons will
continue to air it as their dirty
laundry. Some believe it's a
matter of fair play.
These are the same people
who think Stolz hung the Falcons
out to dry in Fresno, Calif., last
December.
Just three days before the
California Bowl (Dec.14), Stolz
accepted the head coaching job
at San Diego State University.
The announcement stunned the
Falcons and the Bowling Green
community.
"I GOT the feeling that Denny
sold out on us," quarterback
Eric Smith said.
The stories were dramatized.
Practices were unorganized.
Then the Falcons got pulverized.
BG suffered a 51-7 thumping
by Fresno State on national television.
Now, almost a year later,
Stolz recalls that turbulent time
in his career.
"It was a difficult period for
me and the team," Stolz said in
a recent phone interview. "The
timing was very bad. But San
Diego wanted to announce it
right then. That was their time
table, not mine."
It proved to be an almost
inconceivable ending to what
otherwise was a fantastic year.
Stolz led the Falcons to an 11-0
regular-season record and the
nation's longest winning streak.
He piloted them to a Mid-American Conference title and a Top-ranking.
He could do no wrong. Every
decision was the right one. For

Stolz, the season was a magiccarpet ride.
Then came the events in
Fresno. Suddenly, the rug was
pulled out from underneath him.
AFTER THE bowl loss, he
drew the wrath of outraged Falcon fans. Some people labeled
Stolz a traitor. That's a hard
title to swallow, especially after
coaching the same team for nine
years.
"I guess that's human nature," Stolz said. "People always need a scapegoat. But that
chapter in my life is over.
"I will always remember the
5ood tilings in BG. It's a great
>wn and I wish them nothing
but the best."
However, Stolz finds little
time for reminiscing. Currently,
he has SDSU locked in a threeway tie for first place in the
Western Athletic Conference.
The Aztecs are 4-3 overall and
3-1 in the WAC. The title chase
could go down to the final weekend when SDSU hosts Brigham
Young.
"We have a super football
team out here," Stolz said.
"When I first got here I didn't
think we'd be in the position we
are right now, but that's a testiment to this team's ability."
Like be did at BG, Stolz has
turned a floundering program
around. Though in San Diego,
it's taken just a year.
tast season, the Aztecs were
M, 3-4 in the WAC. Stolz said the
biggest challenge so far is convincing the team it can win
consistently.
"THESE GUYS have been
down for a while," he said.
"We're instilling a positive atti-

tude out here."
And again like he did at BG,
Stolz is winning with a potent
passing attack. In just two
years, junior quarterback Todd
Santos has thrown for nearly 5,000 yards.
At that pace, he could break
the NCAA passing career mark
held by Doug Flutle (10.579
yards). Ironically, Stolz coached
another quarterback last year
who made an unsuccessful bid at
eclipsing Flutie's record.
"He sounds like Brian McClure (BG's former aerial ace),
doesn't he?" Stolz said. "Todd is
a super quarterback. And we
are throwing more this year
than last."
Passing the football is nothing
new in San Diego, a town which
is also home to the Chargers.
Don Coryell, the former mentor
of the Chargers, also coached at
SDSU.
"We have always thrown the
football and Denny made it clear
he wanted to continue that
trend," SDSU Athletic Director
Fred Miller said.
When Stolz takes time off from
his job, he marvels at his new
environment.
"San Diego is the most beautiful town I've ever laid eyes on,"
Stolz said. "The weather out
here is just phenomenal. How's
that weather in the Midwest? I
sure don't miss that."
BUT THERE is something
Stolz wishes he could have
brought to SDSU.
"Gosh, do I miss that senior
class which is at BG right now,"
Stolz admitted. "(Mike) Estep,
(Eric) Helgesen and (Gerald)
Bayless, boy I'll tell you after

going to war with those
guys for so long, it's tough to
look down the sideline and not
see them."
"I really wish things could'vebeen different at the end."
Fate has never allowed Stolz
to ride off into the sunset. But
he's had his share of high-tailing
it out of town after sundown.
In 1974, Stolz was Big Ten
Coach of the Year after nearly
leading Michigan State to the
Rose Bowl. He upset top-ranked
Ohio State on national TV in a
game which the Spartans were
25-point underdogs.
But in 1976, he was forced to
resign amidst a huge recruiting
scandal. Some believe Stolz
knew little of what was going on
among his staff.
Nevertheless, Stolz took all
the blame.
Bowling Green gave Stolz another chance when it hired him
in 1977. But at first it was more
like an exile.
THERE WAS no big contract
or national publicity. The days
of jetting to Alabama for a big
game were over. The only
"Bear" he would face was the
seven-hour bus ride to Northern
Illinois.
Yet, he gradually turned the
Falcons into a respectable Division I program. In 1982, BG won
the MAC. Then two 8-3 seasons
Mowed before 1985 and the 11-0
record.
"There will never be a team
like that one ever again in the
MAC," Stolz said, "floved that
team and I think a lot about
those kids.
"I think people will in time
remember the good days when I
was there."
Some already are.
"He was a great coach," offensive lineman Mark Nelson
said. "And I do miss him."
Nelson isn't alone.
"He was a good guy," tailback
Mike McGee said. "He kind of
screwed up the Cal Bowl, but I
can understand why he did it.
The money was there."
Yet not everyone can forgive
and forget.
The portrait on the wall will be
a constant reminder.

Photo/Courtesy SDSU Sports Information

Same ol' Denny
Former Falcon head coach Denny Stolz has had few reasons to yell at
his new team, the San Diego State Aztecs, this season. Stolz has led the
Aztecs to a 4-3 overall record and a 31 mark in the Western Athletic
Conference. SDSU is tied for first in the conference.
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MM
TRa» INCLUDE*: TRAN9RORTATION. ACCOttOOATIONt, PARTsU, CONCERT, LIFT
1K*Fr».... ALIO AVAILABLE MH8KI RENTAL MCOUNT, 10* ClOTHMO PURCHAM
MCOUNT AT VKINO Ml astOP-TOLEDO.
"ON UP IN UAO OFFICE. »RD FLOOR UNION.
MON UP IN NOVEMBER TO BE EUQaatE TO
•HAWI CERTIFICATE FROM 8UN-

LOST A FOUND

QLEaav AT uHLMAN'S
Fal Perm Special
M-W-F

LOST
Braaa-ootored hey chain with University Cvcle
amctam with 4 keys Plea** cal 383-2221

Interested In chartering a bus lo Pittsburgh? 40
people needed Its cheap1 Cal 372 8305
NEEDED: HOC TO WESTERN asKHtOJuT"
or Kaaanazoo are*. Friday. November 7 Wl
heap with gas Cal Doug. 364-8509

SERVICES OFFERED
Mhllessmi fan Mian ap 8 llgM hauling.
372-4316. Ful spectrum landscaping dona
Shrubs pssnted-treea removed
Need a trench tutor? I can help you I am a
trench student and can grv* you FREE trench
claissa In exchange of engeeh conversation
Phone 363-9809 after 6 00 p.m.
New Doctorl Town 4 Country Animal Health
Care now open (Formerly Reoker Veterinary
CanKIDr VtoUFroboae. 1616E WooeterSt.
352-1*78 Student re
Pregnant? Conoeme? Free pregnancy teat, obMctve mtormanon By appointment or watM-m.
Cal now. 354 HOPE

PERSONALS

Lamda Cm Tuck In Service
November 2-8
Cat 364-3201
or 363-3829
Requeet your levorlte
Lambda Ctaa (Byron 1 Steve)

352-5615

"•HAUNTED ItOUM""
Oct. 31 and Nov 1 $2 00
Look tor 60 cent coupons
st the Commuter Center
Wood Co FMrground*. W Poe Rd
Sponeored by BG Jayceee and AMA

Welcome to the lameyl I'm so happy to have
you as my grand II 0*1 psyched for a fun year.
KKQ Love and mine, U>
""Jeff noose*"
Tumaxj 21 la rear, cool
Except when drunk* act

ft* a tool

""TOWuUMS"
VETERAN I VOLUNTEER
W THE EVE ONOtTt, HITCIM, 00MJN8,
OR CHRMTEN DON'T GET YOU TONIGHT
(OR EVEN W THEY DO* OET PITCHED FOR
PPaTVKW DAY. HAVE A TOUR*IK HALLO•CtnaV VaWeNeh"
III III 191
Ha***/ Ms-Ma* to you!
Hop* yew day It fated with tun
My AXO Dtlte Is Nuasber One!
Metal and Lttue I would

Lambda Clue, we're ready tor a Gnouleh good
■re TOWOHT Our Hesjmtin amartiona .
Peychup • gol us n the moodl Happy HaeDaeenngl -The Alpha Data

LMtVMl
Blooey 6.
P.I. Than, tor my em apodal Bwtheay per"DELTB"
THE PHI MU6 WERE SURE GLAD TO SEE ALL
OF YOU WEDNESDAY NK3HT THANKS FOR
BPZNQeNQ IN THE FALL SEASON ANO HALLOWEEN WITH US WE ALL HAD A SUPER TIME.
UTS OET TOGETHER AQAJN REAL SOON!
LOVE. THE PHI MUS
"Tin*

Irayar,

Lerl

Chrtsleeher,

III**

-0*

Attention Dolores Mucdwone'
Some get Into neture
other* seek with tntdMonal ways
BUT APPUANCES?1I
Gotta Love that spin cycle huh?'
LOVE YA-ANNE
PS: I'd Bit to hire you as my P fi person you
do such t good (Ob of explaining my actrvOaa'

• Makare

tow
OSEA Maaang
Thursday. Nov 8 al 7:30
116 Education
Topic: Peso* Corpa

AnHlBon MpfM Pnl ROMO RHry COMC/>M
Ross. Dave, and Scott
The Road RaJy was fun.
Though wo weren't number one
You I
YouYefisr,
Car* No. 4 and No. 6
AMnaon-men of 810:
What a peietue it *■ oe
to be In the preeence ol thee

on tie New Year's Eve
of Data Z
We're arutoua to ultiOrtai wllh yout
law. Jus., and Lon. too

DM

Congrakaaaons on becoming member* of
Ordsr ol Onega Your Kappa eaters we to proud of you'
mi Aa

ALTHOUGH HALLOWEEN. THIS IS NO TRICK
I REALLY THMK I LOVE YOU. SUCK
NERDS H HOLEY SHOES COULDN'T SAY
HOW HAPPY I WOS ON SWEETEST DAY
SO-TO MY FAVORITE GUY
WITH HAIR OF BLUE
JUST ONE QUESTION
CAN I KEEP YOU?

Attention 1985-86 2nd Mooney Women
It's time to party'
Whan: Tun , Nov. 4 at 6:30 p.m
Where. Mark s
What Pizza 1 Beer
Wei sse you there' Kandre

tear want!

I. IN*
9 p.m. to 1 am In tat Grand Baaroom
Featuring Sheeplah Grin, law Of Few
Who's on Flml
Prizes tor Baal Coetumee
ONLY 91,99 OWN TO ALL-11 I OVER

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
FRIGHT NKXT
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
FRK1HTNIQHT

ATOa Dig Up a Dale
And get reedy to Party
on Fright Ntohtl

••PCSAMERETTES"
GOOD LUCK AT THE FOOTBALL GAME1
YOU'LL BE A "SENSAT10N-EVERY LITTLE
STEP YOU TAKE!" HAPPY HALLOWEENI
LOVE, SSP

You're the p

HALLO Wl m
IHI

ADOPTION We we a happily married proles
raonal couple with strong famcy values sod long
Kg to adopt a newborn Lot* of love, beautiful
home, and bright future guaranteed Expense
covered. Please eel cosset, etna A Paul
213-927-6997

Do you Nse to decorate your room with street
signs Hlerally taken from the streets? Having
s street sign or taking one 13 against the lew II
can Da punishable by up to $1000 fme snd-or
six month* m sal

Angela.
Thank* tor being a aupw friend and knowing me
to treat
LAS

It started with one
smal drink
Mad acme erne I
couktn't even tank
My stomach skirted lo
MUM
Some laaaon I rjd learn
You know tha net
And I aw* you're He beat
Thanks so much lor the
wahhomo
I hope you axe that poem.
Thank* a lot Jeff.
Kathy

Avoid Work at Home Schemee They do not
meet me Belter Business Bureau s standards If
you are unsure about a CD. cal the MaaaaM

Get ready lor a wad tarna tonlghtl

Do you know wha! you we capable of? Dwcover
the "Power of You"
with Sarah Wedangton
Tut*.. Nov 4-8.00 Grand BaSroom

M6
He. cut ndudod

LOST: StW charm bracelet Belonged to
deceeaed relative Sentimental value Reward.
Cat 353-2019

RIDES

A Leal Loo* al cantMalae and laaues
Election 86
Head-to-Head Sunday 7 00
WBOU88 1 FM

PASTA PLATES
watt meeabaas and gertc Dreed
tS.76 The Beet In BG

DBanedetto'a Sub-Me-Ouk*
1432E Wooster
362-4883

DON'T FOROETII
TOalORROW't THE MO DAY FOR ALL
REOULAR AND VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES
FEEL FREE TO VIEW THE DISPLAYS IN THE
QRANO BALLROOM PRIOR TO REPORTING
TO YOUR STATION AT 9:10 AM GOOD
LUCK ANO HAVE FUNIII
Doug Van Foaaan
HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY
You were right, you are definitely a treat Love
Sue

I GIVE, YOU'RE CUTER
KLAUS
Earn SSI Slutting Envelopes???
Contact the Studant Conaumar Union Ursl"
EGADS KIM PAGE
YOU'RE TOOOOO
COOL!!!"
LOVE CINDY S GINA
Eric . L.L. M.N.. M.J.
Your cheering section at ready tnd wsshmg you
kick Beet those Huakla*'
P.LM.
Footbe* BG vs Northern aknes
Pregeme Saturday 1 p m Kick-on 1 30
AM980 WFAI 1 ui Fa waou
Hockay Fn-Sal 7 25 on AM 880 only
For a greet time...
mvte your parents to the 5th Dimension Show.
Set., Nov. 8 at 8:00 p m Reserved tickets are
l'*JatlH al the Alumni Center, or cal
372-2701 tor Inlormatton
OET TUCKED BY A LAMBOA CHI
NOVEMBER 2-6
CALL 364-3201 OR 353-3629
OET TUCKED BY A LAMBDA CHI
NOVEMBER 2-6
CALL 354-3201 OR 353-3629
OET TUCKED BY A LAMeOA"c*ti
NOVEMBER 2-8
CALL 354-3201 OR 363-3629
OET TUCKED BY A LAMBOA CHI
NOVEMBER 2-9
CALL 364-3201 OR 363-3629
Gobane Witches Coetumee Qhotta
We think the PI K APP9 are the moat!
Love, ttsPIPrat
GRADUATE »TUOENT»lll Are you Irrtaraalad
It obtalwlag buttoeea asaorlenc* In a partaany? Pays I7.e0-hr. You muat knew IAS
CM CanM M 172-2412 or atop by the Coop
ORasa. H9 AdaalKlMiallan.
Greg Benroth
What can I aay. DZ Dale Party Ml 1 more day!
80 gel ready to party al Mght cause "New
Yaws In November'' wl Daout ol UghtiQat
Peychedl! Love
Your 02 Crush

Barry WeUon Sanders
Get ready tor the big count down at the OZ a
New vow's Eva m Nov ' DZ Love. Lori
Belated Congrafutahons Candee Overty lor *m ■
rang Intramural Tennis Your Alpha Detl sisters
are proud of you'!!
Betty has my ama aynD me lamb How much
a) your ooggw n khaki?
So. whan do we swap and over whet?
Beware ATO Fnght Night
la Coming'
BGSU Winter Ski Weeks to Steamboat Van 01
Keyetone with five or seven nights deluxe lodg
rig. Ml tickets mountain penc. parties ski
race, more, from SI421 Hurry, cal Sunchaae
Tours for more information toll free
1 800-321-6911 TODAY"
Bret, Brian, John, Joe, » Greg.
A crush date party-how fun
New Years In Nov -how come?
We love to party and so do you
So get ready, hare la your dueGo from Brathaus to Howard* and Downtown
Kolas meet us at Marts at 8 32
The rules we staled very clew
Dnr* a drink and move on so you can meet us
there!
DZ love your dates
CHARLES.
JUST A LITTLE REMINDER TO PICK UP THE
SPECIAL MUM FOR YOUR MUM SOLD ALL
WEEK M THE S S FORUM AND MSB FOR
JUST A MERE S2 50 SO ORDER ENOUGH
FOR THE ENTIRE PALACE LOVE, Dl
CHARUE KUNZ
Happy 21al Birthday1 I'm looking torwwd 10 a
WONDERFUL WEEKEND It's greet lo nave
you home
Love Always.
Your Sflugglabunny
Chip and Ed
I am eorry I imesed you guys al Downtown
Would axe lo see you again Pleas* c*l
372-6616. Maria
CO-ED SAUNAS FOR RENT
Now that we have your attention. Ofl Campus
Student OrganuaBon and Work) Student Assoc
Hatoween Party. Ocl 31. 7 pm -1 am
MUSIC. FOOD. DANCE. I HAYRIDEnill Ofl
Campus Studant Center
Colorado Rocky Mountain High

MM

Corns sse the Club Hockay Team Wheel and
Deal over Danneon Friday. Ocl 31. 5 30 al
the Ice Arena
Congratulations Kappa Delta inmates to Order
of Omega Monica Ksrrer. Laura Gorman.
Rachel King, Mary Anitas, and Diana Chepko
DawTkpak
You Unary got a personal' Here a wishing you a
Happy New Year* m Novamberti Hope you're
looking forward to Sat mght! Love, your
beautaul and patient DZ pelt
Death and Dying
menawlng gn*f and toaa with
Dr Attlg
Monday. Not. I al 1:00 p.m.
McDonald North mam kxmge

ra I* etwee) here. Lei's get ready Is
> tomuiiowlll

Classifieds
leee cescueeion wrrh
Or Amy
y. Ho. I « I 00 p m
McOoneM North men lounge

MTf All YOU W PM*
HOW DO YOU FKL...T

QBOOVY RECOROS
425 E WOOSTTdR (BEHHsD DArKY MART)
MON--SAT 11-»
HAIRCUTS 16 007
YESl
COMING SOON'
NAUOWKN PARTY Oet 31, 7pm-1am
Center War yeur
r MM hayrtde
I by Olt Cempua Student OrgeniieHAUOWEEN MASKS
25KOFF
CONNECTIONS
616 E WOOSTER
362-6148

It eel be a hearing good time
Don't rraea me Dry Dock's Aral annual Haeo
ween Party thra Saturday ~ght
Never Agam aupporta the Dry Dock

Happy Anraverearyl it's hard to bell re we've
made r> 4 yeara together There have bean
■maa whan I had my doubta. but tha rough
■maa have only shown ma how strong our love
m No person or thing haa been able to come
between ua I'm looking forward to our Mure
together
Saey
Kapee Dane teyt
Havaaaareand
Happy HeBaeiin B00I
Kappa Sigma would eke to congratulate brother
Scott HWh on fat mtreaatlrin Into the Order ol
Omega, and Stave Ludwlg on being named an
OnWanrJng Young Man ol America

HAffY URTHOAY
PAH MUELLER
0*1 reedy *or a celebration
■MX Baa> and "Bagoa"
Lova.
your roomiee
MABBnr IMTHOAY TAMI
THIS ROSE IS FOR YOU
LOVE, KURT

Looking forward to our
sat in Jaokeon Holal
AOV

SKI YOU THERE'
(JH)
LOW. Kurt

Hey Alpha Siga
Wny « mal "r. alarm gong otl al 6 30 AM'II !
■ma for aarootca1 Thanka tor tha aaroblca
Iteeon and blueberry mufflna You guya ere
Lova. RiaDOa

Hay Kapaa PVxIgaal
You'ra oomg a tarrMc |ob through Pledging
Kaap up M Kapaa Spirt
Lova. Tha Kappa Actlvaa
HEY PMOCLTI,
THE PH MUS ARE EAGERLY AWAITING OUR
PWE-OAME PARTY WITH ALL OF YOU
SATURDAY MORNING ITS BEEN AWHILE.
SO LETS DO IT UPi> SEE YOU THEN
lOVf, THE PM MUS
Hi' I'm Pern Muatar and It's
"MY KflTHDAV
Plaaaacal ma and wajh ma a
happy birthday al IS9-2t14
HOCKEY MOMT M IOWLINQ QUEEN
LAIATT'5 HAT TRICK SPECIALS
BEFORE DURING AFTER EVERY FALCON
GAME
POUYEYES PIZZA-440 E. C0URT-SS2-MM
l hate when your roommala throwa you oil the
bafcony then drags you by the hart nto the pond
and then putt an olectncel currant Into tha
water and man yeel at you becauae you made
her Wa tor daaa I HATE WHEN THAT HAPPENS^

otaanel Student!.
an
Enter a lllBiiinr. trsdltkxi Be al the Olf
Cempws Student Center Oct. 31. 7 pm 1 an
far an SaBSiMJ ol dancing, rood, tun, and a
hayrtde. Iponasred by tha OH Campui student Oraeniietlon and WSAIWear yaw

Ul JANICE FRANTZ
Corigratulatlone on your peering'
Two oanrja naaalngt In our ferrety
In one yew met s amazlngl
I LOVE MY UTTLEI DZ LOVE. CATHY
ur Andree CerrJamone
I love you' I love yout I love yout Now you don't
have to put a personal I n the popart
LT Oaraae ByerV
Get peyched tor our Ural dete perry a s oftael
Brj-n-U' I love my Lrtrje
London sweaters
Regular S24 SS SALE $19 86
Jeans N Thing*. 531 Ridge
MORTARBOARD
OET READY TO BOWL UP A STORM FOR
CYSTIC FKROSrS BOWUNG IS NOV 1
FROM 1-6 IN BQ AND NOV 2 FROM 10-3 AT
SOUTHWYCK! BOWL EM DOWN!

KAPPA SKMA
"DANCE OF THE DEAD"
A Breath Taking Enpertence
KAPPA-PI PHt-KAPPA-PI PM
THE TRADITION KOHtl
'MONMOUTH DUO*
KAPPA-PI PHt-KAPPA-PI PM

ON campus etudontal Begin your Friday at
tha OffCempua Student Center with a Heaoween party wtth WSA. WEAR your eoatumee.
Oet St. 7pm-1am. 0*ee.2-2S7S.

KAREN SASFY
Welcome back PreeldenttWe mlaaad you Lota
ol PI Phi love lo youtrom al ol ua

One haa total.
Who -a it be'
The Red Army hopes
it's Blacks S Co

KEVIN TRAVIS
HAPPY EARLY BWTHDAY BUD" HOPE YOUR
22NO IS THE BEST YET
I HEART YOU,

at
KKQ - SKI KANA RYAN - KKQ
Thanka for making my pledging such a special
Bme You're the greatest I Love yal
youruna

Hay AM Don I Oetdetem
Good kick at Miami'
(DonT torgat Hank this Oma)

U'L SOSES BEWARE AS YOUR ■ETA
BROTHERS PREPARE :OR A MOST EX
CITING HALLOWEEN TEA WITH YOU
lOrwGHT'

MUM'S THE WORD
BUY YOUR PARENTALS A MUM FOR
PARENTS DAY
YELLOW OR WHITE JUST S2 SO
OCT 27 NOV 4 IN S.S FORUM > MSB

Ken Btencorl. Jennrler Kceimen Jane Kayaer.
and PhySa Wire Congratukihons on being
selected ae new members ol Order ol Omega
We're vary proud ol yout
Lova, your DG wtera

Haajnaki--
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KOMMEN SIE TO POLLYEYES PIZZA I
440 E COURT-FREE DELIVERY-362M3S
MITWOCH UNO SAMSTAG-5 P M -1 AM.
IMPORT HtOHT BEER SPECIALS
WIR HABEN ZEHN DEUTSCHE BIEREN'
KrlaU SpannksgaT
I'm ao excited to have you for a Mtle Did I eurpnaa youTLova, Sue

ONLY REAL PARTY ANIMALS
ami atari their Heaceeen night at the OH
Campus Student Center. Frl.. Oet II, 7
p.m.-1 a.m. MUSIC, FOOD, COSTUMESI
Sponaorad by tha Oft Campus Sludent
Oiyiilillnii and Work) Hudenl Aim
PAMELA SUE MUELLER
Tha ttma haa come for your big 22. and wa your
ak-roomlea aay Happy B-day to you Wa'I party
al right and gat wed at tha lea and bring you
home drunk to your dear Kevte We love you ao
much, tnenoa wa ara true, always know we'd
never lorget yout
Lova, Laura. Kalhy Jean. Jam 1 Sue
PARENT'S DAY MUM SALE
OCT 27-NOV. 4 AT S.S. FORUM ANO MSB
MUMS N YELLOW OH WHITE. $2 50
ORDER YOURS TODAY!
PAULA AVERESCH,
You'ra tha BEST PN Oracle*' Thanka for al
your help during pledging.
LOVE. Al your Phi Mu PhM
Phi Pu
Pumpkins ere Orange
Ghoets are White
Our llseowean tea
•" be a scary de«ght
Lova. KDa

L. "Babymeker" Frwth
Thanks tor Hotonlng to ma during the last lew
■ lain, especially during our evening tilled
with Jan. Through all the talks ol eexual lenleekse end draame our htendehtp la ham to
stay. Oat thoee black g-etrmgt ready lor an
edhre Halloween treat your ghosts and
gobMna arm never forget Heva a greet
weekend!
Lova. "Tha Hooeler"
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
LAMWA CM ALPHA
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Preeents their eth Annual
TucHn Service
Sun., Ho. 2 thru There., No. •
164-1201 or 3S3-SS2S
UURA GORMAN
You'ra Die greabal "Big" anyone could ever
have! I hope your Haaoeseii la the beat' Lova,
your "trtte' Steph

Saturday raght wtl be the ttma
we l al gat together and sing Auld Lang Syne
Ciancrig and drinking Ifrouohout the night
Juat waajng tor ma dock to atnke
So Mart getting peyched and don't you fret
Beoauaa I pronvee «l be a raght you I never
forget
love Chrte
Ml and aMMC'B PIZZA
gat laaVieien teals d eerfy
HAPPY HOURS TODAY 4 P.H
(Sea you at the coetume party
Saturday at me Untonl)

ont

We Went To "Heal"
And Now We're Beck

SAMMY T
Wlefwrj you a vary succeeetul 2nd annual
SAE laatoeaen Party- tat Saturday Lot P
SHARON BARTON
THE FOUNOOri DAT CWatateWW WAS
■EAUTtFUll YOU DIO AN EKCELLENT JOS1
WE LOVE YOUI YOUR DCTA 2-TA SISTERS
Sherry,
l daw I know who would be el me end ol my etrhg I was surprised i know mat ware going to
be the beet Wg-atHe aver'
XO Love and rrane.
Li-Crate

Helen to Perspective. Mondey al i
WSOUSS.1 PM
SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH UAO
JAN. J-11, 'ST
TPJP INCIUOES: TfuUMPORTATMN, ACCOatOOATfONS, PARTIES. CONCERT. UPT
TICKETSSIM
ALSO AVAKJURt
MS SKI RENTAL DISCOUNT
10% CLOTHWM PURCHASE DISCOUNT
AT VKINO SKI SHOP-TOLEDO
SKIN UP IN UAO OFFICE. JRD FLOOR UNION
SKIN UP IN NOVEMKR TO BE EllO»XE TO
WM A OTT CtRmCATE FROM ■UNDANCE.
SUSAN BASCO
HAPPY 22NO SBTHOAY FROM ONE OLD
HAG TO ANOTHERI
LOVE.
YOUR HALF ROOMIE. BUT ALWAYS FRfENO
THE BROTHERS OF
DB.TA UPtaLON
WELCOME SACK BROTHER
ROStaiT a. HANRAHAN
CLASS OF IBM
SOWUNa OREEN'S ONLY
GRADUATE TO BE ELECTED
TO THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS
THE SERENADE WAS GREAT,
THE STORM! ANO PUMPKINS WERE. TOO
BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
THE DEE ZEE'S LOVE YOU
Irnlgnarskl
rm nsaty aad and toeing blue 1 warn 1 wee gong
to DZ Date party wati youll Lova. Your Arnoel
Dalai Pa Have you got your priorities straight
yet?

n PHIS
Hera Ye' Here Ye'
Coma one. coma al to
tha PI Kapp tee wa'l
have a ban

To Laaaa Ruetnan ma No 1 AXO Big
Trarata for being my rrjorfariata. fnerxi and now
my BIG' You'ra the beat I could ever at* tori I
lova yout
Your in Renee
PS Happy Birthday Grandbig Kethy Krvwiger

Or DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO FOR YOUR
MUM? A: BUY HER A PARENT'S DAY MUMI
ON SALE NOW IN S S FORUM AND MSB
ONLY $2 50. SOT GET YOURS TOOAYI

Tonight at the PIKE house on ebtm and high.
What a tight w*J be seen by M peeeers-by
PIKES at ghoata, and gobene and baa,
Ph) Mut at witches and scarecrows and cats
Between the hours ol nine and one. Via houee
w* be rowing.
As Phi Mu and PIKE spooks ol el kinds ere a
rjrowlng
So PN Mua and PIKES gat peyched lor some
ton.
And make tree I leSoeaan tee number one

Keep me Farm and SMILE
Can't welt for Saturday Arua)
REMINDER There ara eicelent sludent
teaching pacements available m the Cleveland
area (east or wool suburbs), lorem county area
or lie Freende Cotege aree inquire In Room
31S Education Bulking or see Or Mary Joyce
Lunn at Student Teacher Stgn-Up Day
1i Ii-rw-oo
1 9-80 in me
the Ur»on
union.

WATCH OUT WORLO: CYNTHIA ANN
VOwfOVkCH HAS ITHAllY TURNED IS. On
k) a or eel roorna and eeoeOeeV MenO. alenx lor
the many memorlee and 10 me eeUee MMe
(mail Map. be) enora t nil, buefcera,
•mWetai, snoovHt BronoB, NKK tf*> -ot. 8.
Laws, da Ox*. Chapmen (Lara etomech). Ha
Bronc'a many road trips (Dal houee. Via naaml
dkch). Chub Ck* art Sprey. gummy beers, our
fjreetna. tnp|Hel| Tones, end leal but not leaat.
10 our near great trtende term The tore muede''
Oat Paychad tor 0 U -Happy tarthoey Love.

TUCK4N SERVICE
TUCK4N SERVICE
TUCK-IN
SERVICE
i.v«^«nTiv»

'OenoeellheDaad''
October 31, 198*

nuiimmmni
Ltmdt CM Alpha Fraternity

■em.. Haa. t Un Thura., Haa. •
MIIMI arSSS-SStS

jeaajs.

Yeu're Dana It Afeln
Red Armylll
Leet Mondey theee madman ol the den world
dilealad tha Archara (13-2) Tha little Man
showed Ms true sue when he threw s T and s
140 That Monday may be e bembumer whan
the urUlllatld Red Army lake on Blacks 1 Co

Sadie
Hawkins
Day
at

LELL-

■Perry Fldd!!
Girls buy
the guys

I

tickets

for only

Set your goals
and aim for
success.

Bring your favorite guy
to the big game!

Help keep the streak Alive!
Tomorrow -1:30 -Perry Field
Be there early (or the Kazoot!
y.i.i.V.r.ri.i;r.i.i.i;i.i:i:i.i;i;i;i;i;i;i;i;.;.:.;.y;

tf; : ; : ; ; ; ; ; ; ■ r • • • • • ^ ^ ^f•^fflt■^■S•■^
: :: : :::::: :: :::::::

Be a part of
Wood Lane's
Community Journey.

VOTE YES
ON NOV. 4
:J|
WOOD IAN€

PoUtJca! Advertisement
Paid for by Wood County Assoc.
for Retarded Citizens; Clarence
Werner. ISO Eberly, Bowling
Green, OH 43402

mmmmmmm

Mate Dance Rock kead anoer needed Practice
evarangs Mon.. Wad.. Frl, S Sun Oukar
riralarred-not neceeeery Cat 372-3108 or
2735028
Dandy-a Lane. Cel 832-8426
Oriieakiial babyanar nttdtd in my rural BO
home Car a must, relerences
Local
phone--888-4523 altar 3 p m

Party Anrnela to run Spring Break vecetlona to
Florida and tmmTaSIJI Earn free Dip and oath
Sand resume to rational Student Travel Ser
vrjea P.O. Boi 1183. Crmond Beach. FL
32074. inckide phone number or cat ua at
1 8044418887

FOR SALE
Happy BUhdey honey1 WM tn you see me sur
Praia rva pot permed tor you tomorrow reghtt
Youl never torgat ffat btthdayi
Love always your honey1

Alcohol kreeponeebewy
A Ona-Way acket to the slammer'
"CRME DOESN'T PAY-

S176 he new. naXiuwaire oven. Never been
used For showing after 8 30 p.m., cel
8888544.
73 Maverick FOR SALE
$500 or beet offer
353 1845
'77 Saab. Modal 88. beige color, front wheel
drive Cat Oaw 382-7801 or 372-7615
$1500
1873 OUt 88. Very good condition $375
Phone 888-4228

WANTED
1 latiaaaiorirnmeet nisJtJIoijblitiianewry
turrsened apt tor aprtng umielit. CBee to
campus Cray 1125 par month CM Jenny,
352-3C44.
1 female to lutlllll apartment tor Spring
Oimialii Coraact Use 354-8181
1 mala roonrnate needed to tutiltaee 3
bedroom houee tor second aarnaator South
Summit, marry exlrea laareaaiJ. contact Dave
364-1782
1 Male to lutlllll apertnent Spring '87 Own
bedroom, ctoee to campua Cel 353-4725
2 Firrlis needed to sublease lor Spring
3emealar Rent S300 aaxh tor tha entire
semester. pkja utMat Cel 353-0484 tor more
2 melee needed to sublet 2 bedroom apt lor
2nd aamaalar. Greet peace, big rooms
362 1158 Onry $100 a month
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER LOCATED ON 4TH STREET
$820 -SEMESTER
CALL DIANN AT
362-0783
Female roommala wantad-2 bedroom apt vary
doaa to campua tor Spring sametter KaDry
362-3027
Ferrate roommate needed lor Spring eemeeter
Heven House Apts on Wooator. Contact Uaa
364-2321
Famafee oozy apt; does to campus' New tur
mure - must see to beesve 352-0944
NON SMOKING FEMALE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER MCE. 2 BEDBOOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL
MARK 364-2234
Seeking one female roommate to tubftata apt.
wkh 3 other gklt Close to campus, rent $840 a
Cel 353-8810

" pS

Homeworkers wanted nowl Top Pay1 Work at
Home No eaperlanoe needed Cel College mduaalaa 405-380-4082 day or evening

OCCASSIONAL EVEMNO BABYSITTER
Iganeraty Tueedayt). Need own trenaportatlon
Matt pretarred. Try 372-8273, or cat
888-2044, evenlnge

Wanted 1 all to eight toot aota Hood conrj
•on II pouter Need tor dorm room t
fy Cel Chrlt and Greg 372-1088
B

Female Modal wanted Free Lane*
Photoijeuhei needs modal tor cenesrtoH poal•on Pubtener paya model orect upon acceptance ol phratogmuli. SSOOO tor centerfold.
J20OO tor leeture Sand complato ea«datcrksluii and any phoeaghirjia ■mymetlori
wtaoh would hato ua delermme your eegUaty
to: FTiokxraphy. P0 Bo. 1157. Bowing
Green. OH 43402 'Sand ten eddreeeed
atorrtoad envelope for return ol af photographs
I Into sent Cannot be reerrrawte tor bat or

WANTED FEMALE TO SUBLET A NICE. UKE
HOME APARTMENT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER f MTERESTED. CALL 353-4217
WANTED: ORIENTAL RUOS, any aba, any
condition. (313] 78B-8866 or (3131
9SO-7SS7

1878 Toyota Ceaca Latter*. Loaded waji op
■one Qood amrjtton Cel 352-2323 after 8
p.m.
IMI Omens. 4 door. AM FM cassette
o, new Oraa, new brekee 363-2060
1888 30 foot camper, futy see-contained,
loaded Mutt eecrrnce 353-0878
Apple I computer, great starter computer. 2
da* orrves. some software packages $600.
362 3058
Beer aghta.
5233682

naona.

rmrrora

523 8308

FENDER BULLET OLHTAA -LIKE NEW MANY
EXTRAS. BUST SAcaaFKE. $276 CALL
CASEY 2-16S3
Free to good home, one female tenet with
thou and cage 354-4801
PEAVEY HERITAGE AMPLIFIER $425
ATARI 800XL COMPUTER. 810 DISK DRIVE.
1027 PRINTER. ANO BMC MONITOR $350
CALL 372-3641
POOL TAru^.-p^guarton sue. Cenecken Green
aurlaoa,3-4InchaWa Ukanaw.8cues.elecoaaaorlae, plua omg-pong board for atop ol
table ara kidudad $850 Cel 257-3320 after
8 p.m.

FOR RENT
Houee to tublaaat at aoon at poeatjle. Doaa
to campua on Wooator $125 monthly CM
363-0010
Large two bedroom 1 1-2 bath t tatlilii mmeceatery Contact raeltor at 352-5161
Need temele to snare houee Need mala to
ehare apartment Four month leeae for 2nd
. Cat 362-7385
New I One bedroom apt lor lubliaai -Spring
term Cel lor detest1 353-2060
I lor Spring Semester
One Barkoom-Furraahed
$280 par month ptja electric
Fourth and high St
Cel John 372-107 7
Qublaattt Large one bedroom unlurrMshed
apartment Tenant paya electric only Pool1 Cel
Mke or Bath 352-0282

HELP WANTED
110 $500 weekly up maaVig draiarsl Rush
sett eddreeeed. stamped envelope A-1,
11020 Ventura. Surfs 288 Oept P3, Studto
CSy, CAB1604
Arda-Ordarly ApptrmSora
are being accepted et
1021 W PoeRd., BQ

COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
ftAkttY?
Ara you a loving, nurturing pereon who enjoys
epanoTig time wkh chadren? Uve In lovely.
suburban noejnborhoode, enfoy axcabtnt
saeaiee. banalt, your own rvtng ouerlers end
IrnBad working hours. Your round-trip tranaportaOon la provided One yaw commitment
neceeeery Cel or write Mrs FaKh, Chedcare
Plecement Service
Inc. (CCPSI. 14S
Buckrmnster Hd . Brooklne. MA 02148 (817)
5888284
Earn S480 weekly- $00 par hundred
tnvalopta sufled DuaieiastJ I Bme workers
needed for company prosed Bluffing envelope*
and aasanrjeny awSHletaV Sand stamped tan
ld»lllia anveloos to JBK Maaoornparry, PO
Box 25 18. OMMC. Caatorrai. 81310

Capital
Gain.
Time and again.
vmnciKiinJii S;IKJ.
"'lomaU: MUM icy >IMI 1UI\C
InlniM lll'riK'Xr
IIK'(nil)) iv\iKili;i\c In
kiMm i«m |i»s.|\i IIHHK-X
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Recruiters look for variety
in students' background
Just as variety is called the spice
of lite, variety In a person's educational and formal background
makes tor well-seasoned employment or graduate school potential.
Barbara Tokar. director ol equal
employment opportunity and recruitment at Owens-llllnols In Toledo, said Ol looks tor a number of
skills when hiring college recent
graduates.
"Most of our hiring Is engineers,
but we look for more than their
engineering skills," Tokar said. "So
much of our work now Is done on
PC's. We're looking for people who
can adapt their skills Into a computer."
"Leadership abilities are Important too," she said. "II a person was
a leader In an engineering society
or something, It helps."
Tokar said Owens-llllnols also
looks for people with a concept ot
the work world.
"Beyond school we look for*people with Internship experience,
plant experience," she said. "We

352-4101
352-4143

Cindy

Barbara T
look for a mechanical aptitude In
general. Those types of things can
be detected through the resume
with hobbles and so forth."
Another version of the Individual's adaptability Is Important at
Lockheed-Georgia, an aircraft
manufacturer In Marietta, Georgia.
Doug Wlnkeljohn, future weapons
design manager at Lockheed, said
his company looks for communication skills.
"Part ot my |ob Involves travelling to spots all over the country
and talking to people," Wlnkeljohn

said. "Before coming to Lockheed,
I did not have to worry about
talking to people other than the
ones I worked with. Now. I deal with
people all over the country and I
have to lecture In Chicago a couple times a year."
"There Is no way a student
should plan on graduating with his
degree and doing nothing more
than what Is on that piece of paper," Wlnkelfohn said. "Everybody
should concern himself with what
goes on around him whether it's
directly Involved or not."
An Instructor at Ohio State College of Dentistry, who requested
anonymity, said he and his colleagues look for a personality
when selecting prospective dental
school candidates.
"For the last 10 to 12 years we've
made a conscious effort to avoid
the type of person who has focused
almost entirely on biology or chemistry as an undergraduate," he
said. "We hod reached a point
where almost everyone thought a
n See Motor, page 6.

Research
may help
in finding
ideal job
by Mike Amburgey
Many times students spend years
preparing themselves lor a career,
select an employer, and then find
they don't like the job they're doing.
There are ways to avoid this problem.
One way Is to research prospective
fobs and employers before you are
hired, said JoAnn Kroll, director of
University Placement Services.
"There are many ways to find out
about the employer you're thinking
about working tor," Kroll said. "Perhaps you know someone who works
there. You can also go and visit the
workplace."
A good way to Judge It you would
like to work tor a certain employer Is
to conjure up mental Images of working In the work environment. Kroll said.
D See Imptover, page 7.

The Arrangement
Hair, Skin and NailDesigners

Annette

Judy

Darcy

18] s Main

Bowling Green

Chris

Melissa

For that professional look, stop in the Arrangement and receive a free
analysis and makeover. We'll give you the look you need - hair, skin, and facial
The Arrangement- Hair, Skin and Mail Designers

20% OFF any one of the following items:
'Facial •Highlighting •Haircutting *Cellophaning •Permanent Waves
•Semi-permanent Haircoloring

'Permanent Haircoloring

'Manicures

*Luminizing

__lexa|res 11.17-86
.--%-.\.--*\i.,-M.».»---'.tJJ.-././iftra.
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Interviews easier Many fields growing
with preparation But range of study necessary for career
by Patrick Murphy
Preparation for a job Interview
can be a worrisome and draining
experience, but being well prepared can take the worry out of the
Interview.
It Is essential that a job candidate be prepared when entering
Into a Interview ... It can give a
lasting Impression to the employer
which may land you the job.
A lasting Impression that an employer receives Is usually from the
actions ol a first Impression. One of
the ways to extend a good first
Impression Is through a resume that
represents the candidates credentials in an Impressive way.
"TIM purpose of a resume is to
concisely and accurately describe
your previous education, experience, skills and ability as It relates
to a specific position or career,"
said Louise Paradls, assistant director for the College of Education
and Allied Professions.

"There are different ways to use
a resume. It Is appropriate to bring
copies of your resume to an Interview or to send It with letters of
Inquiry," she said.
Although the resume Is the first
Impression that an employer will
receive, another lasting Impression
Is received at the Interview.
"I think that to protect a good first
Impression you have to be prepared through a systematic selfassessment. You must be able to
articulate a concise career objective and have researched the organization and then be able to
demonstrate your knowledge of
the organization to the employer,"
she said.
To be appropriate dressed for
the Interview Is also very Important
to the employer and to the job
candidate, Paradls said.
"As a rule It Is best to dress
conservatively, but suits are always
appropriate for on-campus Interviews," she said.
D See Techniques, page 12.

$

by Laurie Paftlson
Many students at one point In their
college years may ask themselves
what the future holds for their particular career.
What jobs have the most promising
outlook for job availability and financial security?
According to the October 1986 Issue of Businessweek's Careers magazine, some of the fastest growing
fields today are accounting, computer science, sales, finance, chemistry and engineering.
But If a student is majoring In one of
these fields, It does not necessarily
mean he or she Is committed to that
type oi career.
JoAnn Kroll. director ol University
Placement Office, said some students
concentrate too much on their major.
"Students should not put too much
emphasis on their majors because
most majors are not direct matches to
careers," Kroll said.
In Jobs ol the Future, some additio-

nal fields that are growing are advertising, architecture, law, personnel
administration, real estate, social and
recreational work and teaching (both
secondary and elementary). All of
these fields have a very high expected number of job openings by
1990.
Biotechnology, the study of
relationships between humans and
machines, will be one of the fastest
growing fields with the single greatest
effect on people's lives In the next 20
years.
"College enrollment of traditional
aged students Is decreasing, so there
will be less competition for entry-level
|obs In the next decade," Kroll said.
She added that students have a
fairly accurate idea of what type of
salary they should look for.
"Salary does not appear to be the
number one priority among college
students," she said. "Instead, students
should evaluate and decide which
work Is the most enjoyable to them
and which utilizes their own aptitudes.'

impact
sophistication
professional style

RESUMES

SPECIAL

One-page, standard typed resume
25 copies
25 second sheets
<
%
25 envelopes
*

\^

$8.75

^

110 Education Building
-ON CAMPUS-

Customized from your typewritten original

$£M£

$14.25

or
LaserWriter output
from your Macintosh or IBM disk
5% off

kinko's
HOURS:
M-Tr 7:30-10:00
Fri 7:304:00
Sat 0:004:00
Sun 12:004:00

prepared by

University Typesetting Services

With This Coupon

354-3977
113 Railroad St.
(next to Sterling's)
.j.-jJUt.:.

372-2884
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Stress a factor in many careers
by Pattl Boerger
For years people have been writing
books and arguing over which careers are the most stressful.
Carlla Smith, assistant professor of
psychology, who specializes In occupational stress, said that as a culture,
people tend to glamorize occupations.
"No profession Is that glamorous
when you get down to It," Smith said.
"Any |ot> has Its downside."
Smith said that most research on
stressful careers Is In health care,
education and community service
fields.
"Education, which used to be
thought of as a low-stress occupation,
has Its downsides also." Smith said.
"A common complaint among
teachers Is the amount of paperwork
they have to do." she said. "Teachers
spend so much time filling out forms
and reports that they have less time to
teach."
"In school systems that are locking

funds, teachers complain of not having enough supplies to adequately
teach their students. Not having
enough books and materials can
create stress," Smith said.
She added that some teachers
even fear for their lite In schools that
hove high vandalism and violence
rates.
"Teachers often say they have little
power Input Into decisions that affect
teaching, because these decisions
are mode by the administration and
school system." Smith said.
Karen Bauman, senior physical education ma|or, said she Is aware that
teaching Is a stressful occupation, but
feels that the amount of stress depends upon the teacher's patience.
"It takes a teacher with Imagination
to get the children Involved In the
subject," Bauman sold. "If funds ore
limited, use your Imagination to come
up wtth alternative supplies."
In her education classes. Bauman
said she has learned how to take
normal household objects and turn
them Into a form of physical educo-

Can you
afford to gamble
with the LSAT,GMAT,
GRE,orMCAT?
Probably not. Great grades alone may
not be enough to impress the grad
school of your choice.
Scores play a part. And that's how
Stanley H. Kaplan can help.
The Kaplan course teaches test-taking
techniques, reviews course subjects, and
increases the odds that you'll do the best
you can do.
So if you've been out of school for a
while and need a refresher, or even if
you're fresh out of college, do what over 1
million students have done. Take Kaplan.
Why take a chance with your career?
CLASSES BEGINNING EVERY
WNTOi^AlireOGRAMS
CALL 536-3701
3550 SECOR ROAD
TOLEDO

KAPLAN

I

SWNUYH KAIWNHJUCAnONAlCBflairO

The world's leading
test prep organization.

tion equipment. "You can cut milk
lugs and use them as scoops, make a
ball out of newspaper and masking
tape and use empty paper towel rolls
as batting tees," Bauman said.
Like educators, nurses have many
complaints relating to stress In their
Jobs.
"Nurses are frequently portrayed
through the media as glamorous, but
they do a lot of physical work and
unpleasant tasks," Smith said. "They
are around sick people, death and
Illness all day."
"Rotating shifts between day and
night Interrupts a person's sleep and
wake cycle." Smith said. "Our Internal
biological functions ore geared toward a 24-hour day. It takes ten days
to two weeks to adjust to different shifts
and nurses are usually on a shift for
two weeks. Therefore, their bodies are
always trying to ad|ust."
Julie Schmenk and Karen Ondo,
senior nursing majors who are completing their clinical practice at Medical College of Ohio, said the nursing
profession Is stressful because one

Improve Your
Income Potential &
Career Opportunities

can't make mistakes concerning patients. Schmenk said the only way to
control this fear of making mistakes Is
to have serf confidence.
"One of the things that bothers me
Is |ust seeing people not taking care
of themselves. For example, putting a
patient on a special diet and then
knowing that as soon at they leave
the hospital, they'll go off the diet,"
Ondo said.
"Coping with these situations can
be difficult, but you |ust get used to If
oil; you get tougher so you handle It,"
Ondo said.
Schmenk said she feels that many
times a nurse knows the patient better
than the doctor. "The nurse Is with a
patient eight hours a day and a
doctor Is with them 10 minutes," she
said.
-What makes the |ob rewarding Is If
one person gets better and Is very
appreciative of what I do. then I
forget about all the people that didn't
appreciate me." Ondo said.
Schmenk and Ondo said that doing
Q See Iwen, page 16.

Got an MBA.

If you are about to graduate from college or have already, you can
greatly increase your employability and Income potential by
obtaining an MBA from Ohio State. Our full-time two-year MBA
program is designed to provide professional management
education. It is one of the top 25 programs in the country and has
many unique features, including:
• no prerequisite course work
• open to students with nonbusiness backgrounds
• specializations in just one or two management fields through elective course work
• an integrated curriculum that will give you a solid foundation in
management tools and concepts
• a high level of student and faculty-student interaction
• a curriculum accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business.
We offer a full range of career-counseling and placement services.
Recent graduates have found positions with recognized leaders—these include:
Strategic product planner, Pontiac Motors
Marketing research analyst. General Mills, Inc
Management consultant, Arthur Andersen 4 Co.
Financial analyst, Hewlett-Packard Company
Commercial lender, National Bank ol Detroit
Management systems analyst, Procter & Gamble
Assistant product manager, Oscar Mayer Foods Corporation
Distribution analyst. Clorox Company
Export control analyst, IBM Corporation
Find out more—call or write for our free brochure.
Director, MBA Programs
The Ohio State University
112 Hagerty Hall
1775 CoUege Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1399
(614) 292-8511

The Ohio State University
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Internships help set career goals
Reading from a textbook or attending class may give students general
knowledge In their ma|or, but many
students (eel Internships are the key to
gaining practical job experience.
lodd Wilson, senior mechanical
design ma|or. said Internships have
confirmed his career goals.
"I've had three Internships and
each one has taught me something
new about my career," Wilson sold.
"My experience has made me realize
what my mafor really Is about."
Wilson said although the technology school requires three Internships
to graduate, he still Is grateful tor the
experience.
"I've learned more at the companies than I have In the classroom," he

said. "The company experience Is
more specific whereas school lust
gives me a general understanding."
Wilson added that the Interviewing
for Internships Is a good preparation
to employment In the real world.
"The competition Is the same, you
bring your resume and you get paid
like a regular job," he said.
Working In different areas for specific fields can narrow career Interests.
Leslie Brown, senior children services major, said working with children
In different capacities has defined
her Idea of the ultimate job.
"I've had Internships Involving
home care, hospitals and day care,"
Brown said. "I decided that hospitalized children appreciate the atten-

tlon more. So, eventually, I would like
to be a child lite specialist.
"I think It's Importont to get a variety
of Internship experience," she said. "It
looks Impressive to an employer."
Internships not only provide students with practical experience, but
they can also Impress prospective
employers in |ob interviews.
John Deck, Junior radlo-televlslonfllm ma|or, says that being a disc
lockey for the campus rodlo station,
WB6U, Is a definite advantage for Job
Interviewing.
"Any experience you can get In the
radio field would help guarantee a
lob," he said. "It's an advantage
getting practical experience In the
radio Industry, especially when you

are working at a reputable rodlo
station.
"By the time I graduate, I will feel
extremely comfortable with my college experience," Deck said.
Internships can be beneficial in
obtaining a desired Job.
Mlcheal Rapsawlch, junior Interpersonal communications major, said
having an internship with USA Today
has deflnetly paid off.
"I worked In promotions and public
relations and found I really enjoyed
the work," Rapsawlch said. "My internship has led to a job offer because I
was able to get my foot In the door.
"Having an Internship Is your best
bet," he said. "It reinforces what you
want to do In your career."
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FOR THAT
PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
CONSULTATION
CUT & FINISH
$10.oo
Just Mention this Ad
Now thru Nov. 30.
——————i

SPECIAL OFFER

30 RESUMES for $30
plus a FREE SIX PACK of
with this coupon - offer expires November 8, 1986
Jij.l. pifc '<:
' Includes 1 page typesetting
' Fine paper - Quality printing
quick • Quick Service
print, • Convenient Downtown Location
inc
III South Main -352 5762

Thursday, The 13*
May Be The Most
Important Day
Of Your
Professional life.
This is the day when a representative from Red Lobster will be on
campus to discuss the job opportunities in Restaurant Management for
America's largest full-service seafood restaurant chain
We'll tell you about our comprehensive training program, excellent
salaries, valuable benefits, and stimulating environment. We'll fit your
education with our future. We'll make you an offer you can't refuse.
See your Placement Department for more details.
An equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v.

We're Fresh. We're Friendly. We're First.

Red Lobster

ASSISTANT EDITORS
GoW Reseorch Compony, o mojor
publisher of reference books for
librones worldwidt. is seeking
conoVdotes for edrtonoi pontons to
do reseorch and writing for our
book*. Bachelor's degree *i English,
language of Hurnonifces a highly
preferred, college cowrie work ond
intents* in literature of many pen
ods is required Thee* ore entry
level positions that offer advance
ment opportunities. Our benefit
package includes flexible working
houn; medical dental optical ond
prescription drug insurance; tmhon
ossistonce-, and peed time off be
tween Christmas ond New Year's.
If interested, please send resume.
college transcript (if available)
along wdh a rypewnten, nonreturn
able expoutory writing sample of o
kterory nature (no (Ournolism orti
cles, poetry or short stones) with
solory requirements to:

Editorial Posieons
College Recruiter
GAIE RESEARCH CO.
Penobscol Building
Derro*. Ml 48226
fe

>

f
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Major
a Continued from page 2.
solid Q'ado-point in biology was all
you needed to get Into dental
school."
"Those people would get In here
(dental school) and all be the same,"
he said. "When they would graduate,
they would understand the mechanics of dentistry, but had next to no
knowledge ol how to handle their
tlnonces or even how to relate to
patients on a one-to-one basis."
All ol this Is not to say a student has

to try several majors while In college,
but rather a broad sampling of electees should be considered.
For those interested In graduate
work, an undergraduate ma|or different from, but related to the graduate
Held of study Is a good Idea, the
Instructor said.
"Not only does a situation like that
give a student several employment
options, but It gives him a broad base
of knowledge which allows him the
liberty of a connection with other
worlds."
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Press here for a great
data processing career
The right time. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data processmg facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment Vbu'll
go as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Cnntmr* im
pu^Il^HvlIiSITKIJL.*
q»«t«Fiirm«r2i
today.
Or visit the State Farm Recruder. Our representative will
be on campus 11-5-86

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES. Home Offices fdoomngfon. HUnoit An Equal Opportunffy Employe.
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Employer

□ Continued from page 2.
She said It Is helpful to Imagine the
environment, the duties ol the Job and
actually doing the duties.
"If you can't think of positive
Image* when you're doing this, you
probably wont be happy with that
lob." Kroll said.
Other avenues are open In deciding prospective employers, Kroll said.

Often ma|or corporations publish Information about themselves, or business periodicals run features on the
larger companies.
There Is also the local chamber ot
commerce to use as a source of
research, Kroll said. In addition, she
recommends always visiting the Job
site to gain a perspective of the
employer and what goes on at the
work site.

"I believe It Is Important to like what
you do." she sold. "If you're happy
with your |ob that will show, and If
your unhappy In your Job, that will
show too."
She said there Is a distinction between a |ob and a career.

prepare tor a career," she said. "It's a
matching process between an employer and a employee, and It should
be done carefully."
Doing a Job well with the right
employer can mean more than Just a
paycheck and being happy, Kroll
said.

"Students have come to the University to pursue an education that will
better their future and help them to

"There are so many Intangible
things and gratifications of liking what
you do," she said.

When you're serious
about success...

WHEN YOU NEED
TO MAKE YOUR
BEST IMPRESSION
Professional Work at Reasonable Prices
Stop in and see our samples!

THE COPY SHOP
117 E. Court
352-4068
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30

^

Hairways will give you
the look you need.

^airways
352-2107

COMMITMENT
to
CARING
AS AN AIR FORCE NURSE

A new world of nursing opens when you become an Air Force nurse.
You are committed to the welfare of service members and their dependents. With
worldwide employment and travel opportunities, you'll receive a highly competitive pay
and compensation package.
If you're pursuing a bachelor of science degree in nursing and are qualified, you could
become a member of the USAF Nurse Corps through Air Force ROTC. You may also
be eligible for an AFROTC two-year nursing scholarship which pays full tuition, lab
and incidental fees, books, plus $100 a month tax-free. During the last two years of
AFROTC, you will receive $100 a month tax free during the school year even if not on
scholarship.
_
nrvrr*
.
So while working for your degree, consider the advantages ot Air force KUIL. and
the exciting world of an Air Force nurse.

For More" Information: Call 372-2176
Or Visit 164 Memorial Hall TODAY!

AIR FORCE
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HEBE

Open Tues-Sot
Evenings by
Appointment

STADIUM PLAZA
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Poy varies
for different
professions
I

by Kyle Kesselrlng
Most college students who ate considering careers go to a guidance
office and research various occupations. What Is one ot the first things
they look lor?
Probably how much money they
will earn In a desired occupation.
And earnings usually vary and for
many reasons.
One reason depends on the skill ol

Blaze
Your Trail
with Artesian

the employee. The job (unctions, training and amount of supervisory responsibility are other lactors which
determine earnings.
According to the Occupational
Outlook Handbook, accountants may
earn $19,500 to $51,800, depending
on the complexity of the firm's system
and the amount ot employee experience.
If you decide to enter the flying
business, your salary will be higher.
Commercial airline pilots of medium-sized jets earn an average of
$90,000 yearly, according to Chronicle Guidance Publications. Captains
of larger lets, (like 747s), earn up to
$150,000 yearly.
The geographical location of a
place of employment Is another fac-

jy

6 HAIRCUTS
$
20-$75 PERMS

\

^^eto'^;'

•

COME TO US FOR THAT
PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
$

.1

f

tor affecting salary.
Generally those working In the
North Central and Northeastern regions of the United States will earn
more than those In the South or West.
Cities which have higher paid employees usually reflect a higher cost
of living In that particular area.
Disc lockeys in a small city can
expect to start at $250 to $335 weekly,
whereas disc lockeys In larger cities,
like New York, may start at $700
weekly.
Union employment, seniority, and
the quality of employee performance
will cause earnings to differ.
It I* important to remember that
actual earnings depend more on a
person's skill and determination to
succeed.

COMPLETE WITH HAIRCUT & STYLE

GUYS & GALS

""■'';'

W-»

i

-

• .. ?. ;."•■1 iiK ■

" ml

352-7658
MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON

"•■'

.■ -

*•

—
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113 Railroad
352-8130
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There are many companies with many opportunities for
people interested in sales careers.
But Artesian is different! We give more responsibility,
training and challenge at the entry level than most other
companies. As a result, you can use your educational
experience and creativity early in your career to establish
yourself as a leader in the business world
Artesian seeks entrepreneurs who must work in an
atmosphere that provides quality training, promising
career development opportunities and high earning
potential.
Artesian Industries is the leading manufacturer and
marketer of bathroom plumbing products to home
improvement centers, building material dealers and do-ityourself consumer markets. Our product line and
marketing concepts are rapidly expanding in a market
experiencing unprecedented growth, thus presenting
many opportunities for ambitious sales talent.
You can blaze your trail with Artesian! Arrange an
appointment through your Placement Office for an
Interview and a real career with Artesian.
Artesian is accepting appointments
for campus interviews on:

February 17, 1987

Artesian

■ I'.'.'. I. .'.'■■ I,IJ',.!IU'J.I ,'il, n B!.l,ri
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Complement Your
CAREER WARDROBE
with...

SCARVES

various patterns & colors

JEWLERY lapel and collar pins,
earrings, bracelets, necklaces
DRESSY SWEATERS
Great with a skirt or under a
blazer
WOOL SKIRTS
various styles and plaids
■■<.■''■

•

'

'.'
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Dress for success: conservative
Placement director recommends two-piece suit
for men, blue or grey dress and jacket for women
by Suson McDonald
Dressing tor success Is simply a
matter of knowing how to dress conservatively, said JoAnn Kroll, director
of University Placement Services.
"The very first evaluation an employer makes of you Is your first Impression," she said. "I strongly urge
students to be In their most conservative dress."
For men to make this first good
impression on a prospective employer, Kroll said they should Invest In
a blue or gray two-piece suit which
may have pinstripes.
"Generally, the two-piece suit Is In,"
she said.
Kroll said that although the twopiece suit Is In style, men who are
Interviewing for a position In a conservative financial firm such as accounting or banking, should consider
wearing a vest with their suit.
She said the Ideal colors for a suit
are blue or gray, and brown suits are
only acceptable In the Midwest.
A dress and a jacket Is acceptable
tor a woman In the same conservative
colors she said. Bright colors such as
pinks and reds should be avoided.
"Black suits should not be worn.
Undertakers wear black: It's too severe," she said.
"Green suits should not be worn.
Would you buy a used car from a

interview with the Footlocker shoe store.

"The Idea Is for the recruiter to focus attention on
what you are saying and who you are, not on your
accessories."
- JoAnn KroM, oTrector of Unrvmtty Hoctirant Srvtcei
salesmanln a green suit? No, It's |ust
not a credible color," she said. "It Isn't
well received In the marketplace."
Men should not wear short coats,
slocks or any clothes that suit the
Miami Vice took, she said.
Women should not wear slacks for
the Interview, although they might
wear them everyday on their job she
said.
Kroll said women should only wear
flesh-colored hose.
She said If students could afford
only one good Interviewing suit, new
appearances by changing the tie,
shirt or blouse could be created.
In addition to suits, shoes should
also be the best quality the student
can afford, Kroll said.
Men should wear any shoes that
are either brown or black, while
women should wear close toed
pumps with a manageable heel size.
Spike heels should not be worn.
She said accessories such as Jewelry should be kept to a minimum.
"Only a watch and a ring should
be worn by both men and women,"
she said. "Women can wear earrings
If they are not distracting."

Men should not wear an earring,
color links or cuff links.
"The Idea Is tor the recruiter to focus
attention on what you are saying and
who you are, not on your accessories," she said.
Items which are appropriate tor the
interview Include a leather or leather
look-alike writing portfolio In a color
that would accent the clothes, a
briefcase, a writing Instrument and
extra copies of a resume.
Women should not carry both a
purse and a briefcase into the Interview.
"You want to cany Into the Interview only the essential things," she
said.
Personal grooming Is also a factor
tor making a good impression on an
employer.
Kroll said this Includes clean fingernails, shlned shoes and combed hair.
All hair tails should be cut, she said.
Both men and women should wear
a light amount of cologne or perfume
since the scent can quickly penetrate
the interviewing room.
Make-up should also be kept to a
minimum she said.

Pete Ftaman

^

an

interview.

Akx Horvath
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Job choice helps dictate home
by Julie Fauble
It's May. 1988.
I've got my diploma. I've got my
Imitation leather briefcase filled with
resumes and bills, and I've got my
Imitation Gucci luggage filled with

my dress-tor-success clothes. I'm
heading off for my new lite as an
employed graduate.
It looks as though I'll be set for the
world of employment. Now II I only
knew where I was going.
Should It be California with Its warm

Show us your
current student I.D.
and we'll give you...
The Office tnvuonment Center

10%

The decision about where to go Is
also based partly on a person's career goals, he said. For example,
people In electronics might be likely
to head to growing places like California, Dallas and Boston, while a
person majoring In music or theater
would go to cities like New York or San
Francisco.

VIOM-Ouh
HOo«l>"t<U>l Ha

201 West Cnwford Str««t • Finally Ohio 45840 • all 5145 • 1-800 B24 1588
116 S Main St • Bowling Green. OH 41402 • 14191ISM6JS • 1 '800-8241188
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weather and beaches? New York City
with Its glitter, lights and nightlife?
Toledo with the security ol friends and
familiar places? Any place I can earn
more than $3.35 an hour?
According to Brad Mankln, assistant director ol placement, a variety
ol factors will determine my choice of
a home, Including the development
of the area, the climate, proximity to
lamlty and the number of Job opportunities In the area.

Kate Stec, junior fashion merchandising major, said her career choice

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
The caduceus on the left
KV.-^BS Corps.
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right mear s you command respect as an Arm y officer. If you're
earning a BSN, w rrite: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713.
Clifton, NJ 07015 Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARK 1Y.

ARMYNURSE CORPS. BE ALLYCMl CAN BE.

y

GET A PROFESSIONAL
LOOK FROM YOUR HEAD TO
THE TIPS OF YOUR FINGERS
visit the

BEFORE YOUR INTERVIEWS BEGIN

SPECIALIZING IN:
•
•
•
•

PERMS
MANICURES
HAIR COLORING
BRAIDING

•
•
•
•

HAIRCUTS
SCULPTURED NAILS
HIGHLIGHTING
EAR PIERCING

26% OFF""
ANY SERVICE
at the Hair Gallery

with Nicole, Cathy, Denise,
Sue, Lisa, or Leah
Leah

L__2.52"M!5—

J2,ji!S2il51/®L

143 E Wooster

-

•

will probably take her to big cities like
Chicago, Toronto or New York.
"That's where you get the most
opportunities," she said. "That's
where everybody's at - everybody
who's anybody."
The lifestyle of the big cities also
appeals to Stec.
"It you're game lor a fast-paced
life, New York Is the place to be," she
said.
Mankln said that while big cities
will support more activities and more
lobs, many students are attracted to
small communities.
"A lot of the students who come to
the University have grown up In a
small town atmosphere," he said.
"There are just 0* many people who
would like to stay in the small towns as
there are who would like to be In the
big cities."
Angle Leonard, senior elementary
education major, said after graduation she would probably go back to
her hometown ot Sidney, a city comparable In size to Bowling Green.
"There's so much work with your first
year of teaching," she said. "I want to
be close to friends and resource
areas I'm familiar with."
But after she Is comfortable with her
job and has collected a larger store
ol teaching aids and resources, she
would like to head west or south for
the weather, she said.
Ron Zurek, junior graphic design
major and catcher for the University
baseball team, said he would be
happy to stay in the less mild climate
ot the Cleveland area because he
would like to be near his family.
However if he could get drafted
and play professional ball, he said he
would go wherever the team wanted
him, probably south or west.
Paul Swiergosz. sophomore prejournalism major, sold he would also
go wherever he was sent. He is planning to be an officer In the military,
and so could go anywhere the army
has bases
"They could send me anywheresouth, west, Alaska, Hawaii, Washington D.C. or Germany," he said.
Mankln said when students make
the decision about where to go after
graduation, they need to be informed
about the areas to which they are
going. The placement office has resources that can help students to find
out about what's available in places
they want to live.
Mankln said students also need to
assess their own goals, values and
opportunities when they make their
decision.
"They need that assessment up
front before they say, 'I'm going to live
here,'" he said.
I guess this means I'll have to figure
out what's Important to me before I
decide where to go. Well, It's good to
be around family and friends - that's
a plus for Toledo. But opportunities
may be better someplace else. New
York City would be exciting, and
California would be nice for a yearround tan.

wag

Cooperative Education
"Earn a future while you earn a degree"

Presentation:
"How to find your own co-op or internship"
Wednesday, Nov. 12, 7:30 p.m.
111 South Hall
Come with questions and bring a friend
Now is the time to start looking
for summer internships!! Don't wait!!

o-op Contest
Be a Winner!
Co-op office needs a new logo & slogans
* Great experience for marketing/advertising
and art design majors

Slogans
st

1 place - $250(
plus free
nd
00
2 place - $15
T-shirt & mug
rd
3 place - $10°°.
Top 10 entrees receives free
Co-op T-shirt & mug ($10 value)
1st place winner
$3000 plus gift certificate to Finders
plus free T-shirt & mug ($55 value)

Contest ends November 21.
Winner announced in BG News
Tuesday, Nov.25
-jromJ
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Techniques

D Continued from page 3.
It It alto Important to be prepared
during the Interview. This preparation
Includes taking tome essentials to the
Interview like copies ol your resume,
paper and a pen which all may be
carried In a portfolio, the said.

"Some people may feel more comfortable II they alto take tome questions Into the Interview with them.

Employers usually give a candidate a
chance to atk questions at the Interview and having questions ready
helpt make them feel more comfortable." the said.
After completing the Interview. It It
best to tend a letter of appreciation to
the organization for their time. Paradls
told staying In contact wtth the organization assu res that the Interviewee It
Interested In the position being ottered.

"After the Interview, tend a thank
you letter to the employer. Thank you
letters demonstrate professional courtesy," she tald. "Beyond the thank
you letter, It It appropriate to express
Interest In the organization through a
phone call or a letter."
The University offers help In preparing for a fob Interviewing through the
University Placement Sen/Ice. There
are a variety of ways that students

can get Information pertaining to
Interview), and techniques, the said.
The Employment Library located at
the University Placement Service Office, hat resources to assist candidates with Interview preparation.
In addition to directories and binders filled with organizational literature, the media center hat
videotaped presentations on resumes
and Interviewing, the tald.

At ROSALEZ CLEANERS the Price is Right

• ALL STUDENTS & FACULTY

10% DISCOUNT
Good thru Dec 31

• USE OUR DRIVE IN SERVICE
BOTTOM LINE DECISIONS ....
are what Managers at Arby's make. Managing one of our
high-volume restaurants is a million dollar responsibility. It
takes talent, determination, and a variety of special skills:
cost control, quality control, and the selection, training, and
motivation of several employees.
In return for your talent and effort, Arby's provides excellent
training, salary and benefits, plus opportunities for advancement for those wishing to go beyond the Unit Management
Level.
If you have 2 years management experience and/or a
Bachelor's or Associate's degree in a business related field,
please contact:

Gayle Griggs
693-7175
Monday thru Saturday only

ROSALEZ CLEANERS

182 S. MAIN ST.

—:—

BOWLING OREEN, O

THE CLEANER WITH THE REAL HEART

ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS
Telephone 333-23)2

A degree
of caring.

BOSTON
BOUVE

For people who care about peopleteachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals—Northeastern University has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouv6 College of
Human Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:
Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education
Matter of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Recreation Management
• Speech Language Pathology &
Audiology
Doctoral and non-degree certification
programs are also available.
For more information and a free catalog,
call (617) 437-2708 or write to BostonBouve College at the address below.

O Mtrtlkastern I nhvrsHy
Graduate School. BostonBouve College ot Human Development Professions
107 Dockser Hall.Northeastern University, 360 Huntington five, Boston. MA 02115
S<.Mh4M>W" Una^yl, *\ an fqud opjX'1u".lvf<»»mjTnT Jtlton Mm Jt<xt*l imiiluttOO *o6 UTiptoyt

IF
YOU
THOUGHT
YOU
COULDN'T
START
WITH A
WINNER
NOW YOU

In the past three years, 26 Bowling
Green graduates have joined the
Executive Training program of May
Department Stores Company. Each
of them chose to explore the entrepreneurial opportunities provided by the most
aggressive company in Its industry. Each of them experienced the challenge of
fast-paced managerial responsibility early in their careers. Each of them is
building a future based on the sound foundation of working with a champion.
We will be Interviewing on the Bowling Green Campus on February 5, 1987.
Contact University Placement Services for details.

MAY

MAY COMPANY, CLEVELAND AND
O'NEIL'S, AKRON. (DIVISIONS OF MAY
DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY).

MAY

an equal opportunity employer

iviCW
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by Linda Hoy

Classwork
not the only
job criterion
i

Students majoring In fields where
lobs are not as plentiful as graduates,
take notice.
Other factors may determine
whether or not a student will get a job.
According to data collected by
Michigan State University's placement service, the relative employer
demands for persons malorlng In art,
elementary education, theatre, psy-

chology, sociology, political science,
telecommunications, foreign languages, journalism, the humanities
and English Is less than the supply of
graduates.
However, factors such as relevant
experience, a high grade point average and leadership qualities are
better predictors of securing employment than the supply and demand of
a Job. director of University placement service, JoAnn Kroll said.
"The person who merely attends
classes and doesn't take advantage

of the wide range of learning opportunities on campus will have difficulty
no matter what their ma|or Is," Kroll
said.
In order to have a better chance of
securing employment alter graduation, students should seek out employment opportunities such as
internships, summer jobs and cooperative education programs, she said.
"One Indicator of your success In
school Is your grades," Kroll said.
"Grades count."
a See Crowded, page 16.

PARISIAN
COME GROW WITH US

GFV COMMUNICATIONS
A Dynamic Company
Offering Challenging
Careers
Did You Know?
•

We are the 43rd largest media company In
theu\$.
We have boon the #1 supplier of the nation's
loading advertising and promotion
publication since 1972.

•

•

We have over two thirds of the Fortune 500
Companies at our clients.

•

Wo are one of the top 25 largest printers In
tho nation.
Wo are pioneer* of some of the most
technologically advanced printing
equipment In the Industry.

•

•

We offer college graduates tome of the most
exciting, challenging, responsible positions
available In the Job market.

Although you may never have heard ot GFV
Communications, we are very well known In the
promotion and publishing Industries. As a national
advertising and publishing tlrm, we are the number one
marketer and manufacturer of the nation's leading
promotion publication (the free-standing Insert).
We attribute our leadership position to the talent of our
employees. If you're planning a career In marketing,
manufacturing, printing, data processing, or
accounting, and If you want to continuously grow, be
challenged, and work with a family of creative,
dedicated people - we may have a career for you.

■•'•«
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to promotions and accelerated growth,
Parisian Is looking tor executives.
Candidates must possess the ambition,
talent and assertiveness to achieve
superlative results.

DIM

If you're ready for big responsibility,
ready to accept challenges
and ready for a business that's fast-paced,
then we'd like to hear from you.
Preference will be given to graduates with:
• A major In Business, Marketing, Management,
Retail or Fashion Merchandising
• Retail experience
• Internship/ co-op experience In retail
• Extracurricular activities reflecting
leadership ability
• Willingness to relocate
We offer an attractive salary based on experience level
and performance. Benefits package includes:
• Store discount
• Health care and life Insurance
• Paid vacations and holidays
• Profit sharing
• Tuition relmbursment
A Parisian representative will be interviewing
on your campus
Friday, November 7, 1986.
Sign up at your Career Placement Office
If you are unable to get an interview slot,
please submit your resume to:
Parisian
Attn: Manager of Executive Development
1101 26th Street North
Birmingham, AL 35234

Draw attention to yourself.
Draw a chart. Draw a Ixiilding. Draw
AIK KJKT example of hi m MacinK ish
a conclusion.
lielps studeiiLs work smarter, quicker and
Whatever you need to draw, a Macintosh" IIK MV creatively. And die beauty < >f Macinu >sh
computer can help you do it.Vfidi programs like Ls, you don'l have to know diddiey alx nit
MacDraw," MacPaint* and MacDraft.'uiu can
computers louse one.
*
combine text and graphics to illustrate your
Wliat does M;icintosh draw
ideas like they've never been illustrated before. Ix-st? Attention to your work.
t) W' <n* I.II«.*« li *H*r Hr »M* kv> ItafkH -i-l VblffM Wl n-k mirt> >l \** I Ufm U« \Ult.iRi>>ir.»Uuft.Jhi.i>iii>H>jlilt'«pt li. M.t .I*»JI i> ■ tr.hrkVl
iJ vvh*rji ijt«j»n i,,, njfrhnim ,N,i *ui, ,i,llimv mat

Please contact UCS Micro Computer Labs or Don at 2-7724
for more information.

!

_
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Crowded

Students should get all of the possible experience they can, he said.

D Continued from page 14.
Kroll also suggested that students get
Involved In student government or
student chapters ot professional or
ganizatlons.

"Experience Is going to give them
the edge when they go looking for
that Job," he said.

Roman Karek, director of the counseling and career development center, said students should have a firm
grip on their skills and Interests and
bullc' a job hunting strategy.

"Students who have gone beyond
lust taking courses will have a better
chance of getting a Job because
they've shown the Initiative and they
have much more to offer," Karek said.

Stress

D Continued from page 4.
something good for someone makes
It all worthwhile.
Social and welfare work, like nursing, has stressful points.
Smith worked as an Internal consultant for the state of Texas from 19811963 and developed employee assistance programs and stress management workshops for social workers
and their staff.

"Social workers feel a personal
responsibility to help others and are
unable to use these skills to help
them," Smith said. "There Is so much
red tape and paperwork that keeps
them from doing their Job and their
funding changes year otter year."
Students majoring In education,
social work or nursing should not run
to their college office and change
majors.

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

AN ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP CAN
PROVIDE THE BEGINNING TO A
SUCCESSFUL CAREER—MILITARY
OR CIVILIAN. APPLICATIONS ARE
NOW BEING TAKEN FOR 2 AND 3
YEAR SCHOLARSHIPS. ALL
ACADEMIC MAJORS MAY APPLY.

CALL CAPTAIN DAVE WOLF AT 2-2476 TODAY.
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
i
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Office dos
and don'ts
fo consider
OFFICE

by Laurie Paftlson
Professional attitude, dress and
knowledge are factors which help
land a job. But these elements don't
necessarily guarantee career success.
According to Businessweek Careers
magazine, office etiquette Is an Important consideration which can ensure personal job satisfaction. Some

office do's and don'ts are:
When meeting someone, always
Introduce yourself and extend your
hand to someone who doesn't know
you.
When you take someone to lunch,
have the waiter take your guest's
order before your own, but as a guest
In a restaurant, don't order the most
expensive Items on the menu... their
wallet may be empty.
DWhen you're on the telephone at

SUPPLIES

the office, don't leave a person on
hold for more than 20 seconds. The
person on the other end may fall
asleep.
DDon't call an executive at home
unless It's an urgent business matter.
Some people can get violent If disturbed during the Cosby show.
: ill you need a smoke, don't light a
cigarette In the office of someone
who doesn't smoke, even If you're
having a nicotine fit.

Kent State University
Graduate School of Management

Graduate Programs Day
November 15, 9 a.m. to noon
Learn more about. . .

writers & Calculators
brd Processors & Supplies
• Portfolios & Attaches
Under Arm Cases
Art Supplies
• Cross, Shaeffer & Parker Pen Sets

IB

s

• Repairs (Mi all makes of typewriters & Calculators
e
17IS.Main
©SmithS Hallmark and office supply
3524775

•
•
•
•

M.B.A.
D.B.A.
M.A. in Economics
M.S. in Accounting

B
B
B
B
0

AACSB Accreditation
Distinguished Faculty
Assistantships/Fellowships
Affordable Tuition
Convenient Location

For registration and information
call (216) 672-2282

/?

AIR FORCE ALWAYS '
NEEDS MORE LEADERS.

WeW looking lor ptfoti
navigator*
rnHulrmen
engvteer*
math
mijon
people manager*
doctor*
«ienti*t*
joumakili
and more
And the Aw Fore* BOTC program it a great way to get into a job Uw one of the**
wrath can hrk? you wnprove yout ktadrrtrup abibty and your professional compr
rente
At a cornrmtvoned officer wi (he A* Force, you can be proud ol the role you
play m you tommuruty and the tonmbullon you make to yom country* tecurHy
You tan know thai you're dong a |ob of mportance a job with mpomibifcty
The Ae Forte ROTC program offer* a way to help you achieve ihetegoah A*
an AFROTC cade), youl learn about Iradmhap management and more Youl
■earn about benefit* of being an officer later on wke an eveHeni ulary. medkal
and denial tare, homing and food alowanrev and 30 day* of paid vacation eath
year Youl dixowi a whole new world open to you wi ihe An Forte Arwlyoucan
get there through AFHOTC
Look eito ■ right away Youll be glad you (fed

• For More Information CALL 372-2176
Or VISIT 164 Memorial Hall, BGSU

Vfc
.' J" fcVif- -

.AIR FORCE
............
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

^
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Placement service aids job hunt
by Barbara Symbollk
Looking lor a job may be Just
around the comer for you, or It may
be yean away, but the planning and
preparation* lor this great search will
come tatter than you think... It you're
not prepared.
To make this process go smoothly,
the University Placement Service oilers small group counseling sessions
at well as one-to-one sessions to help
In the |ob search lor Interested Individuals.
By starting this career planning
process early, the chances lor a successful career outlook will be
smoother and more advantageous to
the |ob seeker.

Joan Tuning, assistant director o(
placement In arts and sciences. Is
organizing small group counseling
sessions which are designed to help
the students access their abilities,
goals and ambitions.
The University Placement Service Is
trying to emphasize their services to
other ma|ort at well at the businessoriented students.
"Arts and science students tend to
underutlllze the placement office by
thinking that the office only serves the
business-oriented persons." Tusslng
said.
"The counseling sessions will help
teach the students assertive Job techniques, help define career options,
target employers that they are Interested In by using directories, contacts
and other various resources that the

placement office provides," Tusslng
said.
The placement ofllce believes that
this process of career planning will
allow the student to explore themselves In the |ob market. The Individual sessions will help arts and science
students become aware of themselves, so they do not sell themselves
short on their abilities.
By reviewing the person's strengths
and weaknesses, one can |udge the
lobs that best suit his particular skills
and preferences.
"Whatever degree that Is earned
doesn't necessarily have to be the
choosen career choice," she said.
"We try to help the Individuals become aware of what Is available to
them and learn how to match who
they are as a person and then artic-

ulate that to the employer."
At the present time, there It two
sessions which will offer four and a
half hours of counseling. In the particular group workshops, the students fill
out several career planning exercises
to help Identify their skills and how to
relate those skills to the lob market.
II there is a need for this kind ol help
to a large group ot interested Individuals, Tusslng said that the placement
office would form another group to
meet the needs ol the students.
The Career Resource Library at the
Counseling and Career Development
Center provides materials like current
|ob vacancies, Information on specific employers, directories to assist In
Identifying potential employer, career descriptions, and resume Information.
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List of Participating Organizations

Xerox
IBM
Price Waterhouse
Toledo Trust Co.
Elyria City Schools
Westinghouse
Tandy Corporation
Bank One
Goodyear
Social Security
Administration
Akron Public Schools
May Department
Stores Company
Ohio Bureau ot
Employment Services
Yellow Freight
Artesian Plumbing
Products
EDS
J.C. Penney Company
Mead Data Central

Procter & Gamble Co.
Red Roof Inns, Inc.
U.S. Peace Corps.
Johnson & Johnson
Toledo Public Schools
Wallace Computer
Services
Burroughs Corporation
Allstate Insurance
Company
Lazarus
Ohio Credit Union
Bobbie Gee
Toledo Hospital
Ameritrust
Worthington City
Schools
Swift Eckrich
Northwestern Mutual
Chemical Abstracts
Service

General Dynamics
Land System Division
Hills Department Stores
Army ROTC
Federal Correctional
Institution
Ohio National Guard
Diebold Corporation
InSpeech, Inc.
Lane Drug
Foot Locker
BGSU Cooperative
Education
Ohio Bureau of Workers
Compensation
Century Companies of
America
Dennys, Inc.
GFV Communications
U.S. Marines
Blue Cross & Blue
Shield Mutual of

Community Food
Services
Gold Circle
Joseph Home Co.
Manor Care, Inc.
Ourway
Navy Recruiting District
CF Air Freight
Parisian
Sherwin Williams
Comp-U-Card
Dayton Power & Light
U.S. Air Force
Progressive Corp.
Norrell
Carolina Freight
Lucas County Board of
Mental Retardation
Portage Valley
Retirement Village
CompuServe, Inc.

Ohio.
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Halloween, a ghoulishfy good time in Bowling Green
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Campus Comments
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Friday interviews
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Friday illuitralion by Man*

Campus Comment Question:
"What Is your fondest Halloween memory?"
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Tom Wohlgamugh senior business
education major from Flndlay: "One
time when my friend and I were drunk,
we went to a haunted house and
Drocuia lumped out of hit coffin and
scared us. My friend fumed around
and punched him."

Melissa Ireler luntor marketing motor from Cambridge: 'In junior high,
before any of us could drive, we used
to walk around egging houses. One
time we went to a haunted house and
Drocuia picked me up and I dropped
the eggs I had In his coffin."

Pranks prove harmless
by Deanna Griffith
Friday reporter
You've heard the expression:
"Trick or Treat." In toct I'm sure
you've said It yourself several
times. What would you do If one of
your Mends took you at your word
and decided to play a trick on
you?
Well, several University students
have hung up their backpocks
and put down their hMlghters In
exchange lor an all-out frontal
attack with rolls of toilet paper,
Hour, tomatoes and shaving
cream.
A common trick to pull on friend
or toe Is the outdoor decorating
device known simply as T-P'lng. The
range ol rolls used runs from a
mere three, lust to odd highlights,
to an overwhelming, color-changing 1101 According to prankster
Mortln Loveless, "a visit to Char m I nland Is my favorite trick, the bird's
lust love It."
An added attraction to T-P'lng Is
to use pastel rolls. On one of his
night raids, trickster Tim Wllhelm.
used 40 colored rolls to beautify an
unsuspecting friend's trees. Wllhelm said "the best part was when
It rained. It looked realty pretty."
Another common trick Is to write
messages to friends, In their yards
with such gourmet delights as flour,
Instant potatoes and tomatoes.
Armed wtlh these Innovative decorating Ideas, daring Delia Mason,
was able to embarrass friends by
rj|cknomeji,j
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across their lawns. She added "if
you hated that person, you wrote
nasty things to them."
While these gags may have embarrassed the receiver, the players
did it "all In good fun." According
to Loveless, "the revenge I've done
was In the form of what was done to
me - no vlclousness." Wllhelm
agreed with Loveless's comment,
adding, "friends pulled gags on
me so I decided to get even."
Some of the capers have demanded money and effort on the
part of the players. Mason en|oys
playing tricks on her roommates.
The most recent one was sending a
male stripper to one of her roommates. Mason said "ft was expensive, but the embarrassment on her
toce was worth It."
Loveless's favorite trick Is to stick
plastic forks all over the lawn. Loveleu enjoys It because "they have
to bend over and pick them up."
Loveless added, "it's a cruel Joke,
but is so fun."
Sometimes the trick backfires
and the lokester ends up having to
clean up the debris from his gag.
Wllhelm told about stuffing a car
full of crinkled newpapers. "The
newsprint got all over the white
Interior, and the owner was not
happy." Wllhelm added. "We got
caught so we had to help clean ft
up."
When asked If they would play a
trick again, the mlschlevlous trio all
said they would without hesitation.
Loveless added, "I en)oy little practical |okes, there's so much poten-

Dee Phlllabaum senior marketing
major from Mallbu Beach. Calif.:
"Emptying my pumpkin on the floor
and sorting out the candy to see
which stuff I would eat first."

Chris Casto lunlor political science
major from Ml. Gilead: "One time my
lather and I got back at our neighbor
for playing tricks on us every year. We
put com and tires on his porch while
he was sleeping. We found out that he
had Just painted his porch that morning."

Holiday a treat for retailers
by Gerald Krezmlen
Friday reporter
Halloween, a fun holiday that generates enthusiastic yet healthy participation In Its respective rituals, also
carries the element of consumerism.
The tools of the trade - candy. masks,
wigs, make-up kits, pumpkins, condiments and this year's novelty, Horror
Balls — offer an Interesting challenge
for area retailers.
Candy Is the surest gamble, and It
Isn't difficult to sell post-Halloween
surplus. Churchill's manager Douglas
Bartz said that candy sales are generally 20 times higher during the Halloween rush. Donuts, elder and pumpkins
are also products of high demand, he
said.
Halloween paraphernalia, which
require more speculation as to de-

MMMmum

mand, have been selling quickly this
year, he said.
The Impoct Isn't as great for department stores. K-mort manager Larry
Patten said Halloween's Impact Is
small compared to Christmas and
Easter. Again, candy sales comprise
the biggest turnover. Patten Is inclined to believe that candy bought
early Is consumed before Halloween,
resulting in a lasi-minute rush. "We sell
more candy In the last week" than In
all the previous weeks combined, he
said. K-mart begins Its Halloween
candy sales In September.
Retailers usually order Halloween
products In May, making It difficult to
know what Halloween trends will be
most lucrative. Dorsey's Drugs manager Terry Brown said he listens for
what consumers want, but says holiday Inquiries usually come too late.
"It's a gamble," Brown said. "Last
year make-up kits were big." This year
he's selling more candy.
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Don't expect treats at this house
by Korln Nevtus
Friday reporter
What do the words monsters, ghoult, screaming,
tear ond darkness have In common? It you answered that they are all found In a haunted house,
then collect your wits about you ond head out to
one to celebrate Halloween.
The Bowling Green Jaycees and the University's
American Marketing Association (AMA) have
teamed up to produce a haunted house guaranteed to (Tighten the toughest student In Bowling
Green.
Bill Ferguson, a member of the Jaycees and cochairman ot the haunted house, would not divulge
many secrets of what frights the house contains.
"The haunted house Is something that you will hove
to experience yourselves," he said.
Located In the Annex Building at the Wood
County Fairgrounds on West Poe Road, the haunted
house boasts of a tew new and unusual features.
A videotape has been made with the cooperation of local businesses, Frank Sales Inc. and The
Video Spectrum. H combines the most scary scenes

from different horror movies Into one terrifying film.
Ferguson said the film "gets you more spooked
before you enter the haunted house." He added
that some familiar faces from the film are likely to
be encountered In the house.
The JayceeslAMA haunted house will also be
filled with eerie sounds which are "different than
those of traditional haunted houses," and a longer
maze filled with "hidden surprises," according to
Ferguson. Admission to the haunted house Is $2 per
person, and the haunted house will be open from 7
p.m. to 11 p.m. tonight and tomorrow.
ft one haunted house Is not enough, the Maumee
Jaycees ond Toledo rodlo station WRQN are sponsoring one of their own at the Miami Children's
Home In Maumee.
Joan Ludwig. a WRQN employee who has already experienced the Maumee haunted house,
said that the greeting at the door by a ghoul was
only the beginning to a frightfully good time.
"There are numerous monsters, and tots of
screaming and shouting," Ludwig said. The most
memorable part of the house for her was "the dark
room," which was "totally dark and there were lots
of scary noises." Apparently this house, too, must be

experienced to be believed.
The Maumee house Is found by following Route
25 north out ot Bowling Green, over the Maumee
River bridge, and onto River Rood. Ludwig said
River Road runs right to the Children's Home.
Admission price Is $1.80 per person.
Many prospective haunted house seekers gave
vorylng reoctlons to their upcoming Halloween fun.
Brenda Wherley, senior business education motor, denied any willingness on her part to go. "I
don't want to tee anything." she said, '1 usually
don't ever go on my own free will."
Sophomore btotogy mafor Jeff Woolley expressed more bravery. "I like the tear of the unknown In haunted houses," he said
Going with a big group of people Is the only way
Amy Livingston, junior special education major, will
enter a haunted house, "tf s fun It you're with a big
group of your friends. When the monsters Jump out
ond try to grab me. I want to have a tot of friends
around to hang onto." Livingston said.
Senior accounting motor Terrl Stanford summed
up the overall reason to go and the enduring
popularity of haunted houses. "You go there to be
scared." she said. "The house Is there tor a thrill."

Greeks celebrate with haunted houses, teas, road trips
by Kay Fisher and Diane Wonderty
Friday reporters
Halloween Is the perfect lime for a
party or a special function and as
always, there are many Greek activities planned for Halloween weekend.
Some of these activities are traditionally exclusive to members of the
sorority and fraternity .while others are
for charity and benefit purposes.
The events go along with the tradition of giving and have been
planned as benefits and special functions.

The following chapters will pass out
goodies and good times: Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc. will sponsor a Trick
or Treat for Unlcef, Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority will be going to Maumee Sunshine Home next weekend,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and
Alpha XI Delta sorority organized a
trick or treat and haunted house tor
elementary kids and party In the
Grand Ballroom, and Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. will host a haunted
house tor younger kids.
Ten chapters will take part In Hallowed Tea parties. These Include:
Delta Gamma, Alpha Delta PI, Alpha
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Phi. Phi Mu. Koppa Delta and Kappa
Kappa Gamma sororities and Sigma
Chi. PI Kappa Phi, Phi Kappa Psl and
Phi Gamma Delta fraternities.
Date parties are also on the list of
treats. Those getting together with
their monsters and ghoultriends will
be: Delta Tau Delta, Alpha Chi
Omega, Zeta Beta Tau and Sigma Nu.
Costume pomes are also the rave
this season. The Kappa Sigmas decided to cross over to the beyond with
the theme of "Come as Your Favorite
Dead Person." Other costumes will be
worn by members of Delta Sigma
Theta, Delta Zeta. Alpha Delta PI,

Alpha Gamma Delta, Sigma Chi. Phi
Mu, Phi Gamma Delta and Kappa
Delta on Saturday.
Some of the season's special functions Include the Chi Omega/Sigma
Phi Epsilon Haunted House and the
Alpha Sigma Phi party In the Grand
Ballroom. Sigma Phi Epsilon will also
have their Halloween on Saturday,
featuring Sheepish Grin, Law of Fear
and Who's On First, broadcast live
byby WBGU. 88.1 FM.
Those road tripping to Ohio University are members of Delta Upsilon,
Beta Theta PI and Phi Delta Theta.
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Halloweening in a "little" society
by Deb Gotttchalk
Friday reporter
Thl* University — In fact, any university - Is actually a mini-society. Students are not yet forced Into the "real
world." But for those who live here, or
spend much time here, It often a
halfway point between living at home
and going out on one's own.
However, this little society within
society Is lacking something — different age group*. This It particularly
noticeable around Halloween when
we nor malty expect little kids to come
knocking at our doors chanting "trick
or treat."
Here Is the update on Halloweening
tor those of us who rarefy tee what the
younger generation Is doing and
may have forgotten what It wot like to
be a carefree, unconcerned, freewheeling first-grader
The excitement It still the same.
Ditcustton leaders at the University
would be elated to get the kind of
response that one gets when asking a
roomful of flrtt-groders what they plan
to dress up at for Halloween.
There It no peer pressure Involved
In picking an outfit. With the exception of three Droculat, everybody In a
class of about 26 hoi a different outfit
planned
There are some trodlttonal cos-

tumes, such at the ones that will be
worn by first-graders Michael, who
plant to be Frankenstein, Heather,
who will be a beautiful young princess and Jennifer, the toon-to-be
scary witch. Many University students
probably Impersonated the famous
freaks In the pott.
But how many college ttudentt

would have thought of going at theKarate Kid? That's what young Jeremy
hat planned. At the elementary
school's parade, he will be Joined by
Kevin the alien, and Ryan the robot.
Although the changing times may
have affected tome of the costumes,
preparations are still the tame. The
first-grade ckntroom It festively deco-

rated with hanging bats, pumpkin
patches on the clotets and witches on
the windows.
Because they have no school on
Friday, these youngsters have big
plans. White Crystal It going to a party
after trick-or-trearlng, many of the
boys plan to simply "trlck-or-treat all
over town."

Friday photo by •ayte Ha
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It's not always green in 'Money'
"You couldn't find the big time with
a road map." Fast Eddie Felson taunts
Vince Laurla, the hotshot young pool
player who It actually much better
than he knows.

ing for the first time, provides a script
that crackles with wit. Martin Scorsese
has never directed with such felicity.
Paul Newman as Eddie Felsen Is a
portrait of a master performer In his
prime, and Tom Cruise as his cocksure apprentice matches him scene
for scene. They are equally visceral,
compelling and downright sexy.

Eddie understands the big time;
he's been there. And with Eddie's
careful tutelage, Vlnce might make It,
too.

"The Color of Money" takes a more
humanistic view of pool-hall life than
"The Hustler." Robert Rossen's 1961
classic of exploitation and duplicity.

That's the setup In "The Color ot
Money," and It works like a dream.
Rarely In recent years has there been
such a convergence ol Inspired talent.
Novelist Richard Price, screen writ-

The only connection with the earlier
film Is Newman, now an affluent liquor
salesman but still fond of a hustle. He
perceives a chance to return to the
game as mentor of the ambitious
Cruise.

by Bob Thoman
by Associated Press writer

PRESENTS A

"It ain't about pool - It's about
money." That's Newman's first lesson
for Cruise, who Is not a quick learner.
But as his success grows, he begins to
listen, urged on by his girlfriend, Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonlo.
But as the winnings swell, so does
Cruise's ego, and Newman breaks
with him. Now Newman contemplates
whether he could pick up the career
he dropped 25 years ago (his conversion Is the only unconvincing part of
the script). Naturally, Newman and
Cruise oppose each other at the
national championships In Atlantic
City. But the outcome Is not what you
expect.
"The Color of Money" Is an uncomplicated story, and some might consider It trivial. But In the hands of

masters, It becomes a fascinating
film. Scorsese's direction and Michael
Ballhaus' photography make pool a
profoundly visual sport.
Miss Mastrantonlo Is an exceptional
find, and Helen Shaver Is excellent as
Newman's patient sweetheart. The
pool hall denizens are splendidly
drawn.
Everyone knows how good Paul
Newman Is. Tom Cruise will surprise
many with the depth of his characterization. He might well enjoy as long
and distinguished a career as the costar he so obviously admires.
Produced by Irving Axelrad and
Barbara De Flna, the Touchstone Picture Is rated R for language and adult
themes.
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Student is 'fortunate' to predict future
by Kay Fisher
Friday reporter
Moil people would love to know
what the future holds for them without
actually experiencing It yet.
Having your fortune told can be tun
and exciting, and for one University
student, part of that fun Is telling the
fortunes.
LeeAnn Cllnger, senior business
major, tells fortunes as a hobby, with a
set of torot cards that she purchased
from a bookstore her sophomore year
In college.
'1 used to read palms when I was In
the ninth grade," Cllnger said. "That
began to get a little boring so I looked
for something else. My parents
thought I was strange with the palm
reading In high school, but now they
|ust think this Is a normal thing tor me."
Cllnger says that the people who
wont their fortune told come to her
after her roommate spreads the word
at parties that she has a set of torot
cards.
"As soon as the word gets out, I get
out my cards and everyone at the
party wants their fortunes told,"
Cllnger said.
Tarot cards have been referred to
as the "devil's picture book," according to a book called " Predicting Your
Future," by the Diagram Group. No
one Is quite sure of their origin, but the
first recorded appearance of them
was In medieval France In 1390. The
regular playing cards that we use
today for gin and poker derive from
the tarot cards also.

Although Cllnger enjoys her hobby,
she does not take things too seriously.
"It's fun and It's different. Everyone
wonts to know what the future holds.
At a party If s a nice break from the
regular drinking games."
However, Cllnger said that tellingfortunes Is not all fun and games. "I
feel bad sometimes," said Cllnger,
"or guilty because sometimes when I
begin to read the cards, It's something bad and I don't want to scare
anyone or convince them that It's

true. I try to twist the Information
around a little to make things sound
more optimistic."
Even though the tarot cards have
been referred to as "the devil's picture book," Cllnger does not feel that
she Is tampering with anything evil.
"This is all in fun," she said, "but as
for astrological matters, I think that
everyone has the potential to be
psychic. It's |ust that some people are
more In tune with their perceptions.

People hove a 'sixth sense' - their
intuition or gut Instinct. It's scary to
think about actually having a power
that strong so I don't push myself in
that direction. I do this as a hobby
and for fun. God, this life Is hard
enough to handle without being too
aware of a whole other dlmenstonl"
Cllnger stressed that she is "Just an
amateur." "I wish I could be better,
but If s lust a pastime for me. Someday
I would like my own fortune told by a
professional. There aren't many psychics around here, though," said
Cllnger, laughing.

Hey BG! We showed 'em how to party last weekend so let's do It
again...
The Dry Dock invites you to its 1s" annual
Halloween Bash this Saturday night, Nov.
1" from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. There will be a D.J.
and lots of dancing plus costume judging
and PRIZES.
* No cover charge
* Food coupons accepted
•k Located in the Mid-Am In the
basement of the Harshman Quad
* Costumes optional

TRICK OR TREAT

"To tell a fortune with the torot
cards." said Cllnger, "Involves the
following procedure: There Is a set of
22 cards. The person Is told to shuffle
them and to concentrate on a question pertaining to their future. As soon
as they feel good about the shuffle,
they hand the cards back to me and I
lay them out and begin predicting."
Cllnger does her predicting with
the aid of the booklet that comes wtth
the cords. "Anyone could do what I
do." Cllnger said. "I wish that I were
better at It. I get a real kick out of
people and how excited they get
about It."
Cllnger said one of her tarot card
predictions recently came true.
"After my roommate told this guy I
lust met that I could fell fortunes, he
wonted his told. He asked II he would
get together with this girl that he liked
and the cards sold that he hod to
overcome the man to obtain a
woman. I didn't know anything about
the girt, and during the next week she
broke up wtth her other boyfriend and
1$ now with the guy that I told the
K fortune to. Things like that really trip

This is fl trick h's a styrofood burger, due it
to witches and goblins.

This is a treat A fresh aWaous Subway Sub,
availabkin 17 wonderful flavors. Gvethisto
someone you hoe.

We Deliver

109 N. Main
352-8391
••.vrf.v,'.-

11 am-2 pm
and
4pm-Close
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Commissioner
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Common Pleas
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HAROLD BATESON
County Auditor
MILTON BOXLEY
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DELBERT LATTA
U.S. Congress-Fifth District
GEORGE GLASSER
Court of Appeals
GALE WILLIAMSON
Common Pleas Judge

These six hard-working public servants are known for
their professionalism and dedication to public service.
They have earned the respect of voters from both
political parties. Please remember these candidates
on election day by casting your votes for Latta,
Gardner, Boxley, Bateson, Glasser, and Williamson.
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Romance flourishes for TV couple
by the Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) - Sam and Diane,
the lock bartender and the Intellectual waitress on the NBC comedy
Cheers," will get hitched In the lost
episode ol the season, says series star
Ted Danson.
"Everyone's doing romance with
sexual tension-type banter now. It's
time to move on," Danson was quoted
as saying In USA Today on Thursday.
The newspaper said the story line
will begin later this season, with Danson's Sam proposing a second time to
Diane, played by Shelley Long.
NBC entertainment publicist Virginia Holden said she had not heard
ot any wedding plans.
Miss Long has said she would like to
move on, but Danson told USA Today,
"II could go either way."
DENVER (AP) - Oscor-wlnning
composer Marvin Hamllsch has
agreed to write the school song tor
Metropolitan State College ol Denver,
the college's president says.
"The kind ol emotional reponses I
get from his songs are the same as I
get from Metro State," President Paul
Magelli said. Hamllsch has written

scores lor such movies as "The Sting,"
"A Chorus Line" and "The Way We
Were."
Magelli said he contacted Hamllsch through Sidney Shlenker, a mutual friend and owner ol the National
Basketball Association's Denver Nuggets.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - A couple
who lost their home In last year's fatal
MOVE siege are featured In an ad
praising an Insurance company.
The ads, seen In buses and subways
In Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, show
Earl and Pearl Watklns smiling and
say, "Thank God we had Hanover
Mutual Fire Insurance!"
Two days after their home was one
ot 61 destroyed In the May 13, 1985,
confrontation between police and
the radical group MOVE, the Philadelphia-based insurance company
handed the couple a compensation
check, the Watkinses say.
"Many of the people on our street
had no Insurance whatsoever, and
we were very fortunate because we
had Hanover," Watkins said Thursday.
"I thought It would be a wonderful
way to tell people what had happened to us."
He declined to say how much they
were paid for Ihe ad, but said It was

more than $200 and that much ol It
would go to charity.
The city has rebuilt the homes destroyed In the siege, which ended In
fire alter police dropped a bomb on
the fortified rowhouse occupied by
MOVE members during an unsuccessful eviction attempt. Eleven occupants of the MOVE house died In the
fire.
IRVING. Texas (AP) - Seventhgrader Jon Daly's Job Is simple, really:
making sure Dallas Cowboys coach
Tom Landry doesn't get tangled up In
his telephone cord.
The 13-year-old grandson ol Cowboys offensive coach Jim Myers follows Landry around the sidelines on
NFL Sundays at Texas Stadium, carrying the phone the head coach uses to
talk to an assistant In the press box.
Daly, who used to be a Cowboys'
water boy, said his job Is to "make
sure he doesn't trip over the cord or
none ol Ihe players stand on It. ... I
also test it belore the game to make
sure It works."
He said he once hod a close call
during the excitement after a Dallas
touchdown as Landry and the players
ran toward the end zone.
"Some of the players were standing

on the cord, and It putted him back
and he almost tripped. N loosened
lust In time and he regained his
balance belore he fell on his face,"
Daly said.
"My grandad looked at me like
What are you doing?' and there was
nothing I could do."
TUCSON. Ariz. (AP) - The
widow ol space shuttle Challenger
commander Dick Scooee presented
his alma mater Thursday with a University ol Arizona medallion and banner recovered from the wreckage.
Friends at the university, from which
Scooee graduated In 1965 with a
degree In aerospace engineering,
had asked him to take the memorabilia Irom the university's centennial In
his (light kit, June Scobee said.
University oftlclals said the Items
would be added lo an exhibit on
manned space flight at the Flandrau
Planetarium.
Mrs. Scobee said the medallion
was Ihe only one recovered of hundreds taken on the shuttle, which
exploded shortly otter launch Jan. 28,
killing all seven crew members.
"All ol the Items that were lightweight, like (lags, survived," she said.
"Most people had heavy medallions
and they weren't found."
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Less liberated, more alcohol
by Christopher Connell
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) - Today1! college freshmen or* more likely to drink
beer, but len likely to imoke cigarette* and cling to liberal political
Ideal than their counterparts of 20
years ago.
They alto rocked up higher grades
In high school than their predecessors, but need more remedial help In
college, and they are tar more Interested In being well-off financially
Those are some of the findings of a
study released today that looks bock
on 20 years of polling data of 6 million
young people as they set out on their
college careers.
The report charts some dramatic
changes on the nation's campuses

since 1966, Including the emergence
of women as a majority of every
freshman class since 1978. Women,
outnumbered 5743 In 1969, now occupy 52 percent of the freshman
seats.
The surveys of nearly 300,000 students at 550 colleges each fall are
conducted by the Higher Education
Research Institute at the University of
California, Lot Angeles, and sponsored by the Washington-based
American Council on Education.
The researchers found that the percentage of freshmen who frequently
smoke cigarettes has declined by
about half since 1966, from 17 percent
to 9 percent, while the percentage of
beer-drinkers rote from 54 to 67 percent.

More young men than women have

kicked or avoided the smoking habit.
Smoking among freshmen men toll by
two-thirds over the two decodes, but
among the women It dropped only 14
percent. In tost year's entering class,
women were nearly twice as likely to
smoke as men. 11.3 percent versus 6.6
percent.
The report says that contrary to the
conventional wisdom that college
students ore more conservative, "the
real migration In student political
attitudes has not been from left to
right but from liberal to middle-of-theroad."
The proportion Identifying themselves as political conservatives hat
risen from 18 percent to 21 percent
since 1970. while the proportion of
liberals fell from 37 percent to 22
percent, and the middle-of-the-road

group Increased from 45 percent to
57 percent.
More than halt the freshmen In 1969
favored abolishing the death penalty; tost year only a quarter did.
Support for legalizing marijuana has
dropped from 53 percent In 1977 to 22
percent In 1965.
The authors of the study. UCLA education professor and Institute director
Alexander W. Astln and Kenneth C.
Green, the Institute's associate director, said the trends "are fascinating
and potentially disturbing."
They expressed alarm at the precipitous drop In students who are
Interested In a career In teaching.
Between 1968 and 1985. the proportion of freshmen planning to pursue
elementary or secondary school teaching careers plummeted from 24
percent to 6 percent.

COCO test
continues
traditions
by Debbie Rogers
Friday reporter
Doughnuts and elder, a dance, a
costume contest and a hayrlde will all
be Included In the Commuter OffCampus Organization's Halloween
party tonight.
"If s a blue toons dance." said Pom
Murray, activities coordinator of
COCO.
Murray sold there will be two hayrldes that will last about 45 minutes
each. She sold that they will travel
around the outskirts o( Bowling Green
Murray told that the Halloween
party It an annual event that ha*
been happening for years. 'They've
had It far beyond my time in office,"
she sold.
Also planned for the evening Is a
costume contest and a bobblng-for"We might do It (utt for tun, not a
contort." Murray sold.
The Hoftoween dance will be In the
bosement el Moetlty Hall from 7:30
p.m. to 1 a.m.
WfAl will provide the music.
The lloltoween donee It co-sponsored by the World Student Association. COCO utuaHy hat the party
•very year with WSA. "Last year wot
the only yeor we haven't." Murray
told.
Arasu Morloppon, senior management Information systems motor, sold
that the previous yeor WSA hod other
plant, 'tart year we thought about
having a party ourselves."
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Vegetable takes a different 'turn' around
by Dlanna L. Borti
Friday reporter
Many famous personalities start In
lowly places - but from a tumlp?
That's exactly where Jock O'lantern originated. An ancient Celtic tale
unfolds, complete with Intrigue not
usually associated with the humble
turnip. Jack Santlno, assistant professor ot Popular Culture, related the
celebrity's development.
It seems that Jack, an arrogant and
boastful blacksmith, made a deal
with the devil. In exchange for giving
Jack master skills as a blacksmith, the
devil got his soul.
Hearing this, St. Peter and Christ
paid him a visit. Their halos and

interest In hlisoul left Jack unmoved.
Even a tew miracle* didn't Impress
him. Alarmed, they ottered him three
wishes — hi* last chance at heaven.
Jack, unimpressed. Ignored this
chance for divine redemption. Foolishly he asked for wishes to trick the
devil. St. Peter, disgusted with Jack's
lack of heavenly aspirations, told him
he was now forever barred from
heaven.
Unconcerned and beyond arrogant. Jack was fearless when the
devil came to collect his soul. With his
wishes he tricked the devil, first Imprisoning him In the tree, then on a chair,
and lastly In his purse. The devil left
frustrated and angry.
At death, however, Jack's moment
of truth arrived.
Thinking he hod escaped the dev-

J.T.'S
BE ER—WINE—PIZZA
CARRYOUT

H's curse, Jock headed to heaven. St.
Peter turned him away, reminding
him of his earlier mistake. Jack then
traveled to hell, his last chance.
The devil refused to suffer Jack for
eternity and began to slam the hell's
gate. But before the gate clicked shut,
Jack placed a glowing piece of coal
Into a tumlp he lust happened to be
nibbling.
With only this tumlp lantern to light
his way, Jock was really stuck. With no
heaven or hell to retire to, Jack was
doomed to eternal wandering.
From this story, the myth of a mean
and dangerous spirit traveling on
Halloween grew. The scooped-out
tumlp came to symbolize wandering
evil souls In the ancient Celtic traditions.
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Evolution of a tradition

Theatre holds sale

from religious rites to trick-or-treat
by Dlanna L. Bora I
Friday reporter
Hard to believe a leering pumpkin
lights a tradition extending back before Christianity. Little goblins banging on doors are actually re-enacting
a religious tradition that goes back
before recorded history.
This transformation took centuries
and blends beliefs from various times
and countries. "The pumpkins,
witches, skeletons and remembrances of the after-life are clearly
from tne Old Religion," said Marcla
Bedard, sociology Instructor. The Old
Religion Is also known as the Mother
Goddess or pagan beliefs.
"They all refer to the nature religion
that was practiced in Europe before It
was replaced by Christianity," Bedard said. A religion of the peasants,
people of the land. It follows the flow
of the seasons. Halloween, then, centers on the biggest holiday, the new
year and harvest, Jack Santino. associate professor of popular culture,
said.
Celebrating Halloween for the ancient Celtics consisted of festivities
Involving the traveling spirits. At this
time, all souls oi people who died In
the past year "passed" to the other
side, while previously dead souls
could also come back and visit, so to
speak. Santino said.
"People would dress up mimicking
the spirits of the dead, In old animal
skins," Santino said. Going from house
to house, they received food and
gifts. The Idea was either to scare
people or to light their way, but the
reality was that people simply enloved It, Santino said. Though the
ritual had meaning, "It was a celebratory time of the year," Santino
said. Dead spirits caused a somber
tone, but It was a celebration also.
Then came 300-400 A.D. Catholicism and St. Patrick came to the Celts.
The church said the people were
misled and their spirits were demons.
Enter the Idea of ghosts and goblins.
"They (the Christians) tried to work
with the native traditions," Santino
explained. To do this, they replaced
the old traditions with All Saints Day, a
holy day of obligation. They added
All Souls Day on Nov. 2 "to pray for all

souls who have departed," Santino
said. The church, then, redefined the
customs of remembering the dead
and helping them "pass on."
"Feminist theologians have noted
that Old Religion holidays and myths
coincide very closely with Christian
holidays." Bedard said. This blending
should be surprising, said Karen
Thompson of United Christian
Fellowship. All religions tend to emphasize the same things: life cycles,
questions of dying and being reborn,
Thompson said.
From this ancient development
comes the Idea of witches. "Older
women are seen as witchy This Is a
ritual that tolls a tot about the poor
Image of older women," Bedard said.
This continues from the 13th century. At that time, strong independent
women were seen as a threat to the
church, Thompson said. These women
were the healers and mldwlves, often
with spiritual charisma.
Witches were seen as a threat because during this time the women
accused ol witchcraft were not lust
the healers. "The women who were
burned and persecuted were those
who practiced the Old Folk religion of
nature," Bedard explained.

by Ketty Rose
Friday reporter
Last weekend the costurre shop of the theater department held a sort
of garage sale. The costumo shop sold costumes from past productions In
the lobby of the Eva Marie Saint Theater to make room In the theater's
storage area for new costumes.
Margaret McCubbln, costume designer, said the $1,100 made from the
sale will go Into the theate budget. She said a lot of Roman costumes
were sold along with maty from the musical "Cabaret." McCubbln
explained that these costumes would probably never be used again.
The prices for the costumes ranged from $1 to $10. The costumes that
were not sold will be kept outside the costume shop in Moseley Hall for
anyone still wishing to buy one. Any costumes not sold by December will
be given to the Goodwill.
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Arson 'devils'
by Catherine Dretsler
Associated Press writer

DETROIT (AP) - More than 200 youth*
were arrested Wednesday night and
early Thursday tor violating a dusk-todawn curlew Imposed as volunteers
and police braced lor the expected
surge ol Halloween-week arson.
In recent years the night before
Halloween, known as "Devil's Night."
has brought a spate of arson to the
notion's stath-lorgest city, wtth hundreds of fires set In random torching*
that have defied explanation.
To fight the phenomenon this year,
the city planned to put the curfew In
effect beginning at 6 p.m. Wednesday, and continue It the next two

nights.
Police picked up 206 youth* aged
17 or under lor violating the curlew In
It* first night, police spokesman Sgt.
Mel William* said. Some wore released to their parent*, and other*
were held at police stations.
Neighborhood volunteers were
looking for signs of trouble, police
spokesman Christopher Buck said.
The city asked residents to turn on
outside light* at night, keep flammable troth out of alley* and trash container* and watch tor suspicious
activity.
During a 71-hour period over the
last three days of October 1985. 479
fire* were set. Including 64 In occupied dwellings and 153 In trash. The
number of fires was down 41 percent
from the same period In 1984.

Penn, trouble again
by the Associated Press
LOS ANG£LES (AP) - A plea bargain lor Sean Penn In a misdemeanor battery cose Is being stymied
by the odor's refusal to be booked
and fingerprinted, a prosecutor
said Wednesday.
Through his attorney, Penn
pleaded Innocent Tuesday to battery In the alleged beating of a
songwriter.
Trial was set tor Dec. 3, but negotiations tor a plea bargain have
stalled over the booking Issue.
"We want him booked." said
Deputy City Attorney John Wilson.
Penn Is accused of pushing David Wollnskl off a chair and kicking
him at Helena's nightclub after the
songwriter said goodnight to
Penn'* wile, the singer Madonna.
Penn accused Wollnskl of trying
to kiss his wile, the songwriter said.
Wollnskl, a Qrammy-wlnning
songwriter who once played syn-
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thesizer In the group Rufus, suffered
bruises and swelling on his face,
legs and lower body, but he was
not hospitalized. Wilson said.
The prosecutor has offered Penn
a plea bargain of two years' probation and $1,000 In fines If he
pleads no contest.
"They've agreed to everything
but the booking." Wilson said. Included In the booking procedure
Is the taking of fingerprints.
Penn. 25, was not arre*ted."Mr.
Penn ha* a history of some violence. We want to know what Is his
criminal history throughout the
United State*," Wilson said.
Another case Involving Penn Is
pending: a $1 million lawsuit by
free-lance photographer Lawrence Cottrell, who claims Penn
beat him and another man when
they tried to get an Interview June
30 In Nashville. Tenn.
Penn was fined $50 and received
a 90-day suspended sentence alter
pleading no contest to assault
charges In that Incident.

Get an MBA.
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What's hot in trick-or-treat fashion
by Dave Skorupskl
Friday reporter
Today Is Halloween, time lor candy,
parties and plenty of apple elder or
whatever else your favorite beverage
might be.
Since Halloween falls on a weekend this year, you are probably
aware of Halloween parties hosted
throughout the next couple of days.
But like so many, you haven't had
time or money to come up with a
passable costume lor the weekend.
Have no fear-this article will
make you the hit of the party for under
ten dollars.
Ben Franklin's, In the heart of downtown Bowling Green on South Main
Street, has traditional costume masks
lor as low as 69 cents. You can also
get "He-Man" masks lor about $5 a
face.
If you want a "realistic" costume,
you can buy lake noses (glasses and
moustache optional), fake eyelashes,
wigs and hairy arms to look like someone alter a night out at a "biker club."
Don't forget the teeth blackener and
vampire blood to simulate a run-in
with the bouncer.
II you'd like a "Davls-Besse Nuclear
Holocaust" costume, you can buy a
"glowing laces" kit that supposedly
will make you look "radiant."
Also available at Ben Franklin's are
an assortment of capes, plastic hats In
the shape of bowlers or witch's hots,
and traditional devil tails.
Depending on your Imagination,
you can come up with just about any
combination of Ideas for some truly
bizarre costumes.
Try to picture someone wearing a
"He-Man" mask with a witch's hat and
cape with hairy arms and a devil's

tall.
Pretty scan/.
Lane's Drug Store carries many
traditional costumes at low prices.
You can buy "half-masks" for 49
cents.
They also have a full line of adult
costume makeup for those who want
to look really esoteric.
You have the choices ol being a

leopard, mime, rock star, vampire or
zombie.
If you have any clothes In basic
black, you'll be In good shape for this
kind of makeup.
When you do go out, remember
your "wizard" puppet for safety walking along the roadside.
The "wizard" Is simply a small plastic hand-sized puppet you attach to

the end ol a flashlight.
Alto available at Lane's are skeleton earrings to complement any
ghoulish costume.
Cook's Discount Department Store
offers many excellent costumes — unfortunately, only for those who are
under 5 feet tall.
These costumes are tlame-retardant, so you can rest assured you

won't burn tonight.
You say: "Walt, I have like, no
money ... now what?"
Well, you are not out of luck yet.
With a little (well, OK, a lot) of
Imagination, you can still have a
semi-respectable costume to Impress
your peers.
If you live In the dorms, or have
access to them, you might be Inter

ested In being a "chafing mummy."
To do this, merely swipe a roll or two
(or three or four) of Industrial-strength
toilet paper. Be sure to cover all
exposed parts of your body.
Then, have a roommate or a trusted
companion slowly wrap the Industrial-strength standard University toilet
paper around your body. Make sure
that your arms and legs are not
bound together.
Take care not to let the toilet paper
actually touch your skin, or severe
lacerations may occur (this Is, after
all, coarse Unlverslty-lssue toilet paper).
*
At a party you will be the highlight
as people will try to guess what you
are.
Your response Is to brush them
lightly with your arm, and they will
realize that they have been touched
by the "chafing mummy."
This Is sort of like the disease that the
"real" mummy transmitted In the
movies.
For those who are lazy and generally uncaring about costumes, you
could always wear your roommate's
clothes and pretend you are your
roommate.
Just think, no one will know who you
are ... what tun!
This should be particularly Interesting If you and your roommate are
significantly different in size.
The "Campus Student" costume Is
yet another alternative for the lazy.
This costume predominates In
sweatpants, a sweatshirt with some
abstract saying or logo on It and wellworn tennis shoes.
When the judges of the costume
party Ignore you, be sure to assert
yourself and say: "Hey, this Is my
'Campus Student' costume — do I
win?"
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Ohio spirit: legends boast ghosts
by ttio Associated Press

The neighbors stripped his home,
which Is now In ruins.

Take a stroll through a state park
this Halloween night and you may be
chased by an Indian who wants your
tongue. Or walk Into the old Governor's Mansion In Columbus and you
might see the ghostly vision of a lady
with long dark hair.
In Delaware County, you can near
the Spanish Lady scream.
They're all ghostly legends — and
what better time to recount them than
Halloween, the night that ghosts and
goblins abound?

But on a cold, dark night, sometimes you can hear the lady scream.
At the old governor's mansion In
Columbus, some have seen an apparition of a block woman wearing a
blue uniform-type outfit. Employees of
the mod recent tenant have said
there Is a cold spot on the steps,
where the temperature drops about
20 degrees. Some say they smell the
smell of burning hair In the hallway
below the steps.

Ohio has stories aplenty.
There Is the Legend ol the Spanish
Lady. Edward Lenrz of the Columbus
Landmarks Foundation says she was
the companion of a mysterious
stranger who showed up one day In
the 1800s and built a mansion - paying for everything with gold coins.
After she moved In, neighbors began
hearing blood-curdling screams.
Then the lady vanished.
Then he vanished.

The guess Is that the woman was an
employee, possibly a servant. She has
been seen at all hours, day and night,
Lenta said.
Further east, there's the tale of the
ugly Indian, who was killed and
tossed Into the Klllbuck Swamp. He
supposedly roams Mohican State
Park In search of a gruesome
quarry — the 100th tongue lor his
chain of 99 human tongues.
In the Zaleskl State Forest, some say

you con see a man walking up and
down the train tracks with red and
green lanterns In what used to be
Moonville. a bustling town about 100
years ago.
Pork naturalist Chris Grupenhos
said the man was once a train conductor who didn't get along with an
engineer. The engineer tricked him
Into going to the front of the train, then
ran over him. The conductor's ghost
supposedly roams the frocks.
"Some have heard his screams,"
Grupenhos said.
In Malabar Farm State Park stands
a white frame house, occupied In the
late 1800s by the Rose family, which
included daughter Ceely. The story
has It that Ceely was not an attractive
woman and hod one friend, Hugh
Flemmlng, who lived across the
creek.
Pork naturalist Teresa Caldwell said
Ceely took Flemmlng's attentions too
seriously, and Flemmlng tried to let
her down easy by felling her that her
family would never approve of their

marriage.
So Ceely killed her family by poisoning their cottage cheese.
She lived the rest of her days In a
mental Institution, but folklore has It
that her spirit has returned to the Rose
house.
"Late at night she can be seen
walking the hallways and pausing to
look out the windows on the creek
side ol the house." Caldwell said.
Ceely Is looking tor Hugh.
Perhaps the most famous Ohio
ghost was the one that Invaded humorist James Thurber's home, grist for
his famous story, "The Night the Ghost
Got In."
In the story, Thurber places the
house on another Columbus street.
Later, he said that was because the
ghost was real and he wanted to
protect the family.
"It's a relatively tame ghost," Lenrz
said. "People Just say they've heard
footsteps running up and down the
staircase but the ghost doesn't do
anyone any harm."
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'Neighborhood' for an evening
by Meg Hanczrlk
Friday reporter
Last Sunday, Dunbar Hall was Invaded by witches, goblins.and other
frightening creatures.
About 200 Bowling Green youngsters went trick-or-treatlng In Dunbar
Residence Hall, said Wendy Davy,
senior journalism major, who
organized the event. "I lound the
(residence hall) staff very helpful,"
Davy said. She was pleased with how
well It went.

"We were told to expect
two hundred to three hundred kids. My roommate
and I had about 250 pieces
of candy and we were still
short" - Glnny Smith
Beth Burrls, sophomore English education major, was one ol the residents
who escorted the kids from door to
door. Burrls said she walked the
youngsters around the hall because
she enjoys children.
"It was fun." she said. "Some of the
kids were so cute." Burrls' favorite
costume was a little girl who wore a
yellow raincoat and a red flrehat. On
the back ol the girl's coat was a sign
that read "Tot Fire Dept."
Suzanne Wlnegamer, sophomore
pre-taw major, also enjoyed walking
the little monsters through the hall. "I
had fun last year and wanted to do It
again," she said. She also commented that many o( the residents got
In the spirit.
Some of the floors decorated their

halls, and residents dressed up In
costumes as well.
There was one resident who
dressed up as Raggedy Ann.
"She used powder to make her skin
white, painted her hair red, and even
had the stitches painted on."
Barb Carty, sophomore IPCO
major, and Mary Jo Ricica, sophomore elementary education major,
handed out candy from Rlclca's
room.
Both walked kids through the hall
when Dunbar held the event last year,
and decided that they would be able
to see more critters by handing out
candy. "Last year's kids were so
cute," Ricica said. "We Just wanted to
see more of them."
Although many of the residents had
participated In this event last year,
there were some newcomers. Glnny
Smith, freshman business major,
didn't know what to expect.

"Last year's kids were so
cute, we fust wanted to see
more of them" — Mary Jo
Ricica
"We were told to expect 200 to 300,"
she said. "My roommate and I hod
about 280
pieces of candy and we were still
short." Smith said that trlck-or-treotlng
In the residence halls Is a good Idea
because If s safer than letting kids go
out on the streets.
Smith said she "fell In love" with a
little boy who was dressed as a shark.
"He was so cute, and he had a
ferocious growl."
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Friday photo by Koran Lam
Jenny Sanderson, left, and Glnny Smith hand out treats to area children trickor-treatlng In Dunbar residence hall.
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PAINT

ING
(TMCI

MOVIE #*# '.
The
MIISM. Man
11962) Robert Pies
ton Sheley JOIM>S

honi I.«s4.i. Mil Hive)
6O0
(D BREEDERS CUP CONTINUES
SELECTION SPECIAL
ECONOMICS U$AP»oMe»
ol Slantlaid OrJ of Ne« Jersey
AIM and KuitA ilUislrale the
pov.r< >iui miuortance of monop
obes :J
© OANCIN TO THE HITS
W.,-.....i ,|»est ierma-*e Stewarl
I Ju4lf l In siereo
© STAR SEARCH
6:30
SELECTION SPECIAL
ECONOMICS USA A ■ -.
Jt wiy* big t»usmrtss atiempls lo
avoi.lp«.v.e competition 13
ffl OREAM GIRL USA
EVENING

BOO
OS 09 NEWS
O SATURDAY REPORT
© ALL CREATURES GREAT
ANO SMALL
© MAKING OF LIBERTY
Tofct ■<• Ihe words of tha men and
women who worked on lha Stat

7:00
O
MUPPETS Guest
Lou
Rawts
O WE DON'T KNOCK Howard crashes an Itakan wedding m
Toronto Shawn serensdes tour
■sis on a street m Gastown Van
cower the war between HaMa»
andDarimoulh
© HEE HAW Co host* John
ny Cash
June Carter Cash
Guests
Owghi Yoafcem
B-ay
Grammar the Cannons
© MUPPETS Guest

Conn*

Stevens
© SOLID GOLD Scheduled
the Commodores Robert Pasmrjr
A- Supply
New Eddon
tha
Beach Boys I California Oreemm
I Paul 6 Paula I Hay Paula I in
stereo
© OUT OF THE FIERY FURNACE The collapse of Ihe Bron/e
Age iron srita to prominence and
Ihe resulting shift ol the center of
civilnat-on from Ihe Middle fast
to Ihe Mediterranean Q
©
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
Pared** Postponed In
1958 'red learns thai his gel
lr«nd * pregnant Henry lonsrd
ers a move to HoBywood when he
>S approached by a Mm producer
who A juts the rights IO his novel
Leslie Tit muss sue c east ulty pur
sues In* pohncal career (Part 2 of

UI:J
© MAMA S FAMILY
©

WHAT'S

HAPPENING

NOWII "-is *|eni .vents to
itudy
N*h'n
inxoeips* women mlo a movie
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
SCOREBOARD
(TMCI MOVIE * • * A Chris)
mas Sloy 119831 Peter Behngs
ley Darieft McGevm Based on a
>an Shepherd siory Smalltown
Ami-...., -. the m.d 1940s rs the
Mllrng tor ihi» holiiUv memo«
about a boy who only wants a
Red Ryiler BB gun lor Christmas
PG

7:30
O © SMALL WONDER
Janue learns •! s not easy being
en j.i..'i
O DON CHERRY'S GRAPEVINE lectured John Brophy
©
GOVERNOR
CELESTE
ANSWERS OHIO
© NBA BASKETBALL De
iMhi P.stun* ai inrkana Pacers
llivel
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Perm Siale at West Vegena Hive)
BOO
O © DOWNTOWN Harrtei <s
hidnapped by a gang ol ih-evea
O NHL HOCKEY Wellington

ue this documentary chronicle*
lha siory of the Statue ol L4>er
ly s ono>«ai design and consliuctMm as welt as the >epa* end res
loratiOn completed lor Lady
L*erty s centennial celebration
© THROB Sandy and /Tech
search lor new irxk n roll acH
©STAR TREK

Capitals al Calgary flames (Lwel
© FACTS Of LIFE Beverly
Ann and ihe gels navel to New
York C-ly lor Toot* s htst Broad
way audition In siereo 1J
© LIFE WITH LUCY Lucy
urges Curtis lo (onyder ihe use ol

e 30

©
GREAT
PERFORMANCES
Wagner
Whaa the
composer is living m e«le et Ven-

O CBS NEWS
O THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMENT
(D WHEEL OF FORTUNE
(D NBC NEWS
©IT'S A LIVING
(ESPN!
SCHOLASTIC
SPORTS AMERICA
(TMC) SHORT FILM SHOWCASE

computers at ihe hardware store

ice the Pans Opera performs
Wagner s
'845
work
Tannhauser
which is forced
from the stage (Part 2 of 41 in
stereo ZJ
©
MOVIE
**'.
Gu*
H976I Edward Asner
Don
Knotts While a last place football

teem uses • r>gefcrn-»rc***g miee
10 improve il* aiandrnga. a pee of
bumbeng croohs KreS to h-dnap

vaeani VaNev B*>»

11:16
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

the animal
© WONDER WOMAN

11:20

B:30
© 2 2 7 Mary poses as the prime
minister of a Carrboean island
when she and Sandra atlend an
art e»h.bit and reception In sit*
© ELLEN BURSTYN SHOW
Sydney s swept oN her feet by a
married man Q
9:00
U
MOVIE
***
Sem.
Tough
(1977) Burl Reyncade
Kris Ktisiotfrrraon Two football
playing buddies compete lor the
hand of the team owner s beauti
ful end exceptionally wealthy
OaslflM*
© MOVIE

Vengeance

«• '3

The

Story Of Tony C*"0 IPremiere)
Brad Dev>* Roaanne Hart 'iu*
Hated by the rosine system 'he
von of mutdared Store Ow>«<S
vows to evenge then deaths m his
own wey Based on a Hue Siory
© GOLDEN GIRLS A Asa
gree..l>ie neightor d«s after an
angry Rose tells her lo
drop
deed
in stereo : J
© HEART OF THE CITY Ro
bm mnliijni he* faiher about a seductive family brand Q
©ELECTION SPECIAL
© MOVIE * * * S> The Man
WTu> Knew Too Much
< 19*61
James Slewed Dona Day An
American couple m Morocco learn
ol an aksess-iaton plot when
Hi., witness the murder rjl a
Fftncll secret egeni
(TMC) MOVIE **•
SOB
it981l William H«den Julie An
ilre. A movie daecior who has
(At feioiied a molti milhon doHat
lurhey goes horn attempted Sur
nile lo a biierrely mspeed re
shooteig ul fws et"C R
9:30
© AMEN A Mior>*mish Deacon
frye is toned lo ileaver en unwed
term ager s baby '» siereo
©ELECTION SPECIAL
ffi MOVIE * * '
Bedman s
TerrMury
11946) Randolph
Scoit Gabby Hayes Outlaws run
lempeiit Ihrough larniory outs<t>
federal control
10 OO
© HUNTER Hunter s e. part
ner appears 10 be ronrvng a ma
|Ot league Locerne Operation In
B SPENSER
FOR HIRE
Spenser protects a young amnesia
v<t.m. marked lor murder CJ
© WHAT A COUNTRY1
10:30
©
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
Ohio State at lowa (Taped)
© SANFORD AND SON

llcOO
8 ©©NEWS
NATIONAL Q
© MTV TOP 20 VIDEO
COUNTDOWN
©9 TO 6
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
REPORT
11:06
(TMC) MOVIE **
N.ghi Of
Tha Comet
M9B4) Catherine
Mary Siewari. KB* Maronav A
comet smashes into Earth leaving
global devastation and tha hope

©NEWS

12:30
© © NFL TOOAY Hoaiad by
Brent Musburger
© NFL
86 Hosted by Bob
Colt as
© ADAM SMITH'S MONEY
WORLO

11:30
MOVIE ##*>')
True
119691 John Wayne. G*en

1:00
Q MOVIE ** \
A Star la
Born
H976I Barbrn Streisand

Campbell A marshal and a Taus
Ranger help e young girl who is

Kris KnstoHoraon
8 COUNTRY CANADA
NFL FOOTBALL Data*
Cowboy* «t New York Giant*

©
Gr.i

seeking revenge upon those who
caused Ihe death of her father
©
MOVIE
**'•
Ceddyshack
(1980) B* Murray.
Chevy Chaae
The demented
groundsheeper o> a swank country club wages war against the
gophers while a wealth, brash
newcomer clashes with an oldguard member

(Live)
© NFL FOOTBALL Cleveland
Browns

at

(Live)
©
©

Ino^anapoh*

Colt*

WASHINGTON

WEEK IN REVIEW Q
ffi MOVIE * * * The Laughing Policeman
11973) Waller

B JAY »-ENO SHOW L«i*
N>ghi
hosl Dev»d leiiarman
Wheel of Fortune co-host Vanne While eomrc actress Lu Leonard Doug Leweeyn and tocfc
group tha Hoolers are achedustd
10 ro*i ihe comedian lor an eve
mng of comedy and nume
© AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Mel
IJis performs Ruby Don I Take
Your love to Town ami I Got
ihe Hosa end She s Got the Sad
dks
ihe comic duo the Geer
mslaws prwlorm If You Think I m
Craiy Now
and
Somewhere
Over the Rainbow
In siereo Ifll
© ROCKY ANO FRIENOS
ffi MOVIE * '
Night Of The
Lntng Deed
H968I Jurfcih
0 Dea Duane Jones Deed bodies
become nw ealmg monsters
when ti«*-v *ie ec hvate.1 by a rack
at ion leak
12:0O
O TO BE ANNOUNCED
© SOUL TRAIN
© (ESPN) WRESTLING
12 46
© FAMOUS KNOCKOUTS

NOVEMBER 2 1986

AfTtRNOON

Matthau Bruce Dern
1:30
O HYMN SING Selection* HI
elude
The C.ty 1* Alive 0 God
Ticket lo the Promised land
and ClMd Be Still
© REAL PEOPLE OF GOO
© ffi WALL STREET WEEK
Trick or Tieal'
GurMl Albert
M Worneowet
senior advuer
The Fast Boston Corp
2 OO
© ON TOUR WITH THE
TORONTO SYMPHONY A
pe.lorm.ene ol Beethoven * Piano
Concerto No 2 by pianist Louta
Lcelre i* amonii the highlights of
this |M»trjii ul the Toronio Sym
phony * 1986 concerl tour ol
Wake.
© MOVIE *>#**>
Bonn*
And Clyde 11967) Warren Beel
ly I aye Dunaway
© ffi GREAT PERFORMANCES
Wa,r-rWh*. lha
COm|K>se. is fcvrng *. emrle « Von
ce t're Parr* Opera prjrlorm*
Weyner s
1B45
work
Tannhauser
which is forced
Irom the stage (Part 2 ol 41 tat
tiereo LJ
ffi MOVIE **\
Topper
119791 Kite Jackson
Andrew
Si'vn*
(TMCI MOVIE # *
The Wild
life
119841 Christopher Penn.
Eric StoU

12:00
© SPORTSCENTER 8 TOOAY
© MEETING PLACE Re.
James B Sauer officiates j| ver
wees from Si David 6 St Manm
Presbyterian Church m Ottawa
© EARLE BRUCE
©MEET THE PRESS
© NOVA insights -»to ihe Mo
of Stone Age people era provided
m a visit to Ihe Weoram tribe ol
Ecuadoran kwfeans whose test
com eel with outside ennhfatron
occumtd m tho 1960* IRIQ
© NEWTON'S APPLE Tha
dead, effects of hypothermia, the
causes of the moon * phase*
why • boy * voxa change* duresg
puberty a yak [J
© MOVIE **>',
TheShaki
est Gun In The West
119681
Don Knotts. Barbara Rhoedea
© FAME lydia persuades an
old fnerwl '("( Prerpomtl to grva
acting ie**on* at ihe school
IESPNI AUTO RACING NAS
CAR Atlanta Journal 500 ILrve)
(TMC) MOVIE * * Bad Mack
cine 11986) Slave Guttenberg
Alan Ark in

300
O CFL FOOTBALL British Col
umbia lions ai Winnipeg Blue
Bombers (Live)
©CITY CLUB DEBATE
© ELISSA A TALL SHIP
FOR TEXAS Fwned m Greece,
the eft or is ol the people ol
Gelvesion (Teies) lo restore thee
i.nk lo *ertmg s past glory with the
discovery of the square rigged
sho Ekssa initial aitempts to restore it ami it* triumphant display
•n the Gulf of Me.-co
© MOVIE •>*#
The Leju.
deior (1966) Rod Tayror Trevor
Howard
(ESPN) AUTO RACING CONTINUES
3:30
O
YOU
WRITE
THE
SONGS Guosi Smokey Robin
4:00
© NFL FOOTBALL M-we*oia
Vikings at Weshmgton Reds*ma
(Live)
© NFL FOOTBALL Denver
Broncos at Lot Angela* Ranter*
(Live)
©STAR SEARCH

OPEN:
MavThua 6"«n-9pm
Fri 6"am 10pm
S« Swi'lOpm

Sun.l«m-9pm
M(I8.MW
Bnrik| Gnrm, Okla

352-0123

Carnations
$450 a dozen
Cash & Carry

ontloVinttyUMil

Saturday Special
Steak & Shrimp

^IrOWW

428 East Woosfer Street

■

i Qn Woostfli

,1 ,.,1 hiW;

WlACiAFk
fctt??t

■? r%ff yuith thlS Ad

S6.95

B.BO Chicken & Rib combo

S5.95

Includes all you can eat
soup, salad, and dessert Buffet
plus choice of potato.
Call us about our
<rVfrP»HsVtoec«* 3Ub«1Mli el**)/

• «SU«S: OHIO SPECIAL
REPORT
C»VMIIM <« O-o
IMM Court"
• LIZZIE: AN AMAZON
ADVENTURE
• A RIVER
JOURNEYS SPECIAL Orernav
find MSBWSM re ueeie Enghatv
•WWi Luaa HNMTI 4 0O0
mee prntr i*> Hi* Anwon Rnrer
wr-eh she began m December of
I §96 and completed sfcghtty
inci • than • veer later
Alto
tvghfcghts ot journal*! Maria AA
an • 1985 Ira) up Ihe Amazon m
whach she retraced Um Hesse) •
route
ffi MOVIE **
I..KH Tha
Red Hot Lovers (19721 Alan Ar
tun Sa*v KaAwman
fTMO MOVIE #*v»
Nancy
Goat To RK. M9S0) Jana Pow
aM Ann Sothern
4:30
ffi
WILD
KINGDOM Jen
Fowtsr wails lha Okonyati Game
Farm, located .n Nambie m south
Ah.ce where ovar 3S00
wed enamels sve
ffi OPEN DOOR
ttSPN) PGA GOLF Se*o Match
Play Chernpaonshej level found.
Irom Tucson. Atif (Ltva)
MII

6:00
ffi NATIONAL GEOGRAPH
K
S 0 LIFESTYLES OF THE
RICH AND FAMOUS Or Ruih
WfMl*n* ivut Chawt. Tiecy
Scogoma I Tha Cotoy* I on a
cruse IO helend Vofco Ono cfca
plays klhoyraphs dona by John
lannon
(ELECTION SPECIAL
COUSTEAU OOYSSEY
S:M
ffi ELECTION SPECIAL
EVENING

6:00
0 RIVALS OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES
■ NEWS
0FAME
69 COUSTEAU ODYSSEY
«B FRENCH CHEF
Flaming
Fish IRI
ffi TED KNIGHT SHOW Han
ry raa-rs batand two roc* mustcam banned horn ma county's
"IUK" leetrval

© STAR TREK
(TMCI
MOVIE
Hollywood
Ghosi Sior«« (19851 John Car
racfcne hosts this asammahon ol
■ha supernatural as portrayed m
such movies aa "PoHargaaH" and
' Tha Esorott
and eiperrenced
by at trasaaa Susan Snasbet g and
1 e,e Sommar
6:30
(HOTLINE
VTCTORY GARDEN Her
vesting fax vegetables m tha
southern oar dan National Wecarle
Fadaration naiuraaat Cre»g Tufts
shares secrets lor auccesshjl
bedleeckng m Massachusetts
ffi CHECK IT OUTTWarlana*
agrees to escort Murray to has
school dance.
(ESPN) FALL FASHION
7:00
80 60 MINUTES
FRAGGLE ROCK Red dm
covers an
underwater tunnel
whKh lasds to a world inhabited
by Mergles attar diving deep mio
FraggkPool £J
B OUR HOUSE

Jess* be-

lieve* Krai new boyfriend waa involved a> a sions robbery In stereo.
0 DISNEY SUNDAY MOVIE Asa Mas ' A 12 year-old m
ventor ol a h.gh-power ad batycaa
becomas a success m the business world, but soon discovert
that money can t buy fnendafap
0 WONDERWORKS Bridge
to Tarabithta
Annatta 0 Toola
stars as a teacher m this story
about the «ne>ganerv world shared
Si wo 11 veer-old wends (Rl Q
■flAOSMAW ON: THE
FAMILY Groups that creata
them vs us attitudes, hope as
s means ol heeartg
«NEWGIDGET
FAME Susan a) distraught
when leroy chooses another per
son lot tha laad at the school s
new musical
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
0

7 30
BEACHCOMBERS

Alt*

Jesse. Laurel and Tommy move
mlo lha Reach. Jesses offer to
•ant the houseboat to Jack and
Pat 0 Gorman causes Inchon be
tween grandfather and grandson

too
0 0 MOVIE • Someth-vg In
Common ' (Premiere) lean Burs
lyn Tuesday WaU Aits, urgaig
her son to hnd a gefrend a endowed editar is shocked io dnxov
ar that he s lakan up with a worn
an close io har own age CJ
O CSC S FABULOUS BOTH
Gordon Pmsent and AJbeM M«wt
are the hosts lor lha Canadian
Broedcesttfvg Corporanon i SOth
annnrarsary cat at) ration leaturmg
a look back to tha most memora
bst moments, mcluding archival
lootaga ol
Howdy Ooody
Tha Don Masser Show
and
more and a gWnpse mo what lu
ima cheaengas me neiwort laces
0 MOVIE
Rage 04 Angel*
Tha Siory Coniaiues IPierrwaral
(Part 1 ot 2) Jactyn Smith. Kan
Howard Now a pronvnenl lewyar
and a single mother Janvier Par
ker l«ds haisarl tha tergal ol a
Mack maaet with mtanata connec
lions to a man m har past Based
on cheractVS created by S-dney
Sheldon :j

0 ONE 6IG FAMILY Uncle
Jeke and hrs lormar vaudavwa
pattnei iBiii Macyl Uy to help
Roue* who s preparing lor latent

0 0 MASTERPIECE THEATRE
P* arise
Postponed
Msmega to S> Nicholas Fanner s
daughter Charlotte ■* among the
plans Leske Iitmuss makes <<• his
future Henry seeks a lawyer i ad
wee allai he l>nds an earkai wet
made by Mj leirvsr (Part 3 ol 1 II

naghl at has school
(ESPN)
NFL'S

0 MOVIE * * #

GREATEST

MOMENTS MutAuhis ol the
58 Clwjmpionirtap Gama
(TMCI MOVIE •#
Sesame
Street Prasants
Foaow That
Bed 119851 Voices ol Am Hen
son Carrot Spinney Whiskad
away Io Itknors by a misguKScd so
cut worker B<g Bad sals oul on
an eriveniura to raioin hrs friends
■n New Vorli In starao G Q
MM
0
0
MURDER.
SHE
WROTE
>*nce investigates
when her mace becomes tha
prime suspect <" a murder at an
advertising agency :j
0 WORLD SAFARI Fiom
lorn ton hosts Oewd Alfenbor
ough and Juken Penile* present a
tour ol wedkfe habitats around lha
world as eaptrts and enihusursis
knked by mains describe the
seasonal dnplays ol nature indigenous to tha* parts ut the globe
8 EASY STREET In stereo
MOVIE *** Never Say
Never Agern (19831 Seen Co .nary Klaus Uaruj Brandauer Al
ler a workl thraatarvng orpemia
lion siaats two U S rrwisaas and
announces n wi" detonate ihe
warheads rl a 'ansom >■ not mat
British agent James Bond •• caked
m to save lha world ! J
0 |Tj| NATURE Thrs look at
the Galapagos Islands, located m
tha Pacific Ocean wait ol Ecuador examines lhaorart a«pla«nava
the arrival ol wadMe to the archi
paiago (Part I ol 31 In starao Q
S LIMELIGHT
YOU
WRITE
THE
SONGS Guests CSonne War
w** Maassa Manchester Carota
Bayer Seo*> In starao
JESP'.I WRESTLING
6:30
0 VALERIE Mart and VVeke
, crash a neighborhood g«li
•lunvber pany In starao Q
0 PUTTIN' ON THE HITS
Semchnet In stereo

Saians Claw
119 701 Patrtk
Wymark Lmdi Haydan A unai
Wlh cenlury (ngksh wBaga be
crimes ihe scene ol mange mas
elier a lermer acodaniaaY uncov
art the bones ot an unearthly

heml
0 WHAT'S HAPPENING
NOWM
(TMC) MOVIE * tk 6*1 Meek
cine (I98SI Steve Guttenbarg
Alan Arke< Altar a merfccsl school
hopalul is laaNted Irom every cot
lega m tha U S ha heeds lor a
Central American institution run
by an oh tenler admmsirator
PG 13 CJ
9 3D
0 SANFORD AND SON
10OO
8CBC NFWSCJ
THE PRICE Arrangemants
lor Ihe ransom paymeni are hna)
•red poke* appear at Ihe drop '
and battle with the tenons is
. vnes makes a concession io
her cepior io msurs her and har
daughter s survival Pater Barkworth end Harriet vVaAar star
0KKJ6K
0 WASHINGTON REPORT
(ESPN) BILLIARDS World Open
Profession*!
Championship
(Tepedl

10:30
0 NANNY Barbara resigns as
lha Broughlon s nanny and meats
new cheaengas working m the
hospital S chedren a ward
ffi KENNETH COPELAND
11:0O
80 0 0 NEWS
SISKEL & EBERT & THE
MOVIES Scheduled rewews
The Mission (Robert Da Nao
Jeremy bom) Something Wed '
(Jeff DarveM. Malaraa Grrltithl
Manege
(Gerard Depardwu
MOJMIOUI

0 WAR STORY Canadian O

"M
'
ijou re
iometninf
ipecia

Hours:

Mon. - Fri.
Saturday

1U:25

O VENTURE

906 Napoleon Rd.
(at S. College)
Bowling Green, Ohio
43402

FLOWER
FARM

Blood On

2

8 - 5:30 p.m.
8 - 4:00 p.m.

B.G's only full line Florist
Complete line'pots - soil • insecticides

Ben Whaetar s du*ry aa a prisoner
oleesrat If42
0
TALCS
FROM
THE
DARKSIDE Siferre co-nddences
occur when a Mtw gai racemes •
doahouae
«9PNI SPORTSCENTER
(TMC) MOVIE * * Roadhousa
86 11984) Wektm Defoe Judge
Raavhold Driving through Arizona
an Ivy Leaguer is asusied by a
worldly wias hrtehh*ar when k>
cat rowdws shoot a hoN m the ra
dujior oiMi* Thundarbed R

MONOAV
NOVEMBERS IBM

600
«0 00 NEWS
PM MAGAZINE A teen
aper erho s a heart irantpleni re
C«*ni Tampeslt Bledsoe I The
Cosby Show I
0 ADAM SMITH S MONEY
WORLD
0 MACNIH
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
ffl ffi DIFF RENT STROKES
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK
6 30
fees NEWS
N6C NEWS
ABC NEWSQ
0 BUSINESS REPORT
ffif.fi SMART
0 FACTS OF LIFE
rtSPNI ACTION OUTDOORS
WITH JULIUS SOROS
7:00
Qces NEWS
O COUNTRY CANADA
(WHEEL OF FORTUNE
ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT Interyew wuh acior Mel
Grbson Hollywood scandals
0 NEWLYWED GAME
0 MACNER.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
0 WONDERFUL WORLD
OF DISNEY
Adventures m
Fantasy
The Andrews Sniters
savpng .s laaturad m the cartoons
Johnny Fedora and Ahre 8kai
Bonnet
about two hats that la"
mlova and I'tile Toot
about a
troublasomj lugboat
t GIMME A 6REAKI
M-A-S'M
(ESPNJ SPORTSCENTER
7:30
O PM MAGAZINE Perth lha
capital ol Western Australia Cooper Pedy Ihe Austreken under
ground oly an Austraken television
game
show
Norway
Contest
0 RACCOONS Or
Cedrn
Hvnfcs RakTh and Maessa era the
key to a tanrjjry A Bart Raccoon a
recovery (postponed hom an ear
ker erdstel Q
0 JEOPAROY
0TAXI
0 DATING GAME
0 TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT Murwl s labor perns start
o« with a bad note when • stuck
piano blocks thee way to the hospital
0 THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN)
NFL
FILMS
PRESENTS
(TMCI MOVIE # * * Stranger
Than Paradise 119841 John Lu-

f COUSTEAU OOYSSEY
MOVIE ** Hoed Games
119811 Stacy Keach Janve Lea
Curtis An ecceninc Vucmar a
beautilul hitchheter and a psychopathic kieer tiavaeng the same
route play games of irfe end
daath
(ESPN)
SKATE
AMERICA
Women a competruon (Taped)

tm. CSttar Meant The adventures
of three aenktss people m New
Vorfc Cleveland and f lorKM R
• 00
0 0 KATE . ALL t£ AAa has
a woman-to-woman lea, with
Avnma concerning her daughter s
boyfreHid : J
0 FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE
i ALF in stereo
COUSTEAU S REDISCOVERY OF THE WORLD in
Cuba Cousteeu explores an armored Spanish crunwr Sunk by lha
U S Navy during ihe Spanish
American War msris the Guan
tanemo Bay U S naval base end
ia*s with Prasidani l.dei Castro
on environmental consciousness

ITMC) MOVIE ***'.- "The
MUSK Men (I9B2I Robert Pras
ion Sheley Jones A lest taking
salesman comes to a smeA town
n Iowa 10 organise a boys band
and tnedver lently laas n love with
an unmarried librarian In stereo

I'

■ 30
0 0 DESIGNING WOMEN
Suianne arranges a data lor Mary
Jo Juke is upset when she learns
the Htentily ol Ihe ten auditor

and Cube S mnovatraa hshmg
maihod*
0 DAY THE UNIVERSE
CHANGED
A PERSONAL
VIEW BY JAMES BURKE An
eaenxndiion ol how Johannes Gu
lenbarg s mventon ol the printing
press revosutionued lha storage
and sccesssMity ot knowledge

10:00
O 0 CAGNEY B LACEY
Ihe MB) .it j TV pokce senes -s
■is ihe I4ih Precnci io learn
about ihe wwk or reel He daiec
lives y
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL

O WONDERWORKS B"dge
to Tarabilha
Annatta 0 Took*
stars as a teacher ■< th>s siory
about the enagnary world shared
by iwu 11 year old Inends iRl 1}
0 GUNSMOKE
0 MOVIE • * * The Omen
(19761 Gregory Pack lea Ram
•ck A mysierous S year old boy
emrruses deadry powers Io da
SMOy those who become suspi
c«us ol his strange beirvighl
(ESPNI MAGIC YEARS IN
SPORTS A i.-- ai the year
I9S4 wuh a leaiura on lormar

0 0 STORY OF ENGLISH
A hisii-y ol the CeBeTel contact m
treleiHl *im" lesutted horn ihe
clash between the Louniry s Eng
i.sh end Harfcional kish her.leges
® NEWS
(ESPN) ROLLER DERBY
I030
ffiHONEYMOONERS
IIOO
OO00 NEWS
0 OHIO BUSINESS OUTLOOK
SDARK SHADOWS
LATE SHOW Hosi Joan
Rnrert Sthetkaed Vamly In star

NHL hockey greei Gorrke Howe
6:30
O 0 MY SISTER SAM Pan.
lasds it tenVull io hve up Io her
older sister s achievements Q

0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI
(ESPN) AEROBATICS

O HANGIN IN Rosanna rs en
WOKS ul the nma Male spends
with his chenls CJ
0 AMAZING STORIES Alan.
■t her house e woman encounters
a Strange lurry creature with an
eppaiiie lor inenimete ObaKlS In
starao CJ
(ESPN)
MONDAY
NIGHT
MATCHUP A prewtw ol Io
mght s game between tha Los
Angeles Rams and Ch<ego Bears
9:00
O 0 NEWHART Slepharva
trws lo make Mrchaar raalous by
showmg up at Ihe TV station s
anniversary party with a dete
(Pan Zot ZIQ
8 RACING GAME
MOVIE
Raga Of Angsts
The Story Contesues (Prsmraral
(Part 2 ol 2) Jactyn Snvth Kan
Howard Jsnrvfer drscovers details
c oncer nmg har lamrly history
whea she and har ei-husband
now wee president of the United
Stales continue to be yvchmired
by an obsessive bleokmeear CJ
0 NFL FOOTBALL Los Angeles Rams at Chicago Bears (Lrve)
0 MAKING OF A CONTINENT (Season Premrara) Based
on gaosogy euperi Ron Radfern s
book Marty Room son narrates
this look at the changing Earth s
•Meets on ail kvetg thrnga. asammmg tha lorces responsible lor
crsatng Ihe North Arnencan coniment CJ

I

II 30

TAXI

SIMON 4. SIMON A J and
Re* are heed by a woman who
bekeves ihai dues io lha tdentny
01 her cartoonist lather s kAer can
be lound n his comae sirs? IR)
0 BEST OF CARBON From
A.i» 1968 r.omedujn ecio. Buddy Hacketl actress Jsnnrler Tray
and saw player Dav.d WerSS ron
hotl Johnny Carson In ilereo (Rl
0 NATURE This look ai the
Galapagos Islands located n the
Pacific Ocean west ol (cuedor
eserrunes theories aiplaavng ihe
arrival ol werjila to tha erchrpeie
t(Parl I Of 3) In stereo Q
BUSINESS REPORT
LATE SHOW Host Joan
Rivers Scheduled Vanity In starao
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
(TMCI MOVIE *** SOB
(19811 Wahem ISotden. Juke An
draws A mows dvecior who has
msi finished a molt. m.fcon doker
turttay goes horn attempted s«Crda 10 • fjnerrely inspired ie
shooting of hrt apec R
11:36
0 THE SANDBAGGERS A
waahhy sheAh (Peter Meea) asks
for assistance from the British in
Ns plan io overthrow his pro-Sonet lather. Burnsrda (Roy Mars
den) battles a bureaucratic war
whan ha s asked to investigate a
suspicious Russian
merchant
aha?
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BOO
IO00 NEWS
PM MAGAZINE A teen
agar whos a heart irensptam ra
crpa»nt Tempesit Bledsoe I The
Cosby Show I
IGED
MACNEH
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
0 © OIFF RENT STROKES
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK

630
0 CBS NEWS
0 NBC NEWS
0 ABC NEWSQ
0 BUSINESS REPORT
0 GET SMART
0 FACTS OF LIFE
(ESPNI NBA TOOAY

9(00
Q CBS NEWS
QCOUNTRY REPORT
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
0 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT Aiilhor Jack* Cofkns on
suciesslul Hollywood marriages
0 NEWLYWED GAME
0
MACNEH.
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
ffi) MOVIE * * '
While Wrl
rkeness

(I9S8I

S GIMME A BREAKI
M*A"S-H
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
(TMC) MOVIE * * Bart Mark
erne
1198V
7 30
Q PM MAGAZINE A . MI IO
fremantle Austrafce Ihe heart ol
America Raca fc-de taat Norway
Con last
Q SHELLEY
0 JEOPAROY
0TAXI
0 DATING GAME
O TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT Murrel SMkas with Henry
when her mother veces har dm
approval ol hen
0 THREE S COMPANY
(ESPN) NFL SUPERSTARS A
piuMe ut MAeDitka
B:O0
O 0 ELECTION

lion coverage ) In stereo
0 WHO'S THE BOSS7 (May
be interrupted for asechon cover
0 NOVA An examination of
advances n reproductive technology wh*h whea allowing tnlertea
couples more ways ol becoming
parents, raises controversial mecacaf. legal and morel questions Q
ffiGUNSMOKE

' Priming
Word Processing
° Screen Printing

117 EAST COURT STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
Hours 9:30-5:30 Monday-Friday
Phone (419) 35i-406«

Monday and Tuesday
5fA6HETTl (tl fM eat att) 3.49
CLAW (fl fM m fat) '4.99
Wednesday and Friday
PRCH [* ysi ess art) 3.49
Thursday and Saturday
CHICKEN (.1 fM Ml art) 149
SHRIMP (ti rw ear. art) '5.99

Across from Harshman Quad
1450 E Viooti
157 7333

COVER-

AGE
O FIFTH ESTATE Erie Maang
■nvestrgatas ihe Canadian campargn to reform the spending hab
its ol the U N food agency
0 MATLOCK Mattock refuses
to sat harassment stand n the
way of dafendmg a anva boss
recently released from prison n
the murder of ihe man who put
tha mobster behind bars (Part 2
of 21 (May be interrupted for ektc-

* Typesetting

° Trophies * Plaques
' Wedding Stationery ° Flyers
* Raffle Tickets * Booklets
■ Photocopies 5< • Programs
Brochures" Envelopes
• Labels • Postcards • Posters
° Ad Specialties * Business Cards' Posters

.

itMtvPewe.

\0 i) i" Dol<

Of A. H9S4I Ronald Raagan
Dewey Mar tin fan) POWa horn
lha United States continue mtasV
gence work while appearing to
save cackad unda> i ommun si a>
doctonabon

m MOVIE **
F..de, The
Hfh 119801 Betsy Palme. Adr.
enne Kmg The rtoptmng ol ■
summer camp. closed 20 year*
earlier alter thtM mwdni at
tracts a vincectiva kill* .who knife*
unsuspecting teen egr*s
(ESPNI NHL HOCKEY Wash
ington Capitals at New Vorfc Man
dart llnal (Subject to blackout

O

OS

11 30
ELECTION

COVER-

AGE CONTINUES
CD CAMPAIGN 86
8) NIGHTLINE
CD MAKING OF A CONTINENT (Season Premiere I Baaed

8:30
S MOONLIGHTING Me, i .
int»»upi«l for •!.•< i.i,(i coverage I

oo geology e»pe»t Ron Redlein %
book Matty Robmson narrate*
this look at tha cbanging [arm %
-it-, t. on an kv*»g (hmg* eiem

.00
O
HE
SHOOTS.
HE
SCORES P*»» suspects that
■ha knee .njijiy ha sustained was
"tit * ■ Kirniai a'vd \ eager lo

imng lha forces lesponsibw for
creating the Noith American con
Miiri :J
© BUSINESS REPORT
ffi LATE SHOW Host Joan
fi.veis Scheduled Mary W*SOn
formerly of ihe Supremes In tier

w* i avenge
(B CRIME STORY Tore*., ■ tfc
•area bMomM f»r»ei luce prat
sures loreHo s besi friend to con
tmue i>ru.<ifc"u lha mob with
«egai loam (May be interrupted
lor ri»iiwii coverage 11" ktecao
0 ELECTION COVERAGE
Coverage I'uludes up to tha m*»
.it* miens ol in* iongress>onel
ieies and local reports on hay
slate races interviews with canck
dates and analyses u> lha results

1ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
WEONESOAV
NOVEMBER 5

1MB

(ESPN) TRAP SHOOT Rolei '
Jackie
Siawarl Pro-Celebrrly
Tournament
from
Landon
i Taped)
(TMCI
MOVIE
Hollywood
Ghost Slorwa I198SI John Car
redine hotls Ihrt a»arTnnai«on ot
Ihe supernatural as pertteyed m
•web mortt M PoUargaisI and
The EaorCrSl
and eiperrenced
by acitasses Susan Snasberg and
IrkaSommai
8:00
O (D N>:W MIKE .IAMMER
Hammer searches lor a small time
hood who murdered a close
hind
0 NATURE OF THINGS A
look at the therapeutic use of
plsnls over Ihe years to ewe
*tnMMl
and m»inia-n good
health .""I how Ihe deteriorating
number ul plant speiras #i lha
worHI may prove to be a mednai
as well as environmental loss to
humanity 1J,
(D HIGHWAV TO HEAVEN
Posing as ii*( reational nWeclOTS at
a tetiremeni village Jonathan and
Mark tome lo Ihe a.d of an angel
on a ifchVult ass*gnmeni Z)
&} PERFECT STRANGERS
1 a", m.tlekenly lakes a swig of a
IUU remedy Irom Bark, s home

mMHtkm
fj O THE AFRICANS A loafc
at lenstons arising from lha fu-le
pi.sn.ot> ol Alma s three heritages
lha neli.e warrior ireddion lha

BOO
OOSBNEWS

Islam-. Jaiad and tha modern
guerr.Ha l.i|ltl« I.]
G
MOVIE
***
lluuse
' .. I119/81 WV-.ll.-i Mallha,.
(.I... ,M Jaokaon * *-iu*«d doc
iu whu has etlowad bis Casanova
Mndan M bt*e hssoai ia"s i<« a tfc
■on .--■ At..* doaajt T ivv- atpta
i .,„,,...,,

© PM MAGAZINE ' A) Dan
/a I Who s Ihe Boss' I
MR
symbols ill Ihe 1970s

QGED
(B MACNEIL
NEWSHOUR

/

LEHRER

ffi © OlFF RENT STROKES
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK

HMO MOV* •** Ihe Mas
ty Hi-., t H9M1I Honalcl Raagan
Pat--, .a Nnal A terminally ■" SOl
rfcer bull', pnet wlien ha n M
■najMM by I've wounded sohfcers
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(D CBS NEWS
(S NBC NEWS
Q) ABC NEWS C3
©BUSINESS REPORT
©GET SMART

1OO0
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL

©FACTS OF LIFE
IESPN) ACTION OUTDOORS
WITH JULIUS BOROS

Q ELECTION COVERAGE
Covfiatjp «H hntes u|t lo that mm
■ in- '"turns ul th* tongressionel
lajtM end kxel reports on hay
MaaajraOM .niwvtews wilhiencfc
dHM fjWj analyu>s o< Ihe ."Mills
■win lotto*.
0 IE MANAGING OUR
MIRACLES HEALTH CARE
IN AMERICA Cokrmbia law
S>h--J pmlessor Harold [dear
iWHkfllM a p.mel t> ramming
questions reisfil by technologe:at
breakthroughs m pfanatai and
postnatal i.ere Parseksts include
CBS newsman Ed Bradley and
Hap Barney I rank ID Mast I
©NEWS

10)90

ffl HONEVMOONERS
1 1 00

UQUJkDiD NEWS
ffl BOWLING GREEN FORUM
8 DARK SHADOWS
LATE SHOW Host Joan
Rivets Scheduled Mary W.lton
larmwly ol "he Supreme* in itai
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI
IISPNI AUTO RACING IHBA
Dreg Rating Hunt Pro Slock
Shootout
bom Bristol Tann
ITaped)
(TMC) MOVIE * *
Pi-sonar

70O
O CBS NEWS
O DATELINE ONTARIO
S WHEEL Of FORTUNE
ENTERTAINMENT TO
NIGHT Interview with aiirj it
leCtOI Heray Wmkier
SI NEWVVWEO GAME
tJD
MACNEH.
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
Gi) WONDERFUL WORLD
Of DISNEV H,.naway On Tlte
R<!.(..• Rivet
Slim Pickens and
Wake Aames star m a slory about
Ml rfeuher>l Hiat escapes hum the
Cwcira il'-n I9»«l
(D GIMME A BREAKI
ffi M-A-S#H
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER
7 30
O PM MAGAZINE Tony Dan
m I Who s Ihe Boss' I lha fast
Cle.etar»cl Browns mw v<dao
LjMJWmM NuraiavContirSI
O DANGER 8AV Jl convd
ers adupiaig a young orphan gal
fouml hiding ui lha Aowariofn CJ
SJJOPARDV
TAXI
SI DATING GAME
ffi TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT Despite Menry s disap
proval Sara decides to pursue a
TV tark show fib instead of a col
•age dec* ee
© THREE SCOMPANY

land :;
0
(Q)
DISCOVER
THE
WORLO Of SCIENCE Tup<s
>nr l.nfc- a prenatal "tagnoslH test
in CrrflKI lysln librovs Sturlying
avararKlies and learn.ng lo prerWt
itieiii ytrng aairall vmulalors lo
liiepare aa'ne i lews lor emergen
• y p-ixi-ik-.N an erkute look at

frMC) MOVIE **
N^hl 01
The Comet
(19841 Catherine
Mary Siawarl Hell. Maronay A
tomet smashes mto Earth leaving
global devastation and the hope
lor humanity in lha hand* of iwo
valiant Vahey gelt PC 13

Hayes

TMURSOAY
NOVEMBER 6. IBM
Cceva-i

<»M ivOwm

EVENING

9 30
O MAN ALIVE Host Roy Bon
isieei reports on Iwo rescue m.s
Sions m
I9BS that liberated
1& 000 Faiashas the tuack Jaws
of Eth*op>a
hom Sudan and

800
OOffifl) NEWS
© PM MAGAZINE Se. s,m

f »i-v« and delivered them to Is
>aai ZJ
O YOU AGAIN? Matt dates a
gal with a sarejus <*mking prob
lem in stereo tJ

graphe-s
8GED
MACNEIL
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
©©DIH PENT STROKES

1000
O B EQUALIZER the iq..ai
itm OmH to the a-d ut a National
Guard uhVer cliarged *.lh mu>

IISPN) SPORTSLOOK

O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
0 ST ELSEWHERE Oe-g s
dream ol saving Auschlandar s life
lutns mlo a n>ghtmaie (Ivkch
teveels the details of his tcmarxe
an* lues g
£ HOTEL CJ
NEWS
10 30
fcfi © RUN FOR THE MONEY AN ENTERPRISE SPE
ClAL A loot ai the reasons why
turpurale spunsors ol the 1986
Bosiuri Marathon rfWWeld the*
money m Amerna s oldest ama
lem athleln event :j
© HONE YMOONERS
1 1 OO

bc-s ol the 1980s America as
seen through the ayes ol photo

rool LJ
© GUNSMOKE
©MOVIE **
Hvr-lnlit,
(19871 Barbara Hershey Ron Sil
,er A Caklomia woman and Ivw
clsadteri are ,*t.mu:ed by an «*•>
iiuie ueiog haunting the" home
iESPN) AUTO RACING IMRA
Drag Ra."»g 'all Nationals from
Bnsiui r«M llapedl
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©CBS NEWS
©NBC NEWS
©ABC NiWSIJ
© BUSINESS REPORT
©GET SMART
©FACTSOf LIFE
IESPNI FISHING
BEST

Jonas Se* and Srd Caa-

© LIVING PLANET: A PORTRAIT Of THE EARTH Noc
nanel desert creatures and 100
year old creosote, bushes ar«
no served HI lha parcbad bab-tai of
Caetoinia s Moiava Datari (Rip
© THIS OLD HOUSE A progress review o> ihe cape s tenove
lion mstalfcng new wevdows be
ginning
the electrical work
eppi.my the loofmg paper snow
and <e shield and shingles io lha

8 30
rS) 'AMILY TIES Steven and
Of

BILL DANCE
(TMC) MOVIE *#* '.
Tha
MUSK Man
M96?l Robert Pies
ton Shak-y Jones A last larking
■ajaaman conves to a small lown
n IUA.I to tagarsi/e a boys band
anil inadvertent!, lees m love anlh
an laimatrerit librarian >n slerao

[i,s ubr'< *"•" H*k •nrt M*
lory deside M fey want to gel
marned iPart 1 ol 71 In stereo
© WOODWRIGHT S SHOP
i .■ -■ MimMN eipert Roger
Samlslumi i lemons trates lha
i rajHasg ol S|K-II» and larjes bom
sJssahas.t,n1 m.stery erood

:;

hnal Irom San (rarxiscu iTapedl

8 30
© HE AD Of THE CLASS Q

9 00
O CD MAGNUM. P I

Mag

lur tier 'j year old daughter arhen
pukiiial .—rst Ml Vietnam lories
her to vend Ihe i ru<d lo HonohAi
O MARKET PLACE A repori
frnm KaelMrlkB B C
on agg-es
BfM sales tat IK s which turn death
•iito acummuoVly how much pro
•etiitMi is there rf a Dankirvg ma
Chna gtjM anong
■D GIMME A BREAKI Nea
begHis lo 'egret movmg io New
Vgrk alter eiparrerxasg a series Of
\eiba.ks in stereo ZJ
S DYNASTY Q
©
ENTREPRENEURS
PM
l bun
I of t
hero 'muses on the entrepreneur!
* successes ol Steven Jobs
iNeXT
Inc I
M.lcbell Kapor
(lotus Development Corp I Lena
Nemeth I Discovery Toys) Doug
Tompkrns lEspml and (red Smith
(Federal Cipressl
© MOVIE * * * Barefool m
Tha Park
11967) Robert Red
lord Jane tonda Problems er.se
when an esl'Overied young bride
ines lo settle mto bar lawyer bus
band t consarvauva Mesiyle
IISPNI BASKETBALL USSR
at Ar.aona Un.vers.lV arv»l

TREAT YOURSELF
AT THE

© ART BEAT
ffi DARK SHADOWS
ffl LATE SHOW Hotl
R„eis SUletUrHl DOMI

'uan
Mrke

[man InraMhBa
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI
(ESPNI
AMERICAS
CUP
CHALLENGE
DOWN
UNDER Second Mdin.t i>.ghi.ijhis
i .,.. i
ITMCi MOVIE * *
The W.M
1 It
i I'1841 Clirslopher Penn
f in irMU With the MM '<< « rrOOl
ins! aiaUnd the i I»II« a group ol
lee.' agers spends the last wee*
<■! trammel ai a" o-ii ne<k.n.sM. re

O © KNOTS LANDING
• van iii'li'.s that lier lamily has
.nen.r'l vm- haj ,-t„„ Peter
rHMflrpte to preveril Sytv-a hom
re.e.ii-i.| an, se. lets when he dis
r-oMMl th.it |aj| plm to prtilee

© NEWLYWED GAME
© MACNEIL
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
© WONDERFUL WORLD
OF
DISNEY
InaNla DunjM
Oi-k
i*IUenm . ..iiv.ii von
D>.*e benimes Donald D-ks

© GZOWSKI & CO Peter
(i/n/.s»p elUU Hi- reheat sals ol
iheNS M*iaiy latt.Hi-iHafclak

»•*» 'nslr-eu

R :;

11:90
QTAXI

CD
AODERLY rUdarty and
Mona are ai„ted lo an A/my re
union when a member id Mai
Cla,k » Kurean War ,avt is found
mwtlMlOd
0 TONIGHT KOSI
Johnny
Carsun Scheduled comic actoUnk Shawn in slerao
SNIGHTLINE
POWER STRUGGLE Tr<e
posvIM", ol affordable rekabkf
and en.eonmenlally safe energy
•i»vr>st, gated by host Meryl
Slraep tRl
S BUSINESS REPORT
LATE SHOW Mosi Joan
Rmeis Scheduled borer Mat
((SPNI SPORTSCENTER
11:35
O MOVIE * * *
i Wanna
Mold Your Mend
119781 Susan
Kendall Newman Marc McOure
A group ol 1960s lean agers is
completely caught up m the mats
i.steria caused by the musical
and cultural success of The Bea

Bn

!''■•

'"",

© GIMME A BREAKI
ffi M'A'S'H
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
7 30
O PM MAGAZINE Aust.avan
DOdrr; Innlik-rs liom S«fc>ey Pam
Oaarber i My Ssier Sam I Chef
Bern.nii Mill hokday tips on en
ri-il.iiii.ini Niaeray Cnnlest
O WiiD KINGDOM
© JEOPAROY
STAXI
OATING GAME
© TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT >*ii.- eauarly awaits a
•nan-ige pruciosal when Brad re
turns Irom a Ire) but Ihe young
man ,s havng second thoughts
©THREE S COMPANY
(ESPNI SPEEOWEEK
800
8©SIMON 8> SIMON
AMERICAN CENTURY
MAe f atrell presents an eiemma
t«n ol the pecukatilies and chat
eciei,sues ol the ladcksi the
lean eger the lun gal the driver
and the lounst : ;
© COSBY SHOW Thto asks
tvs lather lor permission to take
llye.g lessons In stereo Q
Q OUR WORLO Mrghlights
hom ihe spring of 54 .oclude (ha
Army Mi.Car|hy haarmgs Roger
Bannister breaking tha 4 m-iute
mile barter tha landmark Brown
•s Board of tducai«n case and
tha last issue of Spots illustrated
maga».ne also talks with Helen

DINE WITH US
for lunch

Wear a Costume

20%off
any service

Our dining room is open to the
public daily from 11am to
1:30pm. We offer a fresh
selection served in a comfortable
atmosphere.

Wear a Mask

anil laAs with ils producer daet
lur Lul lanlraser !J
© CHEERS Moim gets the
arhrrie Bang -i.nr.eil when he m
vests m a i ombmalion Lumdry
andMsnrngnlen msn-eo t;
St Ml COLBYS IJ
MYSTERYI
Sleo.nl Iw a
Ni.Hit.'"(-•*■• Allan Dalgkesh ton
■mues searching lor enough ev
■ajncffi iu nap - i «-,er mtfdjaraj
iPail SulbKJ
© LIVING PI ANE I A POR
TRAIT Of THE EARTH Dav-d
Atlenli.ecB.gh visits grasslands on
Ihree naitmenls e.ame.my the
behavior ol Bra/aian anieaters
North American bison and Aim an
wildebeests ng
ffl MOVIE * *
Se. And The
Singh. Parent
119791 Susan
Sarnt James MAeFarreN Two re
cent divorcees rfescover. that thee
new found independence
and
prospects lo> social lives are com
in I by I lien parental orMrCja
(ESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Fresno State at
Nevada tat

Vegas II,.el
'ikK, MOV* *** AChml
.•s SlOl * ' 1981) Peter BieV>gt
ley Darren McGevm Based on a
Jean Sneplteid story Smalltown
Amenta m the mid 1940s is Ihe
seltavg lor ihn hokday mamoe
about a boy who only A ants a
Red Ryder BB gun lor Christmas

10 OO
©©KAY O'BRIEN
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
© HILL STREET BLUES Mm
resents his assignment with a
•vhiie officer who refused io help
a black policeman m ckstress
Penko becomes lha innocent vie
frm of an auto insurance scam
©20/20 Scheduled Barbara
Walters interviews Juke Nison E.
senlKiwer i J
©
MASTERPIECE
IMF.
AlnF
I'ar,ul.se
Postponed
Mau.*g> IP S- N.chokaa Fanner s
daughter L her to It e it among (he
plans Leske Tilmuss makes lor hrs
future Matey seeks a lawyer t advne alter he Imds ^ aarkar will
madeby i>rk laiher (Pan 3 ol ill
© MYSTERYI
Shroud lor a
Nrgtititigak- Aiiam Dalgkesh con
linoes searching lor enough evt
dance lu trap a crave* murderer
(Peri Sol SKJ
©NEWS
T0 30
©HONEYMOONERS
IIOO

© 1 MC OUT
© DARK SHADOWS
© LATE SHOW Mosi Joart
R ,.-.■. Silteikrled Nell Caller In
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI
(TMC) MOVIE * * * Si.ar.ge.
Than P.eaikse I19B4I John lu
rre Iwi- Baeni lha artvanlures
ul three armless peucila m New
York ( I..I. ..ml ...ui Mi.nta R
1 1 30
STAXI
NIGHT HEAT O B.ten and
(,....ui....... purasia i'<e ""el who
sl.ee •> ...i..-1-i.. pamieig uvemg a
muMsan neMetv open-ig
© TONIGHT Musi
K-IMII,
CaftOfl Srhettufe; ailiess Joan
CoBalk l Monte Caiko I. conwc
SMKWl Wight
must, ten Tom
S..OII In slertto
©NIGHTLINE
© RUN FOR THE MONEY
AN ENTERPRISE SPECIAL A
look al Hie leesont why corporate
sponsors ol lha 19B8 Boston
Marathon mvesied thee money m
Amern a s olilesl emeteur at hie IK
ever.1 LJ
* BUSINESS REPORT
LATE SHOW Host Joan
Rivers Scheduled Ned Carter In
slerao
11:36
O MOVIE * * tt
The Glass
Moose 119/21 VK Morrow. Alan
Aide A lest offender; al a man
mum security prison is vnl.mi/ed
by a group of hardened convtcls
who dominate ihe rest ol lha pop
laaiion

•Vfovea Raftnga
Oi^aiarvckng
***V)
EiiClUliil. .
Vary Good
Good
**
■
Not Bad

. ***

PG
B30
O WAY WE ARE Attorney
Marry BaAey defends a young man
accused ol mistreating a poodka

. . **

. . *H

... *

Q

luiiiii inn mi
0 I VIDEO
SPECTRUM
LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION
INBG!
0VER5OOO MOVIES!
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED
NOW SHOWING:

IMMNA JO*S ANO
WE 1EMPU Of

10%off
any service
orier good with this coupon on
Octal, only
at the ._

■oo toon altar having an opera
tron iPorl 1 of 2)
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© CBS NEWS
S THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO
WHEEL Of FORTUNE
© ENTERTAINMENT TO
NIGHT intei.-a, ar.lh Joan CO

OOSKOQ) NEWS
S GUN SMOKE
MOVIE *>•
I..,!,, Ihe
lllii Par I II I 19811 Amy Steal
JMhn I .He,
The gr.sN kakngs
■j .it . st.mnier i amp thai
»ail lieeri tlosed down after a S*
• tes ul l»/arte muKkHs ocnered
HMN
(ESPN) CYCLING vW..i th,,s
Mayi" ■ Cup Cnlenum eurtirn s

© NIGHT COURT Dan col
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